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NOTE:

If you sre short of time, you can get a
ouick, relatively accurate overview of
Relach's work by reading pages 1, 5, 6,
117, 118, 119 and 120 of this report
and by leafing through the issues of
Reach in Appendix IV.
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Project Reach was a two year special demonstration

project funded under title three of the Adult Education Act

of 1966 (Public Lew 89-750). The project was designed to

discover new and economical means of increasing enrollment

in adult basic education classes. Taking South Bend as its

demonstration area Reach set out to demonstrate that direct

media materials can be used effectively to improve attendance
in adult basic education classes.

The original concept of Project Reach was actually more

comprehensive than this. Initially we developed a plan which
called for the exploration of promotional techniques for

adult basic education within the context of a relatively

self-sufficient program which would have coordinated classes,

counselling, and community involvement. Our sweeping plans
had to be narrowed over the years for practical reasons.
Such a comprehensive approach would have been very expensive,
and since South Bend was already teaching their own adult

education classes we would have been duplicatingitheir efforts.
Further, parts of our program were being tested elsewhere in

the country.

The first year proposal for Project Reach listed the

following objectives: 1. To institute a para-professional

program within the South Bend Community School Corporation's
Adult Basic Education Program. 2. To train these parapro-
fessionals in the use of film and video tape. 3. To prepare

a basic adult education promotional campaign in which radio

and television testimonials are given by adult basic education

students. 4. To prepare promotional films designed to motivate

adult basic education students to complete their courses. 5.

To design a program combining large group television instruction

and individualized instruction to teach multi-level adult

basic education classes. 6. To determine what parts of the

adult basic education curriculum should be taught on video

tape. Finally, we were to explore various methods of present-

ing this television material and publicize ell these activities by

1
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means of short promotional news films.

In this first year proposal we also outlined our

objectives for the second year. In the second year we wanted

to expand the pare- professional program, make any needed

Project modifications, end implement and evaluate the adult

basic education promotional campaign. We also planned to use

and evaluate our promotional and motivational films; teach

and evaluate multi-level adult basic education classes through

a Program combining large-group television instruction and

individualized instruction; end publicize all these activities

in news and documentary films.

This breakdown of the project into two years wan designed

to facilitate the gradual implementation 0; the comprehensive

plan which is outlined and described Wi4d following article

"Bridge Over Troubled Water." AlthougriAejectives of

Reach were later narrowed, and me focused our efforts on the

direct media promotional materials, it is still valuab's to

look at the project in terms of this comprehensive plan.



THE ARTICLE, "BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER,"'
REFERRED TO ON PAGE 2 WAS ORIGINALLY INSERTED
BETWEEN THAT PAGE AND THE FOLLOWING ONE. IT
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Brentwood Publishing Corporation
825 S. Barrington Avenue
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As one can see from the proceeding article, the project

consisted of three mein elements: a promotional campaign

designed to bring students intu South Bend's classes; an

instructional program which would combine media materials

with classroom instruction to teach basic skills; and a

pars-professional work training program which would be the

means of accomplishing our other objectives.

The results in our first year were satisfactory. We

prepared all the shorter promotional media materials which

would be reouired in the second year of the project; de-

veloped a model for the instructional media materials; and

devised our basic curriculum. It ties then decided (for the

reasons outlined earlier) to fucue our efforts in the second

year on the promotional aspects of tie adult basic education

connundrum. We relied on the status quo, that is the South

Bend Community School Corporation program, for all instruction

and counselling. Our revised objectives were to expend the

pare - professional program, implement and evaluate the adult

basic education promotional campaign; use and evaluate our

promotional/motivational films, end produce additional pro-

motional, news, and documentary films. This reduces to three

basic.activitiee: training pars- professionals, promoting the

adult classes using materiels produced by our pare-professionals,

end producing (end eveluating)longer films.

It is the purpose of the present report to review

the overall Reach effort and to extract from our two years of

experience those things which will be of value to groups or

individuals doing similar work. This assessment should de-

linieate problems, policies and programs in a way that will

enable those who follow to pick up where we left off and

hopefully avoid some of our problems. The report then is

problem orientated. I don't try to paint a rosy picture.

Rather I try to focus on the trouble spots, the points of

friction. It is here that we succeeded or failed, and it is
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here that those who follow will succeed or fail.

Although I make every attempt to present our work

objectively, it should be noted that this report is being

written by the Prnject Director who is certainly not without

bias. ,Wherever possible I have included relevant differing

opinions about our work. Some of these were solicited by

techninues designed to insure anonymity, others were freely

given by associates. Some such comments follow my narrative

report in the "Perspectives" section while others are in the

appendices.

The following narrative considers three broad inter-

dependent areas: the pare-professional training, the media

materials, and the enrollment campaign.

. 11
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SECTION II

PERSPECTIVES OF THE PARTICIPANTS



SAMUEL D. MCCLELLAND

Since the time of its initial conception the focus of

Project Reach has gradually shifted to the promotional aspects

of the adult basic education program. To be more specific,

we were testing the direct media production method as a

technique of prumotion for adult basic education. South Bend

became the test market for this promotional effort. The con-

cept of direct media needs careful explaination since it

was central to all our work. Our Reach 2 newsletter carried

the following description of our media materials.

In our enrollment effort we put the emphasis on
the real people who tell their unrehearsed, true
stories in whatever way they choose. The tele-
vision spots, for example, are pure, direct
cinema. Likewise the radio spots are real, un-
rehearsed conversation. The photographs for our
printed materials are of real people in unposed
situations. All the copy which we use to promote
adult basic education classes is transcribed from
audio-tapes of real adult basic education students
and their peers.

We insist on ultra-direct communication even
though it would have been simpler and faster
(if more costly) to have contracted with com-
mercial production houses for the traditional,
slick product. We insist on this degree .0
honesty for goad research reasons. Indead, if
our media efforts did not really "tell it like
it is," there would be little point in trying to
study the effect of "direct, peer -to -peer com-
munications."

In the original Reach proposal, the television films ware

described as follows:

These films will be personal testimonials
about the adult basic education classes.
These testimonies will be given by past and present
present adult basic education students. The
reality of the student testimonials will be

5
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of prime imoortance and for this reason no
rehersinq will be done end a documentary style
will be used to vieuelly underscore the
authenticity. Audio tapes will he taken from
the soundtracks of those films and thilse tapes
will be distributed to local radio stations for
broadcast. Tne television promotions will not
be at all lice the, highly polished slick com-
merciel product. Rather, the promotions will
be the simple documentary testimonials of local
people tailing it 'like it is.' These docu-
mentary oromotions will portray role models of
a new life with which the undereducated mem-
bers of the underclass can identify and the
attainment of which does not seem unreal.

This same philosophy guided all our work regardless of the

specific medium.

The direct media approach is the documentary approach

oushed to the nth degrke. In direct media the filmmaker

focuses our view of reel events rather than creating en arti-

ficial dramatic similation of it. In general, the documentary

filmmaker often strives to do the same thing. HOwever, in a

so-called "documentary" one often finds a pre-writ'ieh'script,

a pre-determined series of activities, professional and non-

nrofessional actors, orofessional commentators, and so on.

In direct media one simply follows the normal everyday activ-

ities of real people, uses their normal, unrehearsed speech

and overall minimizes the intrusion of the filmmaker. This

has the effect, ideally, of minimizing distortion and obviating

the biases of the filmmaker. The subject of the film is pre-

sented "directly" to the audience, with a minimum of inter-

pretmtion.

Para-professional Training

From a production standpoint the direct media approach

imposes certain constraints that must be considered in the

training of direct media specialists. Successful work in

direct media is extremely difficult, yet to a novice the

technique looks easy. For example, a direct media film is



likely to contain out-ef-focus sequences which a traditional

documentary filmmaker or a "slick" filmmaker would excise.

The same scene might be retained in a direct media film

bemuse of its content. Since great momenta in :life can't

be reshot later, the technical polish of the final print

has to suffer. The novice often mistakenly thinks that one

doesn't have to worry about technical quality.

Similarly a novice is delighted to find that he shouldn't

write a script. Ha doesn't realize that this means a great

deal more difficult filming and difficult editing. For example,

even the very competent professionals Albert and David Mayales

had to overshoot a great deal when they filmed their direct

cinema masterpiece Salesmen. Their proceedures are described

in The Maysles Brothers' Salesmen published by Signet:

In all, the shooting took some six weeks. The
editing by David and Charlotte Zwerin (Contributing
Editor, Ellen Gifford and Assistant Director,
Barbara Jervis) took fifteen months. It proceeded
intuitively and in a manner not readily put into
words. The first assembly or rough cut, boiled
thirty hours of footage down to an hour and a half.
That took five months. "And it didn't work at all."
Charlotte remembers. "It was a total disaster. So
it was a matter of refining, and refining the mater-
ial until it began to work."

A fundamental training objective then must be the inculca-

tion of patience. The building of confidence is equally

important. At the same time the filmmaker must learn to

understand and appreciate the importance of the direct media

approach--the importance of not forcing the materiel into pre-

determined patterns of thought. Developing this philosophic

underpinning in trainees is difficult but essential. Con-

verting the philosophy into good films is en even more

difficult process. The filmmaker must learn to see the right-

nazis of what he observes and film it without destroying its

reality.
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Our nara-professinnals pct the fundamentals of their

craft in two twelve-week workshops. fine was conducted at the

beninnino of the first veer and one at the beginning of the

second year. The workshop in the first year focused on the

use of the direct media techninue with both film and video

tape for television. In this respect it differed from the

second year's workshop which did not work with video tape

extensively. The training was especially difficult due to

the inherent difficulties of direct media prodution, the

inability of many of the trainees to read and write, the

complexity of our sophisticated equipment (Nagra IV, Senn-

heiser, Moviola, Magnasync, etc.), and the English language

oroblems of some of the Spanish speaking participants. The ad-

vances of the trainees in these short workshops were gratifying.

By the end of the twelve weeks the pare-professionls had'ac7

ouired a mod sense of whet they were doing, they were able to

operate all the equipment (at least et minimal skill levels)

and we were well on our wsy to producing the media materials

that were required.

Its relevant here to mention the hirino constraints on

Project Reach. First of all, we were proposing to use the

direct media method and therefore insisted ultradirect com-

munication. It WAS thus essential that we have the adult

basic education students themselves produce the media materials.

The pool of notential employees was, therefore, narrowed to

students in adult basic education classes or recent graduates

of such classes. In our first year we followed this criteria

strictly and hired our six trainees from the ABE classes. In

the second year, we felt that it was important to recruit

younger trainees since we ultimately hoped to persuade more

young dropouts to enroll in the classes. (One of the problems

faced by the Adult Basic Education Classes in South Bend is

a shortage of younger people.) In the second year then, we

not only hired young people from the Community School Cor-

poration ABE classes but also interviewed and hired
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nraduates of other badic training programs.

There were other differences between the first year

and the second year. In the first year all the hiring WPS

done by one men, Berry Barth, the television instructor who

was an hand early in the project. In the second year, the

hirino was done by two cinematographers, Francisco Martinez,

and Roy Lewis.

Similarly, in the first year, students were trained in

film (mornings) and in video tape (afternoons). One advantage

of this system was that it gave the students a "feel" for

both media. At the same time the video tape provided an

instant replay capability which enabled the students to plan

an interview, or some other production, and immediately re-

view the results. This capability improved the effectiveness

of the training. Unfortunately, in the second year, the

video tape capability was not available due to conflicts

over the utilization of project engineers.

In the first year, we had six pare-orofetisionals all

about ehual in their knowledge of the media. In the second

year, we had six pars-professionals with a year training

and six new trainees. V!

In the first year, we had only people from the adult

basic education classes in South Bend. (An older and more

conservative group) In the second year, we had trainees

wilth little prior contact with the classes in South Bend.

(Also a younger and less conservative group)

The trnining program in our first year went extremely

well. Although there were a few delays in the arrival of

the eouipment, the twelve week training workshop started and

ended on schedule. The necessary basic training was effec-

tively completed during this time. In the second year, the

initial training workshop started lataT because of uncer-

tainties in funding and was unable to wind up by the date



specified. It was further interrupted by our media enrollment

campaign during which everyone involved with the project

concentrated on the TV, radio, poster, and personal contact

enrollment work. It is also worth noting that ovie of the

two instructors who was to be with us for the second year,

left the Project toward the end of the summer and moved to

California.

Our training,of couree,did not in either year suddenly

stop and production work abruptly begin. Rather there was a

gradual transition from activities undertaken primarily for

training to job-oriented production activities. Formal

instruction continued at least one day a week for the duration

of the project.

In the first year all this training was handled by one

man. However, in the second year the group was larger and

it proved to be unrealistic to expect one men to train every-

one--young, old, trained and untrained. We therefore

later shifted to a three crew structure in which each crew

contained at least two experienced pare-professional end two

inexperienced or new pare-professionals. The idea was that

the older pare-professionals could help the newer pars -pro-

fessionals. Each crew was furthermore supervised by a media

specialist with relatively good knowledge of the use of film

and television.

This training structure also proved to be ineffective, and

it was changed several months hence to a structure which

isolated the new pare- professionals from the old.pare-pro-

fessionals. The novice crew, was trained by one of the

advanced pars-professionals, end one men assumed responsibility

for training the advanced pare- professionals. This structure

seemed to work effectively but time was then short.

In summery, the pare-professional training in the first

year of the project was quite different from the pare-pro-

fessional training during the second year. Our first year

work-on the surface et least --wee more productive than the
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second year. Nonetheless in both cases the pars-profdesionals

did learn basic media skills. The pare - professionals with

two veers of Reach training are quite competent, and were

nuite successful with their work. Even some of those with

little training learned well. Some of the trainees hired in

the second year of the project did not progress as well as we

would have hoped.

The Media Materials.

Aseedsing the effectiveness of the training (with the

exception of the comparisons between the first and second

years) is difficult. Probably the most reliable guide is the

films which the trainees eventually produced. Their work

falls naturally into two categories: community messages (short

ono-minute television testimonials to the adllt basic educa-

tion classes) and longer films on adult basic education

experiences end/or problems.

All the films were surprisingly good. The community

messages when shown on the local television stations were

suite effective (only ten of 35 were actually broadcast).

The initial enrollment in the local AeE classes tripled as a

result of our work, and these commercials were the backbone

of our campaign. The longer films varied Ln quality, purpose,

and in approach; and it's more difficult to assess their effect

since they were not completed and printed until the and of

the second year.

One can make some specific comments about both the short

end the long films. In both cases its important to assess their

effectiveness in terms of their purpose and to determine the

extent to which they meet our criteria for direct media materials.

These judgements must be essentially qualitative.

All of the community messages (the one minute spots for

television) seemed to meet the criteria for erect media.

They presented the people in the South Bend community with

little distortion. This was on incredible editing feat.
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Normally if you don't tell someone what to say they will

ramble on- taking five or six minutes to make a point that

you would like to convert into a 15 second segment of a

one minute spot. When you edit that five or six minuta

interview (normally the interviews ran es long as twenty

minutes) you must make decisions. You're selecting, and

therefore you ore lot presenting a total picture of the

person. Nonetheless, given the fact that we were clearly

looking for affirmative comments, and that we could not in-

clude ever4thing that was said, I believe that the people

in the messages got their ideas to the audience without very

much distortion. The editing of these messages was quite

difficult since some sixty minutes of interviews would yield

only a single short community message.

The longer films were not as universally satisfying. None

of them could be considered completely successful as direct

cinema -- always the predispositions and attitudes of the film-

maker would intrude. Perhaps this is unavoidable. Without

ideaclogy there can be no meaning. This intrusion was not

very detrimental for us since the filmmakers themselves were

usually adult basic education students.

Considering our longer films from a strictly technical

standpoint I am most satisfied with Jenkins, Long Hard Drive,

Mexican Americans, and Reach. From a technical standpoint I

am also quite satisfied with Don't Be No Fool, Migrants,

e Teachers', and Two and Six, (although these films were all

technically flawed). I'm not satisfied with the technical

quality of Joeouin or This Women.

It is more important to consider their success es direct

cinema (i.e. to what degree do they present the feelings ann

essential character of the people in the films). As direct

cinema I am quite satisfied with.Jenkins, The Long Hard Drive,

and Teachers. In each of these films, the subjects come across

without much distortion, Both Jenkins and LaraltaiedDrive

are about the same men. Jenkins was made by the first year
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Para- professionals and Long Hard Drive by first and second

year para-nrofessinnals. I supervised the work on Jenkins

while Oscar Lottie directed Long Hard Drive in close associa-

tion with Ed Jenkins himself, (the Producer). In both cases

we are confronted by Ed Jenkins, his personality, his attitudes,

his feelings, his encroach to life, his problems, his reality.

Ry the same token Teachers with its time limitations gives a

fairly incisive presentation of the attitudes of the teachers

in the South Bend Community School Corporation. Obviously

making such critical judgement about "reality" and "honesty"

is hazardous. One would do best to see the films.

Some of the other films which we produced may in tradi-

tional terms be as good as the three discussed above, but I

think that the oninions of the filmmakers_obstructed_dlrect_____it

communication. The films are more propaganda than direct

media. One such film is Don't 9e No Fool, a dropout film

which has a very definite, separatist point to make. Like-

wise Mexican Americans, a controlled and selective view of

the Mexican American in this country. It is a valid point

of view and Mexican Americans is a good film. However, it

is not direct cinema.

Two and Si < was not very successful as direct media

because it set nut to glorify an industrial training pro-

gram in the city. It is very interesting to note that some

of the visuals carry a message different from what is being

said by the instructors being interviewed. In this sense

the film did function as direct media, but it accomplished

the opnosite of what its director wanted.

Migrants (made in cooperation with nne of the local TV

stations), despite its many technical problems, is an

accurate portrait of the migrants and farmers in the area.

It uses the standard journalistic approach of interviewing

both sides of a public issue. It is an interesting but

relatively superficial film.
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This Woman .end 1.2aALLin both suffer from some technical
problems of consequence. This Woman is poorly edited ( a

rush job), and it has a bad sound track. The film does have
some powerful footage however. The scene in which the woman
reeds a Christmas story to her daughter-- making mistakes but
very proud--is beautiful. Most directors would not have been
able to do this scene as effectively. Unfortunately other
scenes seem stilted, and the film as a whole does not cohere.

Joaquin was designed to show what the Mexican American
Center in South Bend has to offer. It contains some useful

information, but it does not communicate anything of great
consequence about Joaquin or the center. Joaquin is also
burdened with editing problems, poor sound, and .distorted color.
Nonetheless, the film captures some telling moments.

Reach which was moderately successful as a biased history
of Projsct Reach is not successful as direct cinema. The film
is a 'R job, has my scripted commentary, and a musical score!
There are moments--for example when i;he teaches are teaching
their classes or when the students are operating our equipment
when it is very good even considering our strict direct
media criteria. It does give a relatively good history of
the project.

All in all, the films demonstrate the ability of the

pars- professionals that we have trained. To the extent that
they have been shown around the community and to various pro-
fessional groups they seem to have accomplished their purpose.
Most comments have been very favorable. Some of the comments
which I personally have heard were surprising. Even when a
film is extremely acurate in its representation of a particular
individual, people may take offense simply because they don't

like the perspective of the individuals filmed. Comments such
as "All undereducated people aren't black," "Theta a stereo-
type" indicate that the direct media can run into communication

problems simply because of the individuals selected for a film
or because of the biases of the audience.
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Overall, niven the hiring constraints under which the

nroject worked and the limitations of our training, I'm nuite

setiafied with the media production of the pare-professionals.

A related and important issue is the attitudinal change of

the pare-professionals over two years. One Chicano migrant

(who was making 85 a day in the fields before Project Reach

and who now occasionally earns $50 to $100 a day as a free-

lance cameraman) recently said "Now I think I can do any-

thing." The mnnev itself is not important, but the attitude

iR. It is my hope that the oars- professionals can continue

to work in the media, although at this moment such jobs are

not plentiful. One of our para-professionals however turned

down two job offers as "not'good enough."

In any case our pars-professionals were given the rudi-

ments of film making, radio, TV and still photography. Some

of them have taken this basic training and through hard work

made themselves into complete professionals.

The Enrollment Campaign

The most critical Question for Reach is how effective

were our films; radio commercials, and photos in terms of

enrollment. (As mentioned before the longer films are now

being evaluated by an outside agency.) The most obvious

measure of our success in this case is actual increase in

enrollment, and enrollment tripled following our campaign.

A detailed report of this campaign can be found in Appendix

I of this report, and a riuick overview of the campaign can

be found in Reach 2 in Appendix IV of this report.

The Reach campaign was conducted in the fall and

utilized a wide variety of direct media materials: tele-

vision commercials, radio commercials, posters, door-to-door

canvassing, and promotional matchbooks. The report confirms

the wisdom of the multi -media approach and records the overall

success of the campaign. Still there is one question which

remains unanswered. Even though enrollment initially



tripled, soon thereerte: it leveled off at about twice what

it had been, and a few mnnths later declined even further.

Had we oversold the classes? Misrepresented them? If we

had taught the classes ourselves, we would probably be

able to answer that question.

.1
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In order to gather opinions for this section of the

Project Reach Final Report we asked each professional staff

member to submit a written evaluation of the project.

Each paraprofessional staff member was asked to to respond

to seven basic questions:

1) Hes Project Reach improved your opportunities
for work?

2) Has your work here been useful?

3) What is the moat important aspect of the project
that you will take with you to your next job?

4) Do you think that Project Reach has helped the
Adult Basic Education program in South Bend?

5) Were the Adult Basic Education administrators
and teachers helpful?

6) Did you encounter any racial problems at Project
Reach?

7) Has Project Reach been run the way you would run
it?

The interviewer also asked a variety of follow-up

questions.

Since the interviewer's own opinions clearly influenced

the responses of the pare-professionals end since some

professionals did not prepare a written statement, one

should comnare these responses with the anonymous responses

in Aopendix II.



HOMER DE LEON

Interviewer: Did you read the question? You didn't reed

it?

Mr. De Leon: Huh uh.

Interviewer: Well you don't have to.

Mr. De Leon: Huh.

Interviewer: You don't have to reed them. You could answer

without it. Whet about the first question?

What aboutioork next year?

Mr. De Leon: Huh.

Interviewer: Whet about work next year?

Mr. De Leon: For Me?

Interviewer: Yeah.

Mr. De Leon: Well I don't know. I'm trying to find the

same ,boo. I'm going beck to Texas.

Interviewer: The same job you dc here or the same job

that you had?

Mr. Ds Leon: Well I'm going to get an Eclair end do some

camera work. And if that ...

Interviewer: Have you had any luck?

Mr. De Leon: No.

Interviewer: But you're definately going back to Texas?

Mr. De Leon: Yeah.

Interviewer: Whet were you doing before you came here?

Mr. De Leon: Well I was a farm worker.

Interviewer: Are you going to do that?

Mr. De Leon: No.

Interviewer: Do you think you will be able to find a job?

Mr. De Leon: I don't know maybe.

Interviewer: Are you and going to Texas?

Mr. De Leon: I don't know. He esid he was going. I don't

k now.

Interviewer: But he came up from ... So you tend to think

the work it Project Reach has been useful, right?

Mr. De lean: Yeah, for me, yeah.

18
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Interviewer: Did you enjoy it?

Mr. De Leon: Uh, I really enjoyed it.

Interviewer: What do you enjoy? Still photography?

Mr. De Leon: Uh, camera work. The Eclair I enjoy that a lot.

Interviewer: Yeah. Whet about eh eh what about helpirl

other people? Do you think you helped Mexican-

Americans get into school?

Mr. De Leon: Yeah.

Interviewer: Do you have your GED?

Mr. De Leon: No not yet.

Interviewer: You gonna get it?

Mr. De Leon: Yeah I wee in classes, but then, they changed

it because of the schedule here.

Interviewer: Oh what did they do?

Mr. De Leon: The hours...

Interviewer: Changed the days?

Mr. De Leon: The days? No the hours.

Interviewer: Oh I see what you mean.

Mr. De Leon: Because Fridays, Thursdays I work until 7.

Interviewer: Uh huh. And didn't from 7 to ... Well did

you go to El Centro?

Mr. De Leon: Yeah.

Interviewer: Now is the program down there?

Mr. De Leon: You got to start where you left in high school.

Interviewer: Uh huh.

Mr. De Leon: And then from there yo' start all over.

Interviewer: Yeah.

Mr, De Leon: So I started from the ninth grade.

Interviewer: So how long did it take you?

Mr. De Leon: I don't know. I still haven't taken that test

yet.

Interviewer: Is it pretty hard?

Mr. De Leon: Yeah, some of it. I mean I reed like the (7)

Interviewer: What about a a the teachers down there Whet

about the teachers everywhere? I mean, I

know you're happy with the El Centro thing,

but were you fiLming at those centers right,
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and you were around the city.

Mr. De Lean: Well some of them were good some of the teachers.

Interviewer: Are 000d? Just some of them?

Mr. De Leon: Some

Interviewer: What about the others?

Mr. De Leon: Oh they're not too good. They're no good

to the students.

Interviewer: Oh they do? How is it books or what?

Mr. De Leon: Yeah there are no books.

Interviewer: Do the students drop out?

Mr. De Leon: Yeah just be because they made a lot of

promises, that didn't come true.

Interviewer: What about your summery? What about the

helpino people? To get in the GED program. Do

you think that you've convinced other people?

Mr. De Lean: I think so.

Interviewer: When you went did you go canvassing?

Mr. De Leon: Yeah.

Interviewer: Did you do well?

Mr. De Leon: Well I got around 10 or less who went to school.

Interviewer: Are they staying in or are ..?

Mr. De Leon: Some of them. 5 or 6 I think are staying stills

Interviewer: Is it hard to get people to El Centro?

Mr. De Leon: Yeah they need mcre information about what is

going on.

Interviewer: Is it easier for you to tall them because you

don't have your GED or do you think its easier

for someone who's finished?

Mr. De Leon: Well its easier for someone who's finished to

tell them to go beck to school. Because they

might find it ...

Interviewer: What about Project Reach, has it been run the

way yuu wanted it run?

Mr. Ds Leon: Not too good.

Interviewer: You're not?

Mr. De Leon: No.

29
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Interviewer: You're not happy with it? What's wrong withit?

Mr. De Leon: Well I think the schedules have been changed

around a lot. Our schedules days and hours.

Interviewer: You didn't like that?

Mr. De Leon: No.

Interviewer: What else?

Mr. De Leon: Oust the schedule.

Interviewer: Did you oat a chance to say you didn't like the

schedules. Did someone eak you or did they

just say they were changing them? Did they

ask everybody or did they ...?

Mr. De Leon: Well they asked us, but what's the use when

if it wean't one thing than they come up with

another.

Interviewer: So it doesn't matter what you say? Do you a a

do You have any other complaints?

Mr. De Leon: No.

Interviewer: Whet about getting along with people back there?

Are the paraprofessionals getting along?

Mr. De Leon: Yeah, we didn't have any problems.

Interviewer: But just with you?

Mr. Da Leon: Yeah.

Interviewer: Is there some of them they don't net along

with?

Mr. De Leon: Oh for me I don't get along with too

well.

Interviewer: Well, you must have worked back there end if

they didn't get along with some people was

there a conflict there?

Mr. De Leon: No.

Interviewer: Who's fault ia that, is that mainly and

? My fault end

Mr. De Leon: Well I think its the staff.

Interviewer: Is there anything else you want to say?

Mr. De Leon: Na.
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BENITO FUENTES

Interviewer: Anyway those are the questions I em going to

ask you. So you can What about the first

lone? What are you gonna do when you leave?

Mr. Fuentes: I em going to try end look for a job in film,

Interviewer: Yeah?

Mr. Fuentes: Either a job in film yr photography. And a I

tried, but so far no one has called me yet.

Interviewer: So you're gonna stay in this area?

Mr. Fuentes: Yeah. If I can. If I can get in. If I can't

I have a job offer by the 15th of June. At a

Indiana Bell.

Interviewer: Telephone company?

Mr. Fuentes: Yeah a telephone installer. I'll be working

in the communications department, but eh like

June 15th.

Interviewer: So you have that much time to look? But you'o

rather stay in this?

Mr. Fuentes: Yeah.

Interviewer: O.K. what about photography, have you learned

anything, spy, besides I mean obviously you

learned how to run equipment or you wouldn't

be interested. Did you learn anything else

that might help you say if you go to work for

Indiana Bell? What are you going to say that

this was just a waste of time or that...?

Mr. Fuentes: Oh no it wasn't a waste of time. I mean you

know sometimes maybe we didn't do nothing but

everyday I mean even just by watching you learn

something. People can learn just by watching.

They don't have to be working just watching there.

Interviewer: Did you learn anything besides learning film?

Did you learn anything about getting along with

people? Did did ...

Mr. Fuentes: Yeah, yeah, you got to a respect their ideas

72
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too because like you know if you just try to

Cut them aside you get into a little argument

about different ideas of things. Or something

like this so really just to consider different

ideas and sit and talk about it. Because other-

wise you net into a big argument like we had be-

fore.

Interviewer: Whet about the Mexican American community? Are

you interested in helping them?

Mr. Fuentes: Yes.

Interviewer: And do you think you have?

Mr. Fuentes: Well es fear as ABE I think I have. I mean

trying to promote the ABE around the neighbor-

hood where I live.

Interviewer: You've gotten people to go to school from there?

Mr. Fuentes: Yeah, so has He's got a younger sister

going there. I had my mother going there too

for a while.

Interviewer: So you but that's been in terms of getting them

to go and that's something that you've done

yourself?

Mr. Fuentes: Uh huh.

Interviewer:- That's not something they picked up from just

watchino our spots on television? That's some-

thing that you've made ...7

Mr. Fuentes: (Whole sentence illegiable)

Interviewer: Did you have good success at the canvassing?

Mr. Fuentes: Oh yeah.

Interviewer: Getting people to sign up, like a lot of people?

Mr. Fuentes: Ah 71 or 76, I don't know.

Interviewer: Are they still going or are they

Mr. Fuentes: Ah I was out there, and say about one third still

go.

Interviewer: Who's fault is that?

Mr. Fuentes: Well the way they do it its mostly their fault

I guess because they would just, you know, good
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reasons ... some of them were sick, some had 'to

work nights, you know, Some of them had two

jobs,some of them had a bad heart. Sometimes

they were old people 50, 51, 52, something.

Interviewer: What about the AO- program, is something wrong

there that they might, I mean, be losing some

of these people or do you think its just the

people's choice?

Mr. Fuentes: It's the people's choice to me.

Interviewer: ABE program is fine? How about the teachers,are

they ...?

Mr. Fuentes: Ah the teacher is good. And mostly every center

they go first thing you ask is how about the

teacher, is he sufficient in helping you with your

homework or something like this and they all say

well he's a wonderful teacher and we really like

him because you know the teachers I'm talking

about a they take smo home and bring them back

you know, from school. So really they don't have

to do that but they do it on their own. So that

the teachers that are doing ah this good. You

'mow they're quite good. Really just a like

you said, its the people's choice really. If

they don't want to go they just don't go.

Interviewer: Is the, a you know, therr? nothing that the ABE:

teachers could do to keep those people there?

Mr. Fuentes: Well there is one thing that the people asked.

Some said that they would like to get paid for

!Mine. You pay, you have a full room every night.

Interviewer: If you gotta pay?

Mr. Fuentes: If you got, you know, if you paid a student say

about 15 or 17 dollars a week you know just for

going 2 hours a night because ... besides, you

know, they work and they say well we work 8 hours

and we have to go sit and learn for another 2

hours when we should be catchin up on our rest

for the next day's work. Cause some of them
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work herd so they figure if they got paid for

it you know they could just go ahead and learn,

plus at the same time getting paid.

Interviewer: They don't do that?

Mr. Fuentes: No.

Interviewer: Has tha project been run the way you would run it?
Mr. Fuentes: The way I would run it?

Interviewer: Yeah.

Mr. Fuentes: Well to me the project is all right. It hasn't,

I mean, it has eh. I mean, it has faults like

everything else; but it has eh, the project been

all right with me. A little misunderstandingllke

everythlnq else but still the project is all right.
Interviewer: What would you have changed about it if you ...?
Mr. Fuentes: Well the only thing I would have changed is ah

instead of being a deadline for June I keep on

going.

Interviewer: Yeah?

Mr. Fuentes: That's the only way I'd changebecause everything

is all right. Staff and pare-professionals, you

know, they're all right.

Interviewer: Well now that's, ah, some of the other people

not necessarily the ones that were in here today

... said that the second year people... are

not as serious as the first year people. Is

that true?

Mr. Fuentes: Yeah, because eh the olderothe first year people...

the first people are older and a little more

responsibility on their mind you know, end know

the younger ones speaking for myself, sometimes

too, I gat &t out of place cause you don't think

about what will happen in the future you just

ah Now like I say to me the younger genera

tion gap, you know, sometimes it seems like, you

know,they don't give a damn about nothing. But

for my pert, you know, when I was to terminate

t
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then after I seen that I had a goad thing going,

but I lost it just because of eh not listening

to reason you know. I found out that I really

did wrong by not doing my job, I thought what a

bed thing it is. But I found out the hard way

by getting terminated so so then the sooner

we can understand I guess you know. And I found

out that I needed the training because it could

help me in my life you know, a better job someday.

But ah I didn't think about it at first when I

got terminated. But to me its just eh you got

two coniminations.older and younger and the

younger and the old do not communicate too good

together. Because the young got ideas something

you know, ideas for themselves you know. The

old they don't agree with you know. They have

dif 'erent ideas or different backgrounds, I don't

know whet it is.

Interviewer: So there was conflict between the ?

Mr. Fuentes: Yeah, imostly as you notice was between the first

and second years, mostly it was second year

thought they ''new better than the first year.

And maybe they did, and maybe they didn't. But

there's a conflict between you. Its really be-

cause the only thing is just two different groups.

Younoer and older. You get them together.

Interviewer: How were you selected? Personally how did

get you in?

Mr. Fuentes: Well I was going to the ABE classes at El Centro.

And she told me about Project Reach that

they were goning to hire six more pare-prof-

fessionals for working in film and on television.

Because they wanted former ABE students for the

class.

Interviewer: So then you applied?

Mr. Fuentes: Yeah, then I applied and they called ma in. For

training me.
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Interviewer: Yeah and you talked to

Mr. Fuentes:

Interviewer: Was the project explained to you then?

Mr. Fuentes: Well at the time that I got hired the project

wasn't explained to me. It,wes just eh that I'd

be doing ok,mers work and I'd be learning a still

photography, and cinematography. Like can-

vassing and makin ABE spots I knew nothing about

until after left.

Interviewer: Was your training sufficient then after he left?

Mr. Fuentes: Well, huil, for my part if would have still

been here teechin us we would have been far more

advanced then we would be now probably because

of he was in our age you know, bracket you can

call it. And a he spent most all the time with

us, six new ones. And give us assignments like

and you go film this for me and he

would write down what he wanted. So next day

and qo out then and

or something like this but the only way you can

really learn is by somebody just sit down and

explain it then tell you end tell youftbut you

don't do none of the work you don't learn nOthin

you know its just like theory. You don't know

how to do it really and when it comes down to

doin it you know ell the ideas on how to do it

but you don't know how to run the machines or

nothin. So if still here man will be far

more advance I think. Becausethe would,he was...

he understood usond we never had no quarrel end

everything was all right. Because he was like

in our bracket,the same age. But now since we

got started into three groups there are sometimes

when we didn't do nothing just 884 around you

know. But like its important to have an instruc-

tor you know, with you not all the time because
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its hard to do somethinn on your own because you

don't know what to do. I mean especially for

me I didn't know nothin about film. Ah I,what

I know now isn't too much,but its enough to get

started on.

Interviewer: Is that beccise he was always with you? Is that

because he was, he got along with you better then

Mr. Fuentes: Because maybe two or three things. One was be

cause he was with us you know, second, we had

classes about the Eclair, about the still camera,

he explained whet F stop and shutter speed meant

and all how was film made, it was made of light

end ah he taught us in class end then he let

us go out side and you know, work. So we can

see our mistakes. And when the film came back

we watched the film and can correct our mistakes.

But ah that's mostly what helped us because he was

there all the time,send his class plus he taught

us out side you know, on our own.

Interviewer: Well what eh, eh, then your figuring the three

groups that we divided up into didn't work?

Mr. Fuentes: No not really, no.

Interviewer: They did not have one person tack there the whole

time? Did the fact that wad Mexican American

have anything to do with the fact that you got

along?

Mr. Fuentes: No, wel), myself I can say this, that ah,between

the Chicanos and the Blacks we all got together

good with You know, was Mexican,

you know brown like us but the other three were

Black. We all got along together there were hardly

no arguments about nothin or conflicts between

us, because everybody you know, liked what they

were doin,but we were filminq,and we were doing

exercises, and eh we were in class in the morning,
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and everybody like just because we were learning,

we were learning fast.

Interviewer: When did, then, did you stop ah slow down, let's

say?

Mr. Fuentes: Well really,to my point of view,

everything started slowing

down for me when ah we heard that wee leev-

ing you know, for L.A. because they had a riot

or whatever. And eh he thought he could do more

for his people over there than he could over

here even though he wanted to stay here. So after

he left really eh everything like ah everybody

we six, we six new ones, everybudy just kind a

wee kind a hurt really, because he was helpin

us along good. But if he would have stayed here

no man we would have been advanced I know we

would have been.

Interviewer: Whet, eh, what would, to say take ah take

or somebody else or somebody new for that matter

and put him in to place I mean or was it

just that got on. Would it have helped, to

...?

Mr. Fuentes: All depends on the person, I guess, who's the

'instructor ... if he treats everybody the same,

taught everybody the same and if you were

to hire another instructor, end he was say he

was black or brown, say eh he took our side more

end gave us more work to do and the blacks lees

or you know the opposite you know there would

be conflicts between the groups, end the instructor.

So really you have to get a men who was OK with

both kinds you know, black, whites you know or

any color. You can't have a men doin the just

that's only gonna take one side. Like he

didn't take no sides. He took everybody you know,

everybody was just like a brother to him. bo
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really that's only, that's the only kind of

instructor we should have.

Interviewer: Does anybody here take only one side is that

Anybody?

Mr. Fuentes; No not to me. There were conflicts before but eh...

Interviewer: What kind of conflicts?

Mr. Fuentes: Misunddrstandings you know, like between me and - --

but now that I see things instead of him trying

to do something bed he was trying you know to

straighten me out so I wouldn't you know, so I'd

keep on my track. Keep on working on what I'm

supposed to do. But I couldn't understand you know,

I thought he was pushing on me, you know, because

I was brown and he was black. And he had more

like power over me because he wase.you know.

So, but then I found out he wasn't that he was

trying to do some good even though sometimes you

know, got a little upset about it. There's prob

lem@ here when somebody takes more sides then

the other.

Interviewer; Does this, eh when you say that you started

slowing down did this happen with all twelve or

just with the six new ...?

Mr. Fuentes: No, no because the other six this first year

they were working mostly with ah was

their instructor of course, that first six

from the second year we had only one instructor

, and so after he left, I don't know why

he left,but it was about what September?

Interviewer: Oh, when he left?

Mr. Fuentes: Valhi

Interviewer: Oh,I didn't know.

Mr. Fuentes: OK,he worked when we started out the first couple

a weeks all we did was eh read about the Eclair,

study it, look, learn how to load magazines and

how to read the light meter and ah learn how to
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use the telephoto Tense. other kind of lens and

focus and all of that. Just exercising. There

was no film. Then he took us out with a loaded

mbilazine and we did exercises. But I can see

that if was still hare we probably be

more advanced than we are now. I figure it this

way the lack of structure to me lack of instruc-

tion.

Interviewer: Ynu need somebody to'help?

Mr. Fuentes: Yeah I don't mean you knows somebody had to be

there all thm time for 24 hours saying you do

this and you do this and you do, no but giveus

assignments to do. And if we didn't do it right

when it came beck is this your film ----- thisie

out of focus,this shot had eh too much choppy pan

or choppy zoom because you didn't do this and

didn't do that. He explained to us what was

wrong and this way next time we'll go out and

film we knew whet the mistake was and we would

try to correct it you know why make the same

mistake you know if I make it twice in a row ...

So really the instructor on my part is the most

important thing, that you can have to learn any-

thing really. But if the instructor don't co-

operate with both crews like a brown end black

he won't get along. Then you'll h've conflicts like

those were because wasn't here, because he

left you know. And well, really its you know,

between the brown and blacks we never had no

conflicts really. You know misunderstandings s

couple of times but you know that normal for

everybody.

Interviewer: Whet about,the shothe first peoplethave they

also slowed down would you say? Or have they...?

Mr. Fuentes: Neh, to me well I wasn't here the first year

but eh the way it seems its still gain the same

way to me you know the progress is the same.

Interviewer: They are the better people.
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Because you see they had one year,well its not

really that much of an advantage, but still, one

year more practice in doing this you know film

and a sound and lights and all the things. Of

course we've only had whet about 7, 8 months of

this. And I know they had it hard to because

sometimes they didn't have equipment here but

when we got here we had the equipment you know,

we had that advantage over them, but eh now

after left the advantage wasn't ours

too long. What wu had learned we had to learn

some more on our own, We didn't, we didn't

know Mask somebody, if we didn't ask anybody

we just didn't learn. And if you had some eh,

like when you when you were our instructor I

know you couldn't be with us because you got

job, another job to do end I think they did

wrong putting you in instructor when you hed

other duties to do. Another job. They should

have just run the Eclair so they couldn't hire

him. But like at times you say eh I think it

was fault for not being with us, no.

Instructing a class is all right when you got

the time you know; but you got two or three

different things you gotta do end a day and no-

body ... I mean for my oert I can't hold

you responsible for not teaching me because its

not your fault you know.

Ah, you, is there anything else you'd like to

say before ..?

No, the only thing I'd like to say ie I wish

the project kept on going.
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RENE GARZA

Ha,, the project improved your opportunities for

work?

Yes.

How?

Ah how? Well eh since I worked in a documentary,

you know after I finished it I showed it around.

You know some people offered me jobs. This place

in Minnesota even when I was filming the ah when

we were filming the documentary. This guy got my

phisna-number and everything and he started, you

know calling me. He eh said he you know there

wps this place in New York where they were training

minorities. You know to be trained in journalism

end that you know that's another job I was offered.

So you've had ...

Wait a minute. I'm not finished yet. Then there

was this television station that offered me a job

you know. I mean that ... I mean you know that

job he said, I mean you know I could go in and

the job was definitely you know, the job was

there! but I didn't take it, he yot another guy.

But those were direct results, then, right?

From what?

From here.

Yeah, right.

Have you decided yet on what you're going to do yet?

No, Well right now I

You haven't decided yet on what you're going to do?

No, well I'll probably know in about two days, I'm

going to send my resume to this University. This

auy is going to look at it. And, if he likes it,

I'll get into the training. Its eleven weeks

treinina Its at Columbia University School If

Journalism.

In New York?
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Mr. Garza: In New York yeh. And then there's this piece in

Minnesota also. All I have to do is just call up

the guy and say yes. He's got a job. They

pot an educational television station there.

Interviewer: What about the years you Were here? Two years

you were here? Were they well, while you were

hersodid they find them useful? Did they eh, do

you think you did any good?

Mr. Garza: Well, I don't know the film I was working on,

the Mexican American, it got a lot of reactions

..f rat the cummunitv, I, r.fibrad it in the

community. I filmed the whole entire film in

the community except for the conferences out

here in the University. But they liked it you

know, they liked the film. And I don't know

just they liked it because eh, eh well there was

a meeting about two weeks ago that came out of the

conference you know. I don't know what the hell

its celled but its eh, they saw the film and they

saw that the Mexican Americans here in South Bend.

So they wanted somebody that could go out end do

some more films like in where the rest of the

Mexican Americans are. Like in Wisconsin, you

know. Communities in Wisconsin. So that 's just

pretty good cause they liked what theyiew on

film. Of South Bend the Mexican Americans in South

Send.

Interviewer: What is the most im-ortent aspects of the project

that you'll take with you? When you go on to another

job? You came here right out of the Army, right?

Mr. Garza: No, ah

Interviewer: You came here?

Mr. Garza: I wee working in the, eh well I was working at

Plymouth picking tomatoes Then I got out of

that and I started working in en Aluminum factory.
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And then, then I started going to the night classes

And from there I came to Project Reach. But I

was working in the fields first. Ah well, before

I came to Project Reach I didn't have a skill. I

was just, when I would go out applying for a

job I would put down laboror. You know that's,

it's like pushing a broom or cleaning up. Those

kinds of things. Now I can eh, well, like I

shoot some I sold photographs you know. And

now I can qo out and get a job Am a photographer.

A stIll,photoarapher and a cinematographer. And try

to work in a television station if I really go in.

Cause I haven't , myself I haven't gone out and

looked for a job. All the jobs that I have been

offered me are people that's seen the film. That's

seen the film and seen me film, filming. I mean

they offered me a job,but I haven't really gone

out and looked for a job. So before Project Reach

I didn't have any skill and now I can get a job

as a photographer, still photographer, whatever,

Like in a television station.

Ahterviewer: You mentioned earlier,when we were talking,you

mentioned confidence too,

Mr. Garza: Yeah, well ...

Interviewer: Did you get that here, did that help? Did this

Mr. Garzar Yeah, because when I was ... OK when I got out

of the Army I kept going back and forth like from

here, from Indiana to Texas about eight times

back and forth and I'd get a job, like I said, you

know, it was labor. Rut after Project Reach I can

get any kind of job I think if I really want it,

I can get any kind of job I went. Even if I don't

get a job as a cameraman or in a television station.

I can get any other kind of job. Or keep on going

to school because I like, I'm trying to get my

high school diploma.
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Interviewer: Were you interested in photoqranhy before you came?

Mr. narza: Yeah, well I started shooting, I started taking

Pictures when I was in Korea in the Army and this

Karim tauqht me how to process, process a black

and white film and print. So I bought some equip-

ment there and I brought it home when I got out

BEST. COPY.
WORE

of the Army. But I didn't use that equipment

for about a year. I didn't have any money to buy,

but when I came to Indiana and started working I

started buying things, more things and then Project

Reach came along. Se it wee reel good.

Interviewer: What about you, what about the community? Do you

think you helped others? Obviously there are a

lot of people here that work in the fields, Chicanos

thr,t work in the fields, do you think you've helped

them? You've had obviously a success theta some-

how related to going to night classes because that's

how you got to Project Reach and have you helped

others? Others, like yourself, to go back like,

like you were three or four years ago?

Mr. Garza: Yeah, well see, OK. Like I said when I showed

this film to these people from the conference.

They said , most of them said, I wish I could

have a cony of that film to show to the kids

that are out of school. Show them that part

where I showed that ABE classes at El Centro.

They wanted to see their kids, they wanted their

kids to see that people, grown up people, are

goinm to classes and studying and all that stuff,

So it worked pretty good, and plus like the people

in the community they've taken out the film and

show it around. So I guess it sort of helped.

Interviewer: You've helped eh

Mr. Garza: But just one film. I don't even have to be there

but they show the film and that's helped. I don't

know.

Interviewer: Well I think that if you can relate through that
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to somebody going back to school then definately...

Mr. Garza: And even like the school corporation,' showed it

to the school corporation End some people In South

Bend. And they wanted to buy the film so they

could keep it in the library. And just because

they said that, that since the film didn't show

any cars or any time like 1970, 1971 they could

keep on using it °Greyer. Because it doesn't say

1971 or 1972, it just, no time entered it.

Interviewer: Did you do that intentionally?

Mr. Garza: No, I didn't think of it but it came out that

way. It's good because it could be shown, you

know, without

Interviewer: Whet about their enrollment drive? Did you have

success when you went door to door? Signing up

people?

Mr. Garza: Yeah, we, I signed a lot of people up. But,

well like one time when even we were putting up

the posters. We went into this bank down on

Western Avenue and I was putting the sign up

end this lady, I think a teller. She, eh, we

told her about the, eh what we were doing and

about ABE classes in South Rend in the centers.

And right sway she wrote down the number, to call

Project Reach. And she, I guano, she enrolled

in one of those classes, right away.

Interviewer: ahhh... What about encounters with the ABE people

here in South Bend? Have you been with the

administrators, --- end have they been

cooperative?

Mr. Garza: JIM with , this center that I was assigned

to, Meadowvew Center, they had a pretty good,

for two year.' the center had the most people in

there, about 18. Mostly all the time, mostly

every night. Then they changed the teacher,
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teachers on the students. And these students

were not studying in the 5th grade, 6th grade

or 7th grade. They were studying in the let and

2nd grade. Some of them were just there to learn

to read a newspaper. So, they changed a teacher

on themnend they started like dropping out. You

know and in two weeks went from like 18 to about

2 or 3 people. Because the teacher didn't know

you know, he cnuldn't handle them, he was like

being a little bit bossy. Because I was there

a couple of times,and he would say don't wear a

hat in class. He wee talking to an adult, and he

says don't wear a hat in a class. And like don't

smoke inside, and one time he got into a fight

with one of the students.

Interviewer: Who was in charge of changing him? Of changing

the teacher? In other words did the guy quit

or was it ...?

Mr. Garza: No. -----, well like

Interviewer: In other words he was ... What I'm trying to get

at is he was changed by the ABE administrators.

He didn't quit.

Mr. Garza: No, he didn't nuit, they moved him to be ...

The guy who was teacher there before, they moved

up to another position.

Interviewer: The successful teacher?

Mr. Garza: Right. Yes to another position higher, you know.

Better pay and all this stuff. And they brought

in this new teacher.

Interviewer: I see.

Mr. Garza: But they didn't, they didn't tell the studevte

that they were going to change them. All of a

,sudden they took him out of there. And then they

finally closed the center. And they never did

open it up again. The reasons that they said,

because it eh 6.. oh the reason that they were
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to do some constructions in the center. The

construction was going to be done on the outside

see. They were not goino to touch the inside,

inside enythinn, you know inside anything. So

they just kept stalling end stalling and stalling

and they never did anything.

Interviewer They never did change the teachers even after

they dropped from 18 to 3?

Mr. Garza: No, no they never brought in a new teacher or

anything like that. They just closed it down.
Interviewer: And it was obviouslv the teacher's fault because

thafts the only change, right?

Mr. Garza: Well, yeh, because he was, I mean, he was eh
I, I Wee there and I saw the way he was, the way

he talked to his students. I mean he was bossy.
Interviewer: What about the other teachers? Have you had

any experience with other teachers? Are they

generally cooperative?

Mr. Garza: Most, most all the teachers are. Most all the

teachers are.

Interviewer: Are they cooperative with let's say ere they

cooperative with Project Reach people? When

you go in to film for example? Are they, are

they helpful?

Mr. Garza: Well if, like when we were-going out filming to

one of those classes, would phone and say

e ither or you know that what-

e ver canter they were in charge of, to tell the

teacher that we were going in to film. And some
times they wouldn't you know. We would tell two

weeks in advance end sometimes they wouldn't even

tell the teacher well you know Project Reach is

going to go in there end film. And they would sh

and the teacher would be surprised because he

didn't know we were going to be there that night.

But most the teachers would be, they would be
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Interviewer: They were helpful?

Mr. Garza: Yeh, they were. Because without the well, only

one teacher wasn't. He went in, we we went in

there to film,and he said,he started like talking

to his students end he said, do you want to be

on films? You know end all that etuFf. And

he convinced them not to be filmed, so we didn't

film that night. That was only one teacher. But,

he wasn't, I don't know. He was, I don't know,

I guess he and I ...

Interviewer: What has the, well in your opinion now I mean you

hPve all the facteldO you think that the Project

Reach has helped the ABE program.

Mr. Garza: I think so. I think so and those, I think we

stillowith those two films that we made, those

documentaries, like that film that made,

Don't Be A Fool or something, don't drop.

Interviewer: Yeah, Don't Be A Fool Stay In School.

Mr. Garza: Stay In School. A lot of teachers have seen it,

and they say maybe next year when they open up

again they'll know how to teach better. Now with

that even the students that are still in school,

you know, they're probably ...

Interviewer: Well has Project Reach helped the ABE, I mean

do you think that they'll be able to keep up

their enrollment better or will they,have they

learned anything about getting people in the

classroom? Do you think Project Reach has

helped ABE in any of those ways?

Mr. Garza: Well Project Reach I think helped only to a

certain point, and then I guess its up to the

teachers. I mean you know I mean its not

Interviewer: What points that? Did Project Reach drop them

there?

Mr. Garza: OK, like yeah Project Reach dropped like ah when

Ls. .49
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we were out canvassing Project Reach signed up

about, I don't know how 1any. Six hundred some-

thing, people. But there only were, you know,

they only kc.pt going about two or three weeks

and then they started dropping out, dropping out,

you know. So eh, I mean you know, like when at

one place they said it wasn't the teacher it was
the guy who was in charge of the center. The

School Corporation, they told him that a lot of

people were going to be, you know, when we were

starttno to sign up people. A lot of people

were going to be,going to the center so get ready.

Well when they went, when' the people started

going there they didn't have anything for the

students. And right away nine people dropped out.

There were I think thirty some people assigned

to that center, that we signed up. Ah, just at

the end there was only about nine or ten people

left.

Interviewer: So what you're saying is that Project Reach gets
the people to sign up but then the ABE can't keep

them there?

Mr. Garza: Well you know we can't sign people.up and try to

be teachers at the same time. You know, try to

keep people in there.

Interviewer: That's up to the ABE people?

Mr. Garza: Yeah, because they, eh, they're going to have to

change their methods of teaching anyway.
Interviewer: How's that?

Mr. Garza: Well like this teacher whose really successful,

his name is , he's at Pilgrim. I mean he

teaches, I think, in the daytime but he also

teaches at night, adult school, adult classes.

But I mean he he a way with people like they

changed him, they changed him from one center

to the other and the people followed him. Yeah
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they moved around with him. And like he could

probably teach the other teachers how to talk

to people because he ... because you have some

teachers that teach in the daytime say to fourth

and fifth graders. And then you have teachers

that teach to high school kids. And when they

come to teach adults you know, they're trying to

use the same methods which is not going to work.

Like this teacher that went up to Meadowview, he

was using the same methods that he used during

the day, like he maybe taught kids, end it didn't

work. He was talking to adults. And like these

people are very real, real sensitive, you can't

you know you can't treat them like kids.

Interviewer: You mean the ABE students?

Mr. ,Garza: Yes, I mean you can't say, you know I mean this

guy knows how to handle them and this person say

this person doesn't know how to read or write,

he won't He's pot a way, he knows a way to

try to make him learn. He knows a way like you

know to try end make him leern without making

him look like a kid or something like that. He

doesn't know how to reed, write, ...

Interviewer: What about Project Reach, has it been run the

way you would have done it yourself?

Mr. Garza: Uhm, I don't know.

Interviewer: Well what's the problem? Why don't you know

what's the problem?

Mr. Garza: Well I think the first year we did more things

that the second year. I think the second year...

Interviewer: What do you mean you did more things? You mean

the films or do you mean ...?

Mr. Garza: Well the first year we did thirty something one-

minute spots. And we finished filming two

documentaries, which were to be edited and con-

firmed the second year. But the second year was

just like we didn't work as hard.
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Interviewer: What, well do you have any reason? I mean guess

as to why that is?

Mr. Garza: It's probably I think, the lack of the people

who were in charge to just be more involved. I

mean, like if, if I guess you would say well

the people I have the project are doing the job

here. They're doing the job, why should I be

there, I mean ... If you think that the people

are doing a job, you should be more involved

with the people. like being there seeing what's

being done, seeing what's not being done.

Interviewer: In other words, it sort of lost control?

Mr. Garza; Yeah, in the second year the control it got out

of hand. It really got out of hand.

Interviewer: Did that have anything to do with the fact that

there were six more people? I mean that there

were, that now there were twelve people?

A looser group?

Mr. Garza: No.

Interviewer: It's all right, it's your desk.

Mr. Garza: No, I don't think that it was a bigger project.

It was that they just lost control of it. People

who were in charge were not here., some of the

time, most of the time. And they were not in-

volved.

Interviewer: Well if they were involved suppose they had

been here. Do you think it wee just a matter

of discipline? Of getting people to work?

Mr. Garza: Right, and there was a lot of things that could

have been done. There was a lot a hell of a

lot of things that could have been done. like

most people tell, well this is only a job. But

there was a lot of things that could really ...

Interviewer; There's a definite difference between the first

year...?

Mr. Garza: Oh yeah. The first year well like, we did a
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hell of a lot of things because we were always

doing something.

Now you're talking about a film you mean?

Yeah, a filming, we were always doing something.

And the second year we just sit down and just...

What about the new pars-professionals? Are they

possibly less energetic? Are they less, you said

some people reguarded it as a job. Are they more

of that attitude?

I think itm because of the way that they were at

the beginning, whoever was in charge didn't, I mean

he wasn't, how do you say, he was too lenient.

You know, too lenient.

This going back to the very beginning you mean?

Yeah.

When you first came?

Yeah, right, the second year people.

In other words they didn't get into the habits of

filming all the time and they didn't ...?

Yeah end I don't think they were told just what

Project Reach was all about. I mean I don't

think nobody sat down with them and said this is

what you have to do. This is what is going to

have to be done. And I don't think nobody was

ever in control of them. You know, nobody ever

was really in control of them.

Well that,is that partially due you know we changed

very ouickly there because the came in under, one

person and than he left right away.

Yeah, but I mean stint still you know...

Another basic group thu basic trainers and stuff.

Yeah, but if somebody really wanted to train them

you know...

Well they're not trained as well as you are?

No, I don't think so.
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They're not trained as well now?

No no. No because nobody really worked with

them. I mean nobody really eh, you know.

Is that again , does that have a little bit to

do with eh their, ah with why things are eh looser

do you think?

Yeah.

If they knew what to do?

Yeah, right. Last year we had a lot of work, jobs

you know. There's training you know actually

in the classroom. Showing how the camera works.

Everything, light meter, everything. And than

we would go out in a group and exercise what we

learned. And, but the second year everything

just fell apart. Everything just, I don't

know like nobody gave a damn or, or people thought

they're doing a job. Why should I be, why should

I go in there and be involved you know.

So there wasn't any, the new para-professionals

that came in there wasn't that six, they didn't

have any direction.

Like, OK, like the first year like he

wgpld be there and say do this and if you don't

do this do it right, do it again. And he would

always keep telling ur how to do it. Constantly,

even when he saw even you know he would like he

would see the eh, when the film came back you

know he would still be criticizing it. And he

would always be telling people do it better, do

it better. You know and he kept on it. You know

but the second year people, -h, you know.

But didn't do that the second year?

Nu he would have you know, he would have taken it

over, it would have been, you know. They would

have really been

You think that when one person taken charge would

have drawn them into line?

F
.
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Mr. Garza: Oh yeah. They would have been constantly with

them. And maybe, maybe its the eh, its not all

the, maybe some of the people just didn't give

a damn, you know. But I think second year was

you know just lost a lot more time like

arguing in meetings and all this stuff, than in

training.

Interviewer: Did the, the ah 400 Then you say that the whole,

the whole fault then is the eh, the administrators ,

the people in charpe. That there's no difference

in attitude in the second year people, than the

first year people. You see the first year people,

second year people, what I'm trying to get at is

possibly they were too young, or they were not

hired, that they were not screened thoroughly

enough?

Mr. Garza: Yeah, well, like to begin with they were younger.

And, well, like the first year people mostly were

all married and they had, you know, party, they

said, well you know, this job could be better for

me and for my children. The second year people

were eh, not eh, none of them was married you know.

Most not.

And they have less responsibility so they had to,

somebody had to really, really be in you know, con-

stantly telling them to do it right or something

like that you k ow. Really be in you constantly

telling them to do it right really be at them all

the time. More, more so than, than they did with

us.

Interviewer: That's primarily because they're younger end liss

responsible?

Mr. Garza: Yeah, yeah right, well you know...

Interviewer: They tend to look at it as more of a job?

Mr. Garza: Yeah, at least some of them. Not all... Tend to

be you But well if you, but you could have one

or two people always working with them, You know
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and showing them, and like talling them, you know

whet, what this training could do for them.

They were, they were as a group I think probably

farther along in there education than the first

year group wee?

No that's not it, I haven't finished yet.

You didn't comment on what education may have had

to do with it. Was this first year, ah, second

year more educated?

Mors educated in what?

I mein all of them, were finished with high school,

right?

I don't know, have they?

I think all of them, I think it probably doesn't

have anything to do with it.

No, I, eh well I don't know its, I don't know I

guess some , uhm, you knowif they were more educated

they, they should have taken the, they should have

learned more. I mean you know because they, they

have a chance. They have a better chance then

people from last year because people last year,

47 years old, 46, what was the age? They're older

you know. Like say these guys were what 20 some-

thing, 20 you know, in their 20's and they could

if they would have taken adventageiof this train-

ing... Well I mean you know they're on, they

could have gotten a batter job. pr they could

have kept on, kept on going to school.

What about racial tensions? Did you have any,

any trouble with ah ...?

Well I didn't.

You didn't?

I mean I don't think I ever...

What about the group?

Which group?

Well the, the whole group, all twelve pare-pro-

fessionals, was there a problem?

I J56
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'Yeah, I guess there was. There was, yeah. Yea

there wee.

Such as?

Oh when we had that walk, walk out. When six

Chicanos milked out.

And what was the problem there?

Ah, they weren't showing a lot of Chicanos end

Mexican American films, or something like that.

So we thought it just ...

You mean you had troubles?

Yeah you know we started to just go to one side

you know. That's why we walked out.

You thought that the black view was more prominent

then?

Yeah, yeah.

Whet about, what would you have done, I mean

other than that, I mean, do you have any suggestions

other than the obvious...? Not to do it, but to

change or help these problems? Is there any solu-

tion that ...?

You mean to the whole p "oject?

No, well OK. But now we're talking about the

racial problem. Wee there anything that could

have been done differently to ah avoid problems

like that?

No, you can't avoid problems like that.

Well, about the whole project then, whet would

you have done differently?

Like I say, administrative problems. And partly

eh, I don't know, it should have been tighter,

you know tighter', like they would have probably,

you would have probably had toollike,tell people

like you know, ah the work, the work thing this

islahlyou know, either put up a punch clock, a

punch clock,you know,po sign people in or sign

people out, r you knowlmake it a little bit tighter
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you know. Actually demand that people you know,

eh like your being paid you know, ynu should work

for this and that's it you know. *That's it was

too loose the second year. Too loose, people would

just you knowleh taking advantage of you know, people

being too lenient and not too lenient. And they

juetkept on thaking advantage, advantage you know.

Interviewer: OM. Very good, we'll see, we'll let you read

this before...

Mr. Garza: Before I can give an 010

Interviewer: Yes.

SS
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Interviewer: Since yew know whet you're here for you can

Mr. Jenkins: No, I prefer you'd ask.

Interviewer: OK, what has the project done for you? The first

question is what have you gotten out of the project?

Mr. Jenkins: Well, ah, at the present time I really can't give

an analysis of ell the things I got out of

other than personal feelings you know.

Interviewer: Fine.

Mr, Jenkins: My personal feelinos is that the project has been

very fruitful for me. Why I've learned film and

still photography which in the future I plan to

use. And hopefully to improve my financial stature.

Now I've also gotten eh, quite a bit of pleasure

out of getting people interested in going to school

and learning things that they didn't know before.

Maybe coming better educated.

Interviewer: Well, eh, you said you plan to use it in the future.

How do you plan to use these things?

Mr. Jenkins: Well I plan to go into still photography first and

then maybe later on into film. This way I plan to

use it.

Interviewer: Do you have anything definete yet or do you ...?

Mr. Jenkins: Well, I'm definitely trying to open a still

photography shop. And one of the things that's

holding me up now is getting finances to do it

with.

Interviewer: Yeah, Ah,have you learned anything In'eddition

to skint: here that you think that a, are useful

especially Linos now you know where you want to

go?

Mr. Jenkins: Well, I've eh, in the pest I've had cults a bit of

50
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dealing with people m0,I pretty well knew people

before I cam into the project. This is one reason

why I wanted to be with the projectland I felt

that by having this experience I knew people and

I knew some of the things that people understand-

ing that people need to get from one another. And

this I hope I was helpful I think I was influenced

or you know something to this extent.

Interviewer: Do you think that you've helped, you mentioned

earlier that you enjoyed helping people net more

education, do you think you've been a big help

to the people around you and in your community?

Mr. Jenkins: Well I feel so now end I hope that I did half as

much as I feel that I did. Because you know you

can't never tell yourself exactly how much impact

you have on people. But I feel that I have.

Were you successful during the, ah during the re-

cruitment drive? Getting people to sign up?

Yes I had ah, somewhere pretty close to two hundred

people signed up that I signed up personally. So

I, I think that if half of those people went to

school that I, I think I did a fairly decent job.

What about the, eh, the ABE people are the admin-

istrator being cooperative? Not only now in your

work here at Project Reach but also in your eh,

during your recruitment drive?

Oh yeah, they, I had several teachers that gave

that extra time you know, put in extra time that

helped us in our recruitment. And then I had some

volunteer people, people that ah just volunteered

to help, recruit for the drive. So, all in all

I think that...

Did you find them cooperative when you went filming

Interviewer:

Mr. Jenkins:

Interviewer:

Mr. Jenkins:

Interviewer:

Mr. Jenkins:

at...?

Yes, oh at the center that I was attending school

eh, they was very cooperative. I think we got

some of the beet footage you know for our com-

munity messages from these centers.
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Interviewer: Now you ah, you go to ABE classes right?

Mr. Jenkins: Right.

Interviewer: How do you think the program is? How is the ABE

program overall?

Mr. Jenkins: Well the overall program I think is very good,

but like anything else there's certain things that

need to be eh, you know/and none over, and I think

in time end people learning different things that

people really need to know, about teaching adults

it will become better. I have been to several

workshop sessions and they going through origin-

alities and things of this kind, trying to improve

the ways and means of teaching people. So I

think in time and you know you know they'll really

find the secret. Because its no one thing, it's

a lot of different things that have to be done,

to teach adults because every adult don't want

the same thing. And his mind is all ready made

up when he comes to school, he's got certain things

that he wants. He's not like a kid that you know

he doesn't know what he wants to learn, kids don't.

But adults I think most of them if you can get to

them and find out exactly what they want to learn

then you can be of great help to them. But this is

the secret, is finding out what they want to learn.

And if a person wants to learn there's nothing he

can't learn.

Interviewer: But they often can't, someone else mentioned they

didn't take into account that they were trying to

teach adults in the same way they do their students

everyday and that's a big mistake.

Mr. Jenkins: Yeah, eh that's a big mistake. Like eh you can't

very well teach adults the way you do children.

And then another thing is eh adults, you don't have

a problem of keeping adults quiet. You don't have

a discipline problem. Only problem you have is

finding out what the adult wants to learn. And
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once you do this then you're gone.

Interviewer: Has Project Reach helped the ABE program?
Mr. Jenkins: I think Project Reach did a great deal for the

(VIE program. They've gotten adult classes together
and in different sections like a Christmas party

and thinos of thin kind. And they've gotten them

together for passing out certificates, and I think

mostly all of this came from Project Reach. And I

think the advertisements that was put onothat

Project Reach put on for adult classes, I think

this had a big thing to do with it. And I think

they've broken down the feeling in some peoples'

mind of being ashamed of going to adult classes.
I think this had a lot, Project Reach had a lot

to do with that. You know adults have this hang

up of being ashamed to go in to school because in

certain areas they reached the heighth

that and people think they are,they think that

the people think that they are. And then they

kind of feel bad to let people find out that they

don't really have what the peoplethink they have.

But I think that if you're able to foul the people

that you have something that you don't have end

I think that you're kidding yourself if you don't

go get it.

Interviewer: Very Good. Now, I'm talking about the Project

you mentioned that you thought the ABE program is

good now, is the project running the way you

think it should? What changes would you have made?
Mr. Jenkim: Well the project was for the first year, it was

run very efficient because I guess you had efficient

people and there again you had adults that were

wanting to learn. And then when your younger

people] cams along you revert right back to the

game way of teaching kids. They didn't know

really what they wanted to do and so you've still
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opt a discipline problem there with them, where

you didn't have it with the other people. And to

me I would have changed the tactics quite a bit

10° more which in a pilot program like this you don't

.41

know so now that its over and somethino occurs

/#
lw-

like this again it would be a discipline problem

would have to be set up differently. I would set

it up a different...

Interviewer: You're talking about now the difference between

the first year people who were older and the

second year younger. Do you think that's the way

most of the problems...?

Mr. Jenkins: Well your younger people didn't have a basic idea

of whet they wanted to do. Their minds weren't

made up. Or,pay for instance like me I came into

the program to see whet could I do to help people

become more educated. Wherein I think the younger

people came in with the idea that this is just a

job. And I also came with the idea to learn film

and to learn television wherein they say well this

is just a job, and they figure well I'm young and

I got another chance I can revert back to this again.

Wherein I know the difference I know you can't.

Interviewer: Do they eh, why do you think it is then, is this

do you think this would happen with any group of

young people or was it the people were just not

selected properly or do you just think that a...?

Mr. Jenkins: Well I think that the only way you can reach young

people that really are striving to do something.

Or went tc obtain a goal. Not just regular people.

You know you have to I think, the screening should

have been a little bit more careful. But when e

person crmes to look for a job if he says I want

to learn this is all you got to go on see?

Interviewer: Rut you think that possibly if they had been

selected a little more carefully...?

Mr. Jenkins: Yeah, it would have been better.

Interviewer: It would have been better I mean this is not some-

thing that would happen let's say in eny future

project that wants to employ younger people this
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won't happen, unless they don't screen them

properly.

chat's right. Well like we had ah one young per-

son that I think has got in on the ball in the

first y'lr group. And he was very instrumental

because he wanted to learn. Courue I think the

older people had en environment to this extent,

you know.

Were you aware of the screening process that the

second year people went through? Did, eh

No we didn't, we didn't have really anything to

do with it or much to do with it.

You ,,an't offer any suggestions about how to do

it better?

Well I don't really know how they'screered the

people. But to me, I would look at a young person

from this stand point, what was he doing before

he came to look for a job? What had he been

into, what had he tried to do on his own and he

didn't have any help? These are the, you know,

something that was beneficial. Did he try to

make a step and he run into obstacles and he

couldn't make the step? And I think a- young

person has his goel set. He knows how high he

wants to go up the ladder, its in his mind.He may

not be able to do it,but he has this in his mind.

And there's certain things that happens in life

that a lot of times he can't do it. Because my

mind was made up,I think,when I was young person.

Course I wasn't attached with film or anything, but

I was successful with other things that I tried.

Were you Ca well, first of all do you have any

other suggestions about how the nroject could

have been run differently or is that your main...?

Well I think then likelehothe top officials,1 think
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that they in the first project they tried the

teaching was very good fnr the first year and

then the teaching method was changed the second

year which I think was a mistake. Because actually

in reality they, you can't mix a first year per-

son with a second year person. See. Its not very

practical.

Interviewer: Did you get a chance to say what you thought?

Mr. Jenskine: Well at some points I did speak up end say some

of the things that I thought. And some of these

things were followed.

Interviewer: So they do listen?

Mr. Jenkins: Yeah.

Interviewer: Is that eh is there a few problems you can think

of that you might have changed?

Mr. Jenkins: The training and the screening process. I think...

Interviewer: Then actually what you said was that the eh train-

ing might have worked if the person had been

screened more.

Mr. Jenkins: Yeah.

Interviewer: I mean you've mentioned that you couldn't mix a

first year person end a second year-person but

if you had a more ambitious first yeas 0Orson

maybe it would have been smoother?

Mr. Jenkins: It would have been smoother anyway because he

would hmve wanted to learn. And then the mixing

of the two together I don't think that the

Younger person todayvyou know,we have,they been

talked about generatimn gap and all of this;and

I think the young parson today kind of has the

ides that he knows more than the older person in

the very beginning. Say for instance like if I

went to the 4th grade and he went to the 10th

well he thinks he has a little on the ball,but

the young person don't understand that I've had

20 years experience. to go with this 4th grade

education where he's only had 8th grade education
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and no experience and that makes quite a difference.

What about ,racial problems7 have there been any

that you've experienced or that you have known

about?

Well not really, not from my information, I think

in anything that people are close in it1you're

going to have disegreementiand I don't think that

other than a maybe they would speak you know

Spanish when they should have been speaking English

and this again was a problem that they thought

that we were trying to take their language away

from them by asking them to speak English. When

all the time I wasn't even thinking along these

lines of, I, I don't imagine several others were

thinking along these lines. I think I'm dealing

mostly with Americans and if you can't speak

American English in dealing with Amerigans well

then you're not American.

So you most of the problems were misunderstandings

and personality problems.?

Yeah, misunderstanding, they wasn't deep down

racial problems it was just misunderstandings of

what the real point was. That's my estimation.

Uh huh. Do you have anything else you want to

say, I mean general comments.

No I think that's it.
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How's your film coming?

Well I'm looking for a little more original if

I can find that then I'm done.

You're looking for what?

Original.

You can't find it?

Some of it I can't find.

Will how about your answer to the first question?

Well, I ain't too much on thin kind of a thing.

Well you don't have to if you'd rather not eh

answer one of these questions that's all right.

I don't want to force you to. What the first

three questions are mainly concerned with is

whether or not its been useful here? Or whether

you consider that the work to you personally...

Oh yeah, its been useful to me.

In what ways?

In a lot of ways. But, my only trouble is that

I need about at least a couple more years a schooling

for this kind of thing. That's most of my troubles

you see. This is what made it kind of hard for me,this

kind of thing, because I need about two more years

of school.

You were in ABE classes? Are you still in them?

Yeah.

OK... well that's good. Did they then yod're

a good one to answer the question about ABE,

becausemhfyou're in the classes themselves. Have

they been a cooperative?

Yeah.

The tescherti and what about the fact that, I

think you momtioned 'earlier you did a round table

discussion or something and you had trouble

getting people to sign up ... around where you live.

You had trouble in your community?

AN
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Mr. Jenkins: Yes.I had quite a bit of trouble in my community

gettin'the people to sign up. That's true. And

moat of the people need to go to school. But the

thing of it is gettinithem to go.

Interviewer: Did you have better luck at other places?

Mr. Jenkins: Yeah, I had better luck in other communities then

I did in my own community.

Interviewer: Why no you suppose that is?

Mr. Jenkins: I don't understand it.

Interviewer: But you just couldn't get your neighbors to a...?

Mr. Jenkins: No I couldn't get them at all.

Interviewer: Even though you're going yourself? And they didn't

teke that ... it didn't make any difference huh?

Mr. Jenkins: Still couldn't get them to go. And ther I want

into other neighborhoods, and I got a lot of otner

people that I didn't even know--that I wasn't too

close to.

Interviewer: Uh huh.

Mr. Jenkins: Talked to them into noticing. But the people in

my own neighborhood I just couldn't talk them into

noticing.

Interviewer: I wonder why that is?

Mr. Jenkins: I guess they wasn't interested in going, I don't

know why. A lot of them are not able to get their

drivers license because they can't read good enough

to net their drivers license and things like that,

you know. but yet, they wouldn't go. And its only

two hours, or two and a half hours, two nights a

week. Most anybody could spare that much time.

Interviewer: You think they all do have the time then? That's

one of the things I think it was ah or some

body said ... that if somebody worked like you do

all day then, sometimes he's too tired or ...

Mr. Jenkins: Well you might be tired, but if you want something

you got to put it ... you've got to give something

to get. You know you're not gonna get it for no-

thing see. Most anything you get you've got to

give somethin for it. You don't get it for ...
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Interviewer: Right. How 'ono have you been going to it?

Mr. Jenkins: I've been going two years.

Interviewer: And then do you go until you take the GED? Is that

the way it works?

Mr. Jenkins: Yeah. But I'm a long way from the GED test.

Interviewer: How long how long did it take? Well when did you

nuit achool? Did you quit grade school?

Mr. Jenkins: Well as a matter of fact I didn't have too much

of grade school...

Interviewer: All right.

Mr. Jenkins: I mean I started off at a lower level. So IIM

somewhere about...oh, the fourth or*fifth now.

So that ain't too much you know.

Interviewer: You have a long way to go.

Mr. Jenkins: That's why I said that in this kind of thing I

need at least two more years of schooling so I

would know how to handle things like 7 want to,

see? I know how to operate all the enuipment and

all the evarything,but to back up what you know

you need ah that schoolint To back up what you

know se what I mean?

Interviewer: Yeah. So you think the fact that you don't have

schooling probably would hurt you if you tried t:

net a job in this same field someplace else?

Mr. Jenkins: Uh huh, And the schooling will effect me enough

for a job. I could have et least two more years

before T could go into a job. I wouldn't want to

go into a job unless I had about two more years

of schooling. Because I want to be able to depend

on myself, I don't want to have to go ask some-

body something when I should be able to do it my-

self, see?

Interviewer: Uh huh. Well is a year in ABE equivalent to a

year in school? I mean do you have to go eight

more years to ADE to get to high school?

Mr. Jenkins: Not necessarity. said he started in fourth
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grade I believe and 's in high schooltand I

think he's been going about two end one half years

or two years something like that.

So you can Catch up prettv fast?

Yeah so he's just about ready for his GED test.

In about two years. So by me starting lower its

going to take me a little longer. I figure it

would take me about maybe four or five years.

That's not bed at least you're doing it. I mean

at least you're tekino the time.

Well you might say you been in the dark so long,

and you're beginning to see the light:and you don't

want to give up, you know. See I've been in the

dark for a long time. I'm 58 years old. I've been

in the dark a long time.

Uh huh.

And that's an awful feeling for a man. A person

don't even know these things unless you know they

have been through it, you understand whet I mean?

You always scared, see, when you can't handle a

thing. You, you always get somebody "Say well

come and do so and so." You know you got to read

or write something like that,and you scared.

And most of the time you keep away from people.

Because...sh I don't know...its pride that makes

you keep away from people, I guess that's what it

is. Now you find some people don't have, they

don't even care, but me I don't like to fool with

people because I know I don't have what I should

have so I stay away from it. I run. I've been

doing that about 50 yearstand that's a long time.

Yes it is. So you've been just too proud to show

somebody that you don't know something.

Maybe so, I don't know.

Wall that's may be the problem that your neighbors

have. They're too proud to say to you that they

need the schooling.
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Well now at least I got started. I wouldn't have

it no other way now because I want to go. Now I

want to get over this thing see? And I got the

confidence now that I can do it. For a long time

I didn't think, but now I got the confidence that

I'll make it. I believe I'm acing to.I believe I'm

gonna make it, because I'm going to keep trying.

I'm sure vou will. That's good. Do you think

that Project Reach has helped other people the

same way its helped you?

Yes, yes I think they have. And some people it

helped more than it helped me.

How's that?

Because some people are more advanced that I am.

Because they had the schooling background in the

first place which I didn't have. And so it's kinds

hard for me to stay cause I didn't have that back-

ground.

Has the ABE program in South Bend become more well

known,as a result of Project Reach? I mean do you

think that more people know about it now?

Yes. Yeah. More people know about it. Because

the only way you could find out before is just a

little spot on the radio. You can put out all the

literature that you want but if a person can't read

it he wouldn't know enyways. And so by talking

to them on the TV ... you see spots on TV why he

can relate to that because moat anybody can see

something and then relate to what you're talkin

about.

Yeah and they'll understand. What about the

project itself? How has it been run? This is

question number 7 now. Has it been run the way

that you think it should have been run?

Well I ouaes bout as well as it could I suppose.

I don't see too much wrong with it.
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Interviewer: Have vou had an opportunity to say whet you think?
Mr. Jenkins: Yeah, I had the an opportunity to say what I think.

I always did say it whether I had'the opportunity

or not, I always did say it anyway.

Interviewer: Do you think that the people listened to and
OM WM ?

Mr. Jenkins: Yep,

Interviewer: When you spoke.Ohond what about the racial problems?

Have you run ... among the pare-professionals?

Mr. Jenkins: Well I don't see nothing wrong with that,we always

got along pretty good. Everybody got along pretty

good.

You said before when we talked that you had a

Problem with but that wasn't because he was

a different color, that was because he just didn't

I don't think about no color when it comes to.

that.

Interviewer: Yeah.

Mr. Jenkins: Yeah we always had our differences, but I still

like him. We always get along, but we argue some-

times, but that's natural.

Interviewer: That's natural.

Mr. Jenkins: They say that tongue and teeth fall out sometimes,

and they's close together. But still, I don't

have anything against him.

Interviewer: Anything else you want to say? A general comment?
Mr. Jenkins: No,I guess that's about it.
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Interviewer: I hope you aren't busy. Too busy at least.

Not to busy to take a break?

Mr. Lottie: No.

Interviewer: Where's Charles this morning? Is he out filming?

Mr. Lottie: Umm ... I don't know. I haven't seen him.

Interviewer: Maybe he is just sick today. He's not finished

with his film yet is he?

Mr. Lottie: No.

Interviewer: said you started ABE in the 4th grade. I

was surprised to hear that. Because that's a

long way.

Mr. Lottie: Uh huh.

Interviewer: And you've been going how long?

Mr. Lottie: This is the third year.

Interviewer: Then you're ready for the SED teat?

Mr. Lottie: Yeah, I think I could pass it now if I wanted,

but I went to go to school a little longer.

Interviewer: To make sure?

Mr. Lottie:

Interviewer: That's good that's good progress isn't it.

Mr. Lottie. It is. Course ynu really have to get set to it,

you know.

Interviewer: Yeah, that's what said. He said once you

net started it's easy. How about the first question

there?

Mr. Lottie: Has the project improved your opportunities for

work?

Interviewer: Yes.

Mr. Lottie: Yes.

Interviewer: How's that?

Mr. Lottie: Well for one thing its given me more confidence.

Meeting different people you learn how to talk

to people better. Your approach is different, you

64
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Reproach people differently. Now I approach

them with confidence. That's heneficial anyway

you no. The apnroach has a heap to do with a

your success and whatever you undertake to do.

I sunpose that about answers this second question.

The first three are concerned with that same, a

that same area.

-Yeah, I see. How have the years at Project

Reach (Reading question to himself) What is

the most important Aspect of the project you take

with you to your next job? Well, its the confi-

dence.

The confidence. Whet about the fourth? You had

some interesting thinns to say before when we

talked but working with People.

Yes I think I have made nuite a contributinn

because a I have a been instrumental in getting

people to qo back to school. I think that's a

arent contribution.

When you talk to them do they listen to you

better because you are in ARE?

Oh yes.

said now that it didn't make any difference.

He said he couldn't get his neighbors to sign up.

I wondered because you two are the most involved

with ABE.

Most peoples I talked to I could talk to em man

to man you know. From experience. And that do

make a difference. Because mometimes they try

to evade or make an excuse then I was in a

position that I could stop them. I'd say "Now

look I could spend my evenin doing somethin else

also. But to me its beneficial to go to school

beceune anything that I do for myself ... I don't

care how poorly ... I do it better than what

someone else might do. I believe; that, you know.

7c. 74
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If I can do it then its better than letting you

come in and do it, I mean, completely perfect.

Yeah, sure.

Because then I don't have to depend on someone

else. You know, you can be sure that you can

make a person understand what you trying to do.

Uh huh. What about the teachers? Have they been

cooperative?

Yes.

And the administrators too?

Yes.

Is your film pretty well finished?

Well its been at the lab for two weeks in Chicago

and now I'm trying to work out a set of a credits

to send, to call in. That's been giving us trouble.

It takes so much time?

Right.

Rut other than that you're finished?

Yeah.

Is there a problem up there in Chicago? I heard

that a lot of things are up there apparently.

Well I think the problem is here.

They can't deride?

I don't know what happened. So its, its really

a headache.

What are you going to do eventually? Or do you

know yet?

No I don't. In the meeting they had yesterday

morning said that the city's might pick it

up. Maybe I could oat a job with the city. But

I don't know what I'll do. It will probably be

September before they get that. If they get it.

Is that right? Is that a new program?

Well it's in operation,it just didn't have the

filmmaking I expect.

So now they're just getting money for it?
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That's probably where it belohns because

maybe there it would be they're a little closer

to the ARP: prooram.

Yeah.

And msyhe to the School Cornoration will he a

little more cooperative.

WWRS indefinate the way he sounded you know.

Right.

By the time you net started good, you're breaking

up and (loin some other place.

Do you think that the Project has helped the ABE

program?

Yeah, I think it has because a well I've been to

the teachers gatherings, and a they mention how

much Project Reach has helped.

Right.

So ... and they also mentioned that we got a lot

of people registered. Even thought they didn't

hold all of them, we the effort was a worth

while.

Well you got them to sign up at least. And

made the ARE program more well known. Exposure.

Right, it was exposure. It was an exposure, and

it also let some people know maybe that didn't

really know about ABE. You know, it made them

more aware of it.

What a you mentioned one problem that you you saw

earlier about the credits. Hes there been any

other problems that have come up here with the

project that you think should have been done a

little differently?

I don't know. All in all I thought a the project

went off very well.

What about racial problems among the care- profes-

sionals?
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Mr, Lottie{ Well I, I didn't encounter any. I work with

everyone here, and we got along well I thought.

We'd qo out to do n job and nobody complained

about I'm nettin a lesser job. I did hear that

a different ones made those complaints, but I never

made them. If I was to just carry equipment I

carried equipment you know that was my job. And

everybody that worked on the crew that I did

Felt the same. And a so far as the racial stuff,

I couldn't see any difference made you know I was

particularly careful. I think everyone else was

too.

Interviewer: Well but were there problems though that were

exrerienced I mean not necessarily that you had,

but do you know of problems that were racial in

nature? Or were they just personality problems?

Mr. Lottie: Well, I don't know. Just a couple of weeks ago,

a thing come up that they thought was probably a

racial situation. I think four people were

given letters for not appearin for work, being

late and things like that, It seemed that only

one was followed up you know. Where the man was

fired. Of course he was later rehired.

Interviewer: What did you think?

Mr. Lottie: Well I couldn't help but think that the only way

you can deal with a problem like that you gotta

deal with everybody. If everyone got letters then

a whether_youlre only gonna dismiss one end not

now that's uo.to the administration. Administra-

tion is ,lust like a judge. I can go down with

the same crimeond the judge can fine me end turn

you loose or he can fine you and turn me loose

you know, that's a his privilege. So I think that

a administrator has the same privilege, but I do

think all the cases should be dealt with, You

know, I think you know whet I mean.
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Interviewer: Right.

Mr. Lottie: All of em should be mentioned but as far as I

know only the one was really mentioned. And a

I don't think that's good for 1100

Interviewer: Has this kind of thing hadoened before or is

this the first time? You said you couldn't

help but believe that there were racial over-

tones. Is it the first time that you've come to

that conclusion? Or hes this happened on

occasion before?

Mr. Lottie: Yell the only other occasion wasn't racial. That'

the only one. The other cases didn't have anything

to do with race. Of course some of the people

wanted to go in and sit in on the meeting,but it

wasn't a racial issue. And that's, that's about

the only one that a I can remember because the

other times I think they dealt fairly with the

people you know. If they had violated a law they

discharged everybody you know, all of them. I

thought that was fair.

Interviewer: So this was the only time then?

Mr. Lottie: Right.

Interviewer: Obviously you've answered the last question:

What do you think should have been done?
Mr. Lottie: They weren't consistent.

Interviewer: Is there anything else?

Mr. Lottie: No, that's all. In conclusion I think the

only way you can keep a thing together and keep

it goin smoothly is to be consistent. If people

think you're mekin differences then they start

to rebell. You just don't get the cooperation

out of them you should. Rut if you got every

men here thinking that you are going right down

the line everybody will kinds toe the line.

Interviewer: Sure.

78
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Mr. Lottie: That's a that's a normal thing and that's what

you will net Anytime' that neonle believe that

you're making differences you knnw. I don't

think the nationality has anything to do with

it. Just the fairness of a thing.

Interviewer: Well I can understand that. OK.

IA

4
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MARTIN MCNAMARA

Despite its failings, Project Reach has achieved consid-

erable success in its promotional and training capacities End
should stand as a valuable experiment in a vital area. Adult

Basic Education enrollment is up, and this increment came about
in the best possible way--through a promotional campaign in
which the materials and efforts were both cont..ibuted by "under-

educated" members of minority groups themselves.

On the personal level, it would be wrong to ignore the

self-confidence and pride in their work which most of the para-
professionals acquired. In addition, we should stress the

sense of team work and generic pride that naturally stems from

film crews working jointly on social documentaries. then more
than one underprivileged group is involved, these desirable

feelings can easily dissolve into partisan politics (which some-
times they did). But in general groups could assert an identity

without eclipsing other identities. Project Reach's many argu-

ments, firings And walk outs were attributable to widespread

personal animosity and some legitimate grievances, not racial

prejudice on the part of any group.

The mass media is being forced to abandon its policy of

discriminatory hiring, and Reach's pare-professionals possess

the cinematic skills and familiarity with sophisticated equip-
ment to take advantage of these opportunities. Considering the

minimal competence often displayed currently in the mass medley

jobs will be available to those who show some initiative, al-

though, unfortunately, these jobs will not necessarily give them

a channel to express their beliefs. Whether the pare-ptofes-

sionels will display that initiative is yet to be seen.

Several problems arose in addition to personal idiosyncra-

cies. First of all, a number of pare-professionals exhibited lit-

tle or no motivation to make films. This is probably due to the fact
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that the pronram tried to generate a demand for minority jobs

in the media rather than respond to en already existing demand.

Future projects should locate in cities where blacks, Chicanos,

women, native Americans, orientals, or poor people are clamoring

for training end/or representation. The pars- professionals at

such projects should be hired by a board of staff members who

could collectively evaluate aptitude, motivatinn compatibility

and need, eliminating purely arbitrary hiring.

Further limiting Project Reach's creative work was the

restriction to A8E related content and the "direct cinema" style.

Young film-makers may be oriented to social issues, but it's hard

to find any specifically oriented to Adult Basic Education. This

compounded the problem of motivation I discussed earlier. And

the "direct cinema" style, while well suited to the community

messages, became a cover for lack of preparation in the longer

films. Para - professionals need mastery of more than the "tes-

timonial" style to work in an extremely varied field. Reach's

ARE affiliation was a community service for them, but it may also

have been a creative shackle.

The nroject was unfortunately structured so that the para-

professionals shot lame nuantities of film before they were ex-

posed to scripting, theories of montage or different styles of

editing. This lack of preparation and unfamiliarity with concept!

made later editing arduous and sometimes unrewarding.Editing

and the visual nature of cinema should be taught first through

lectures and screening of top-quality films. Next the pare-

profesaionals should shoot silent footage. Only then should they

begin working with synchronous sound and verbal epistles. It

is much harder to develop a film sense in a person then to

show him how to operate a piece of equipment. And, since Reach

concerned itself with people who had been deprived of exposure

to top - quality films and televisioni this conceptual introduction

to the media should have taken precedence over all else.
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A final suggestion would be that programs of this sort

should be open either to only one underprivileged group or to

members of all races, sexes, religions and age groups who are

dedicated to social justice and film art.

It is a sociological fact that, in a society as stratified

as ours, people greening for the bottom runos of the ladder will

compete with each other. This is particularly true in the came

of two groups striving to develop group pride.

A teacher from one underprivileged group is naturally most

concerned with the plight of his or her own people. Students

from one group may look suspiciously at the assistance offered

by another minority- -even consider it demeaning to accept. These

sentiments may not be logical, but they are real.

Programs specifically intended for one underprivileged group

or programs which encompass a genuine melting pot in their staffs

and paraprofessionals greatly diminisn this polarity. I do hope

to see such programs learn from the experiment of Project Reach

and spring un else where soon.
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Interviewer:

Mr. Medina:

Interviewer:

Mr. Medina:

Interviewer:

Mr. Medina:

Interviewer:

Mr. Medina:

Interviewer:

Mr. Medina:

Interviewer:

Mr. Medina:

Interviewer:

Mr. Medina:

Interviewer:

Mr. Medina:

Interviewer:

Mr. Medina:

Interviewer:

Mr. Medina:

Interviewer:

Mr. Medina:

Interviewer:

ALMUSTINE mEDINA

OK did you read the questions?

V. I read them.

Why don't you answer the questions?

What is it?

Has the nroject improved your opportunities for

work':

I don't think so.

What did you do before you came here?

Work in the fields.

And what are you going to uo when you leave?

Go back there.

So nothirl's changed?

Yeah, I learned some things but I don't think you

could get a job right here, right sway.

Why not?

Because they ask you if you've got a high school

diploma and everything. I ain't got none.

You ain't not one? Are you going to school for

it or are you not going to worry about it? And

so what ever you've done here you're not going to

go on?

A whet?

You're not going into photography? Film?

No, I don't know.

Why obviously you said you were going to go back

to the fields that's...

I might.

Oh you don't know yet?

I don't know what I'm going to do after I finish

this course.

Did you learn anything here that you could use

in another job? Even if its not, say, Any of

these areas? Did you learn how to work with

people or anything like that that might be helpful'
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Yes.Mr. Medina:

Interviewer: What did you learn?

Mr. Medina: About people?

Interviewer: Yes.

Mr. Medina: You have to get along with them so they can get

along with you.

Interviewer: Is this the first time you've worked with black

people?

Mr. Medina: No, I used to work with them down on the farm.

Interviewer: So you didn't have any problem there? You didn't

have any ...? None at all?

Mr. Medina: No.

InteTvieuert What ah ... Have yaw .hod anq experience with the

ABE people? Have you had any experience with

or any of those people when you were filming?

Mr. Medina: What do you mean, experience?

Interviewer: Well did you talk to them?

Mr. Medina: No.

Interviewer: What about the teachers? The ABE teachers, I know

you've worked with them, because you were filming

there.

Mr. Medina: Yeah, I talked to the teachers.

Interviewer: Are they cooperative?

Mr. Medina: Yeah, some.

Interviewer: Some? Some aren't?

Mr. Medina: Well you got to warn them that you're going in,

first. Then you have to bR,good to them so they'll

be good to you.

Interviewer: Hut have you had bad experiences with teachers?

Mr. Medina: When? Since I've been working here? No.

Interviewer: Everytime you've clone into a class they've been

helpful and ...

Mr. Medina: The class I went to was.

Interviewer: What about that, did you go to any other classes

filming?

Mr. Medina: Yeah.

Interviewer: They were all helpful? Were they good teachers?

S4
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Mr, Medina: Yeah,

Interviewer: The students like them? Do you think?

Mr. Medina: Yeeh,

Interviewer: Why don't you qo back to school then?

Mr. Medina: Whet?

Interviewer: Why didn't you qo back to school?

Mr. Medina: I don't know.

Interviewer: Whet about Project Reach, do you think its been

run properly? Do you get along with and

and the staff? You don't get along with

them, why not?

Mr. Medina: Uh, a couple reasons. One because tried to

ttri evaryme. First thing ft does is =ft tries to

fire you.

Interviewer: Uh huh. DtI he fire you?

Mr. Medina: He didn't fire me.

Interviewer: But you don't think that's a good ides to do it

that way? What's the second reason?

Mr. Medina: I don't know.

Interviewer: You said there were two reasons. Whet about

did you get along with

Mr. Medina: Yeah, sometimes.

Interviewer: Sometimes? What do you mean?

Mr. Medina: Sometimes he talks ... He was in a hurry you know

sometimes he could talk and talk and never say

nothing.

Interviewer: But you get along with alright? Its just

that he talks too much.

Mr. Medina: Yeah.

Interviewer: Is he a good teacher?

Mr. Madinat' He's alright.

Interviewer: Did he teach you anything?

Mr, Medina: Yeah.

Interviewer: Did he treat you fair?

Mr. Medina: I think so.

Interviewer: Did he treat all the Mexicans fair?

Mr. Medina: Well I don't know about that.
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Interviewer: Well you've been her a year.

Mr. Medina: What?

Interviewer: You've been here a year.

Mr. Medina: See, well you got to treat him nice so he can

treat you nice. If you don't treat him nice he

won't treat you nice. So I can't say yes or no.

Interviewer: I see, but you treated him nice?

Mr. Medina: Once in a while.

Interviewer: You mean there were times when you didn't treat

him nice?

Mr. Medina: Yeah.

Interviewer: What do you mean?

Mr. Med. un 4443 just at mad at me.

Interviewer: What did you do thouqh?

W.'. Medina: I didn't do nothing.

Interviewer: You said there were times when you didn't treat

him nice.

Mr. Medina: I just walked out when he was talking.

Interviewer: And he got mad?

Mr. Medina: Yes.

Interviewer: Did he say anything to you?

Mr. Medina. I don't know, I didn't stay there. I walked out.

Interviewer: Yeah. Did he say anything to you later? Did he

ask you why you left or anything like that?

Mr. Medina: Well he said we didn't get along too good. I

said I owlets.

Interviewer: said that?

Mr. Medina: Yes.

Interviewer: That you didn't get along and you said you guessed

not?

Mr. Medina: Yeah, that's it.

.nterviewer: Is that true you don't get along?

Mr. Medina: Not no more. He's alright now.

Interviewer: He's alright now?

Mr. Medina: Yeah.

Interviewer: Who's fault was it that you didn't get along in

the first place?

1: so;
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Mr, Medina: I don't know. BEST COPY MAILABLE

Interviewer: You're sure?

Mr. Medina; Yeah.

Interviewer: Only if you treat him right?

Mr. Medina: Yeeh.

Interviewer: What about ? Was he included/

Mr. Medina: Don't know.

Interviewer: What do you mean you don't know?

Mr. Medina: I just don't know.

Interviewer: Well you must know you said he was not so good

sometimes.

Mr. Medina: Yes, well sometimes he ain't that good.

Interviewer: Did he teach you anythiny?

Mr. Medina: Yeah.

Interviewer: What did he teach you?

Mr. Medina: About film.

Interviewer: Was he pretty fair?

Mr. Medina: Yeah.

Interviewer: You didn't get fired?

Mr. Medina: I didn't get fired.

Interviewer: Was that fair when he fired all those other people?

Mr. Medina: I don't think so.

Interviewer: He hired them back though?

Mr. Medina: Yeah.

Interviewer: Was that fair?

Mr. Medina: I don't think

Interviewer: When he hired them back?

Mr. Medina: Oh when he hired them back? I think it was fair.

Interviewer: Why wasn't it fair when he fired them?

Mr. Medina: Like I said before, he said he was boss, you '

and he tried to fire them.

Interviewer: Was he trying to prove it?

Mr. Medina: Yeah.

Interviewer: That's what he said?

Mr, Medina: And I don't think that's good.

Interviewer: Is there anything you would have changed about

the way you work here?
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Mr. Medina: No.

Interviewer: All right some of the people who have been here

befOre said that your group, you end and

end are not es serious as the first

year? Is that true?

Mr. Medina: I guess.

Interviewer: Why is it?

Mr. Medina: I don't knew.

Interviewer: Do you look on this more as a job or are you

interested in helping some people? Or is it just

job?

Mr. Medina: Yeah.

Interviewer: Just a job?

Mr. Medina: Making mnney,

Interviewer: You make more money here than you do in the fields?

Mr. Medina:. Yeah.

Interviewer: When you were hired were you told whet the project

was about? When picked you?

Mr. Medina: No they didn't tell us that.

Interviewer: You just sort of found out as it went along? How

were you selected? How did get your name?

Mr. Medina: I came here and made an application end then he

talked to me.

Interviewer: How did you find out to come here?

Mr. Medina:

Interviewer: Oh knew, you knew ? And he told you

to come end apply? Is there anything else you

would like to say?

Mr. Medina: No.
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Mr. Reed:

Interviewer:

Mr. Reed:

Interviewer:

Mr. Reed:

Interviewer:

Mr. Reed:

Interviewer:

Mr. Reed:'

Interviewer:

Mr. Reed:

Interviewer:

Mr. Reed:

Interviewer:

Mr4 Reed:

HERBERT REED

Has the project improved your opportunities?

OK what about that?

I don't know. In a way in a way I would say

yes but ahlike the project's over with now,

and I don't know where I turn to then because

I think the field for that type-of work around

this area is kind of limited, you know.

That's whet you said in the last thing we

published. That you didn't think you could

find a job here in a film. And you still have

that same feeling?

Yes, I still have it.

Whet about the others? Have you heard of any-

body that has had any success at finding a job?

Not many that I know of. I think said

he had a couple of things lined up, but I

don't know how definite they are yet. I haven't

heard anybody else say they have anything.

He said his were all out of town. So whet

are you going to do?

That's a hard ouestion. That's I really

don't know Est this time.

Would you like to stay in this if you could?

Yes I would like to. I have some time left

from my GI bill so I figured I would probably

enroll in school end take some kind of course.

A trsde course you know.

So you're...just so do you have your high school

diploma?

Yes,I got it in the Jervice.

Then you could go. What kind of trade were

you interested in?

Really whet I've been interested in for a long

time is accounting you know. But since I have
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a family,and that's a Four year course whet

I hnd in mind was taking a six month course in

ItiM,and maybe afterwards I could maybe get a

job. Then I could pursue , you know, account-

ing career that's what I would really like to
do you know.

Well that's the greater cause then, right? Well
has the year that you've been here helped you
any? Has the a...?

Yes I would say so.

But how if you're not going to use it other

ways...? You said you weren't going to go...?
Well I didn't say I wasn't going to go I just

said that field in this area is pretty limited

you know. But as far as experience I have quite

a bit of experience... Everything I learned I

didn't know anything about in the beginning so

that's you know, right there you know and that's

cause like still camera I always continue doing

that you know and maybe one day I'll still get

a job doing that you know. Doin that kind of

work I will continuo a work ire on my own you knma.

A what about the community you came from?

You finished school later right, you didn't

oreduate?

Na.

Later you got GED?

Right.

When did you do that? Just this year?

No when I was right out of the service.

Oh you went while you were in the service?

Yes.

Oh I see. What about they people that need to

get their diplomas, people like you? Do you think

that around here its easy to get it? Or are they

hating problems? This Is all vied in with our

90. .
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work and with ABE work, And in all that is

it n good program that they have?

Mr. Reed: Yeah, I think its a pretty good program. But

a I still believe that there's ouite a few people

that were reached but that didn't respond. Like

I know a whole lot of people they would always

say you know, they would like to take the f3ED,

but as far as, you know, them just going out

end take the test, you know, they haven't done

it so I wnuldn't know what you do in cases like

that you know,

'Interviewer: But the program here is South Bend, the way it

I works, thlt .ABE program, is good?

Mr. Reed: I think its pickinsup.

Interviewer: Did Project Reach help that or did you help that

personally? I mean you helped in your community

when you enrolled in the canvassing and all that?

Mr. Reed Yes I think I played a part. Helpinlsome people

to reach the decision of, you know, going to

classes.

Interviewer: Did you get a lot of people to sign up?

Mr. Reed: I think I signed up about 70 or something like

that. I don't know how many are really still

gain.

Interviewer: Yeah, But you don't have any idea about how many?

Mr. Reed: No.

Interviewer: Were the ABE people'perticularly helpful during

the enrollment drive? Since that time the

teachers have they been helpful?

Mr. Reed: Teachers?

Interviewer: You know and the administrators, and

7

Mr. Reed: In my opinion when I came in contact they have,

you know, they say they weJe reel interested and

some of 'bm still are and everything. I didn't

have any trouble with any of them,you know. They

seem to be real cordial to me and everythingoyou

know.
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Interviewer: Have they appreciated the fact that we were try-

ing to get more people into their classes?

Mr. Reed: I would gay so, Yeah.

Interviewer: What about, what about Project Reach the way

its been going? You had a lot to say the last

time we talked about the way the project was run.

Mr. Reed: What do you mean like the way the way the admin-

istrators run ...?

Interviewer: Yeah, yeah you can start there if you want. But

the nuestion read "has it been run the way you

You would have run it?" I suppose you could

say that's wrong with it or a...?

Mr. Reed: I think there Gould haw: deen some changes you

know, everything could stand a few changes you

know.

Interviewer: What kind?

Mr. Reed: Ah well for, for one thing my opinion that a I'm

not gonna make too many friends saying this but

a you know a when things first began out that

it was too loose you know, it wasn't strict

enough. And that's the way everybody you know

came accustomed to, and then whenever they do

one or two things they might you know start

out from the beginning.

Interviewer: In other words once the administrators had

started there is not much you can do about it?

Mr. Reed: That's what I think really happened. It seemed

like that to me, yeah.

Interviewer: This is your year? Whet about the second year

people? Do you think that they are the same

way or they've been looser?

Mr. Reed: !would say a whole lot more tighter more dis-

ciplined then we werr you know. The firpt year

people were.

Interviewer: You think that had somethin to do with it?

Mr. Reed: Yeah.
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Interviewer: Cause your young,but you got a family, you got

the same responsibilities as oleo

Mr. Reed: Yeah, but I'm just talkie about you know, one

group as opposed to the other.

Interviewer: Its really abOut,I suppose when you net down

to it that's really the differende..,is the age.

But that doesn't mean you don't have any more

responsibility, Ah. Is there any other changes

that you would mike? You'd have liked to have seen

.mada?

Mr. Reed: Ah far as I mean the training ,l$ke, I see, you know,

before now I was under the impression that it

would be set up, you know, differently. And

I thought it was just somethin to,just like a

regular trade school you know. And a somethin,

to that effectlyOu knows that's the impression I

was under when I first came out here, you know.

Interviewer: You didn't have a good idea oe whet you were

doing than? When you came here?

Mr. Reed: No.

Interviewer: Who hired yaw? Did you see anybody else?

Mr. Reed: Well 7 was, I was told by you know. He

worked for Urban League you know. But I came

out and submitted an application you know. I

think woos out of town at the time you

knJw. I talked to and he told me when-

ever gets back they'll make a decision,

then ..culd I call back. I don't know who told

me I was hired you knOw.

Interviewer: So you ,lust talked to 0- then?

Mr. Reed: Yea,

Interviewer: Ah have you had a chance to a to say what you

think, I mean when we had this discussion before,

did° you think that what you say matters? 1

Do you think that, we haven't had as many meetings
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lately but there used to be suite a few meetings

that...?

Ae I had a chance to say you knnw, what was on

my mind and you know some of the things I said

I thin: they was taken into consideration in the

matter, you know. But I didn't expect every-

thing you know, that I say to be ah... you know

be a everything but... All in all,I think that,

you know it was a pretty fair deal.

Do you get along with the people, the other para-

professionals?

Yes, I get along with them.

All of the Mexican Americans Ica, I meenlas well?

Yes,I get along with them. Yeah.

Do you get along with

Yes I get alone with

And

OK.

And

I wouldn't say real well. I try to get along

with him the best I can you know. It's justbnis

personality you .know.

That's the biggest difference then?

That's the only difference I'd see you know.

Would you say that that is stronger, that is_a

that personality thing is stronger than any

racial prejudices that have come up during the

year?

Tn me there is, you know.

Is it that way for other people?

Well I couldn't speak, you ,know, for anybody 'else.

Well but you wArk here you know what...?

I don't think there really was eny.racial over-

tones or anything like that at all.

It's just a difference of personaltties?

Yes, that's the only thing I can sea.



Interviewer: Is there anything else you went to sey?
Mr. Reed: That's about all.
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MARGARET ROSAS

Interviewer: niA what about the first question, since you have

the first Question there?

Miss Rosas: Has the project improved your opportunities for

work? If I decide to make it a career? Yes.

Interviewer: What do you mean if you decide to make meaning

it you?

Miss Rosas: Meaning if I decide to go into this line of work.

Ah make it a 8811

Interviewer: But you haven't decided yet?

Miss Rosas: No.

Interviewer: Are you going to 'decide soon?

Miss Roses: Yes I think so. I don't know how soon but, soon.

Interviewer: But there are other opportunities open to you s o

that you don't have to...?

Miss Roses: Right.

Interviewer: I mean this is not the only thing you that you are

interested in?

Miss Roses: Right.

Interviewer: Are you really interested in it? You seriously

considering...?

Miss Rosas: Yeah. But let's see. I'm considering it. But

not right now. Not in the very, very near future,

nn.

Interviewer: What are your preferences, what did you enjoy most?

Mis Roses: Editing and that's about all I think. I don't

like to work with sounds.

Interviewer: Is there a difference in what's open to women

have you had any experience with it at ell? Yet?

Mis Roses: No experience with it at all, yet.

Interviewer: I know a lot of female editors.

Miss Roses: I think if I went into it that's what I'd like

to do. If I couldn't get that I wouldn't. go

into it.

Interviewer: But you don't know yet if you are going to stay

with it?
87
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Right.

What is your other choice?

What is my other choice? Marriage.

Well that's two good choices there.
Riot.

What about these last two years? Even suppose

you don't go into it. Suppose you get married

and have a family. Do you think that they've

been useful here even thnuoh you're not using

that sort of thing directly applying the informa-

tion that ...?

How would I answer? Well yeah I learned how

things are done and when I see things on the

television scree, I know how they came about end
that way.

Well but that's not something you ...?

No that's not going to be useful. I don't know

how it would be useful though.

But if you get married are you going to consider

that you've just wasted these two years?

No, no, no. I would imagine that if I decide

after marriage that I wanted to go into thislI

think that I could because you know its some-

thing you never forget. So I could probably go

back into it. If I decided that I wanted to

go into it again.

Did you learn anything else? Did you learn how

to work with groups

Did I learn how to work with what? With the groups?

Yeah.

Like for example when you were coordinating

canvassinn of the That must of had ... Whet

did you learn there that you might be able to...?

I learned how to work with people. People that

don't see eye to eye with your opinions, with

your ideas. Like that it was very useful. No-

body thinks alike. No two persons think the same.
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Got that together. Let's see what else. Now

the racial nroblems I learned a lot of things with

you know, about the races.

Interviewer: What particular kind of problems did you nave?

Miss Roses: Ah, did I encounter?

Interviewer: Now you're not talking about the project but

about when you went out door to door.

Miss Roses: Yeah right. People are human beings and well let's

see now... Its not a problem its just that I've

learned how to talk you know to people that I

don't...'And meet people.

Miss Roses: On the racial problems. Yeah, oh some people

they, you know, they didn't look at you, you

know peculiar, because you're not my color and

all this kind of crap. And so we'd get to talking

about it...color and finally, it came out that

they were the ones that,you know,they were black

and they said Black is Beautiful. Let me tell

you about this' one guy that I talked with. Ah,

he's black and ha this didn't happen in at a

when we were out canvassing. This happened

when we were talking one morning. He sat

down next to me and so I just moved my you know,

I lust moved over a little because my, so he

could oat in and he said well young lady the color's

not gonna rub off. Yeahrand I said I know I didn't

even look at the color of your skin. He says

well why not don't you think black is beautiful?

And I said well so is brown, just like that, and

he said you're with it. No problem afterwards,

you know.

Interviewer: Its just that initial...?

Miss Roses: Uh huh. but he kept on'and on about how black

is beautiful and so finally well brown is too.

The he shut up and we became friends. Just like

that you knew.
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Interviewer: Rut did you find could you say that's the

general assumption? Then that as the result of

cans/easing and working here that people are

generally sort of tense and...?

Miss Roses: Um huh.

Interviewer: Between races and white as well as brown?

Miss Roses: Right. I think that all races have something

against the other race. Just because maybe they

don't like the way they comb their hair or some-

thino I don't know, or something ... you have to

find it.

.... Interviewer: What about here at the project, have you had a

problem like that here?

Miss Roses: Ha Ha. Ah yeah a little bit. (Sarcestic)

Interviewer: Iijhat was the nature of those nroblems?

already mentioned the walk out.

Mae Roses: Well I think that had something to do with it, yes.

Rem:vise, well I was at'fault there. I might as

well admit it, I admitted it to once when

we were talking. It was my fault cause

rubbed me the wrong way. So I just kinds went

out there and just turned in my resignation. And

the guys sew me doing it,and they said no we're

all stickinn together. And so I said "do you

know what you're jeopardizing?" I said "your job."

And all this kind of stuff. They eaid"no we're

all sticking together we'll fight it out together."

OK that wae,that was straightened out. But still

when we came in that following day I could feel

that somehow was , how would I say, throwing

daggers, really. He had, oh how would I say, I

wouldn't know how to put it into words, but I

think this is where everything started. And so

then we noticed that you know, anytime any Mexican

had a little argument or something that was it,

but anytime a black had anything to say well he
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sto3ci up for him. And wel 1, black's first

and brown's second. This was whet we thought.

It wasn't that way because who got it for staff

photographer, WRV it 7 Who got it for can-

vassing coordin.)..i;r, it was me. There was no

preference there. But still we felt this just

the tension in the air, we felt this. You know

and you look out for your own and forget about

the rest.

What about now, this is before or after you walked

out?

After, after.

So does this, does this continue now? Do you

still feel tensions there? Especially as long as

we're talking about

I felt it after the ,right before the toys were

fired. The three boys were fired. Three men or

three I don't know what you tall them boys/men. I

think of them as boys because they're not mature

or that interested. I felt then that...

Now which three is thief? Is this the three blacks?

Oh --- , and

thought it was my fault, because zney got fired.

This was when you end did their group, right?

Right. And felt that they were, you know, they

thought that I was, got them fired or something

because even then. kept telling, you know,

kept lookino at me real funny like. And he asked

me one time well why didn't I help put the guys

to work. And I told him that I had already given

them something to do but they didn't want to do

it. And so he felt that I, you know, was at

fsult there too. Alright I don't know there's mu

many things I don't know.

Yeah, do you think that this was primarily limited

' you and 7 Or was it, and that's

all? Was it the Mexican Americareor was it in
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general both directions?

Mies Roses: Oh, I think both directions. Because I know

that for awhile there picked on .. I

mean we call it"pick on"because he was always say-

inq qo run the projector, never

knew how to run the projector, when we first

came in. never knew what, how to thread

it or how to load it. And he would say well

you're supnosed to be in charge of the projector

you're sitting over there and if nothing happens

end all this kind of shit. Well how come he

never said nothing to the. other guys you know?

And just the other day we heard that

and heard that had told

that he hated and I heard it from several

people. So did There's still something

going on there.

Interviewer: In other words its not necessarily, its not a

personality problem between you and ? You

think that it goes beyond?

Miss Roses: No, no I think its not a personality problem. I

. just think it Las just problems because he feels

that he should stick un for his people,and I feel

that I should stick un for my people. And I

. think this is what started it

Interviewer: Wes he, who was more agressive in this case do

you think, say from back before the walk out

apparently you feel that was being more

agressive at least supportive Of black people

than...?

Miss Roses: Uh no, no, no now I think all this kind started

with this new group. Because we, you know, when

you said back first year no problems you know.

If. and I had a problem or if and I had

a problem we ironed it out amongst ourselves,

there was no bickering, nothino going on. But
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the second year every little thing that happened

had to he told to and there was this big

staff meeting and the peonle got fired and then,

then everything got changed and the groups got

rearranged than people that were assigned to

groups didn't share in when they were supposed

to, they came in when they wanted to.

Interviewer: Well now who's fault is this? Is this the new

people's fault?

Miss Roses: No I think it was the bosses' fault. I mean you

know the people up front. I think they should

have well like last year well wasn't here
v

last year, like this year he's not here very often.

But was here almst all the time. And

one class and one teacher, one instructor, well
we had . But that was it you know, our

day was divided to half, half to television and

half for film. But we knew what we were going

to do. But this other group,well,they had the

one instructor, and then they hee the other

instructors,and they had this and they had that,

and then everytime they didn't like something

we had to change it. They didn't like the

schedule, they had to change the time period,

didn't like who they were working with. They

had to change groups ... just a bunch of crap.

Interviewer: Is that something that did?

Miss Roses: Yeah, honestly I don't think we did anything

this year. Except be a social agency or what-

evr., you call it. Because everytime we turned

around we were looking out for people's feelings

we were caring more about how they feel than

about how the films should be, should ,get

finished, and all that.

Interviewer: Was that a result then of just some sort of

maybe a change of attitude on the part of the

administration? Would you say they were less
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interested this year?

Miss Roses: Um huhvI think so I think, well...

Interviewer: I mean in view of the paraprofessionals.
Miss Roses: The paraprofessional, the new ones? They didn't

they don't care.

Interviewer: Is that the result of being here for a year or

was that there when they came?

Miss Roses:- That's a result I think of not having one steady

instructor, year round, that was going to be on

their backs about everything you know. I think

some of them started off with the idea that it

was lust easy mnney. And they worked five days

a week and they were going to get paid a salary

and they didn't have to do too much. So they

didn't do too much for the first couple of months

and then they just didn't do anything else, for

the rest of the year.

Interviewer: Well mentioned this too so I was sort.of

inte.:ested because where would you place the

reason for the fact that the new people when

they came in reguerded it more as a job and

weren't possibly serious about it and as the

first year peoplewere, I mean obviously they

were selected by the same people and they the

people that chose them didn't chanoe.

Miss Roses: Well let's see, I think its had to do with ...

well how did I start out? Wall when we first

heard about it we were in an ABE center. We

were there to be in a class for something or

just brushing up in something else. We were

doing something at the center, and we heard that

through there. But some of these guys heard

it through the Street Academy and they were

running around anyway. And they thoughtewell

shit I'm going to get a hudred dollars a week,

but'Ilm not going to do to much except learn

about film." So you know, why not?
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Interviewer: So who's fault wag this, I mean do you say that

the selectinn process was different?

Mips Rosns: I think so, I think well when we were chosen

we didn't have, it was We saw before

we SHW . Really. We didn't see until

the dsy that we had that meeting out at the CC,

whet is it Center for Continuing Education? But

I think the way it happened this year, from what

I've noticed picked the Chicanos and - - - --

picked the blacks. And I don't think it should

have been that way. It either, both of them

should have been there or should have picked

the blacks and picked the Chicanos. I

think that's where they made the mistake.

Interviewer: Why what's wrong with picking them that way, of

course getting together...?

Miss Roses: Cause, like when he came in he wasn't doin

-Anything he was working in the fields, didn't

have a job. didn't pven know when he

came in here, so I knew for a fact that was

not a worker. I knew that so I cannot understand

why he was hired. I never said anything, I said

well its their business why they hired him, not

mine. But I knew that he wasn't a worker. And

try to get a little work out of him, you're not

gonna net it out of him now.

Interviewer: Well now that is gone, but why do y.JU

suer that he nicked him at the time

left I see? At that time he was very interested

in the project. Why would he have picked some-

body like that? Why would have picked some-

body I mean knowing I mean a

Miss Roses: I don't know. I really don't know.

Interviewer: Well what, how were you selected? Who picked you?

Miss Roses: You didn't, I, there was no such thing es, well

you know, plckin% They contacted the center. They
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told us at the center. They gave us an applica-

tion. We came out herr,. They talked to us there

as a group. And that was it.

Interviewer: Well did they ...? That's an interesting point

and the reason I was,and the reason I'm pursuing

it is because brought it up too. Is that

there are obviously a different nuality of person,

the second year people are, They're not, they're

not as serious, end they're not as interested.

But I'm trying to figure out why,becsuse you both

had the same people selecting both times. I mean

maybe its not a group process,but all in all

was still in charge of the group training in film

and last year and why would he select someone in

whom he could not work? I meen,for the second

year %I don't understand.

Kiss Roses: I don't know what happened. I f00 well I was

going to say somethin else. Oh,I think

something that happened also was that the that

the guys were not told about the"'objectives of

the project. That they had to go to an adult

education class, that theyiere gonna go canvass-

ing, and when they found ouc that they had to do

these thinns, they blew up. But we were told

everything you know that we were gain to do

television snots for television, about adult

education, end, and it was just different. I

think it was just different. We lost too much

time playing nursemaid the second year.

Interviewer: This year? But you still doA't know why? So

put yourself in 'a shoes. Because he was

a Mexican. Why would he have selected somebody?

I mean, why obviously you see you have all the

people to choose from end none of them have any

background in film or they wttldn't be out of

a job you see. And, but why would he pick
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somebody you see, how could he end up with two

or three that are not as interested as you

end and are? I don't understand.

You see what I'm trying to say? I don't under-

stmnd, why the second group is so different?

Miss Roses: Yeah, yeah, I, I know what you're, I know what

you're trvinn to net at. But I can see where

... I don't have any answer,but maybe they just

talked their way into it. I don't know how

and did it, but I think did. He

talked and lied about it.

Interviewer: Well you mentioned something earlier about being

a social agency. Could possibly it be that they

were more interested in just gutting some unem-

ployad"Mexican Americans jobs in the same way

that possibly saw you know, some people

worLing at the Street Academy or.doing nothing and

made you know, with all good intentions?

Miss Rowse: That had crossed my mind. Because, that did cross

my mind, a couple of times. Because just beause

they were young, they didn't have a job, and

the proposal somehwere had said that they were

going to hire min§ people and train them. I

think thiS is...

Interviewer: Does the one have anything to do with it?

Miss Roses: About the, for the interest?

Interviewer: They're much younger than the others. Than the

first year group.

Miss Roses: Mhno. I don't think the age has anything to do

with it. I think it's just that their interests...

I don't think its the age, the age has nothing

to do with it. Because 's older than I .

am. He's about 27, 28 years old. But, these

people are just used to livin on welfare or

whatever they live on and bumminl around not
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carin' about now, not carinlabout anything,

about future. So...

Was there any, anything say now for a I don't

know lets stop it here. Do you think that

there's anything after this experience that

you could recommend for other projects or

the people doing hiring? In other words if

you're given the job to hire a 6 Mexican

Americans to work? Is there anytning you Can...?

Is there any way we can tell that they4re going

to be different from , and

I wouldn't know how to go about picking somebody

like that. I don't think I'd want the job first

of all. But if I did have that kind of a job

I wouldn't know how to go about doing it

either. I would probably have to liveand

learn.

Possibly more maybe a little more background?

That might have helped I think. Cause I knew

before the job. The only ones I didn't

know were and and and

But I knew and -. And like if they

had come up to me and said well Margaret,

wants-to apply I would have said don't

hire him because I know him. And I know and

my aunt was tellin me the other day she says

"How's doin on the job?" I said " "
She said "Oh he's messed up again." She saiti

"That boy's never goin to amount to anything."

To your knowledge did they do anything at all?

.Did they do any kind of background...?

I think that it was just the, the application

they put in. The application and that's it.

Where were we?

Uhm.

- .107
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I think we've exhausted that subject whatever

it was. Whet about the contribution that,

that you, that the project has made in par-

ticula to your community?

To the Mexican American community?

Yes.

Ah,the Mexican American ?ilm. I think it

opened a lot of, of avenues as we, you know.

Cause was tellin me the other day that

they want a grant of some kind to do more thinos

on the Mexican Americans you know. Not just as

migrants but in the house and on the jobs and

everything else. And, and a I think it had a

lot of influence on the Mexican American

community.

Whit- erne, what about, what aboutguh,as for as

it's related to the ARE class? Did a did you

have a great deal of success there?

At El Centro? Oh well everytime we come

people would a bunch around,and say'l want to

be on filmftend"when are you going to interview

me?" Yeah, we got a lot of cooperation from

the Mexican community.

Did you do anything for them in turn? Did you

incrWase the how about...?

Their enrollment? Yes! For awhile but then

it dropped off. Cause people just, you know,

had other things they wanted to do.

So your, your influence was more in terms

of mekinq a film that they could get something

out °fond it wasn't in getting them to go

to ABE classes? What, what was the effect

that you decided to get with the Mexican Ameri-

can film? What did you want?

It's not my film, it's film.
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Yeah.

That's all I got to say. didn't want us

to work on it. So that was his idea on how

to make that film. That wasn't my idea,

that dasn't idea, that was his idea.

So that's his film. And he's the only one

that knows how to interpret it.

And you're unhappy with that?

No. I mean, you know, I, I think, I, I don't

know, I would have changed some things. I

wouldn't have done it that way.

Such as?

I wouldn't have that Spanish interview when you

have an English interview. Why use the Spanish

one and those I don't know, I don't know.

You didn't have anything to say about the way

it was done?

Huh?

You didn't have anything to say about the way

it was done?

Ah no.

Because that film was theoretically a cooperation.

Yeah, right. No it wasn't. Everybody is

callin it film. Right? Cause it was

idea. But that's not film. Cause if

you really sit down and look at that film as

and I have done there's more film that

and I have shot end havq edited than

what he has shot, and edited in that one documen-

tary.

That's the point. What about the ABE people,

the ABE, a the administrators? Have they been

cooperat ivu?

and , yes. NO.

Have you had much dealing with him?
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I don't I just don't like the manoand the

further I stay away From him the happier I am.

gut you've delt with him,I see, pictures of

you talkino to him or something it seems like.

Yeah, all I did, I'll talk to him, if he talks to

me first but I will not approach the man.

Why is that? Is he unfriendly?

I don't know, I just feel something about him,

and I just don't like him. I never have. From

the minute when I met him about two or three

years ago at El Centro. And I didn't like him

then. I don't know ... nothing has made me change

my mind.

Is he part of El Centro? I thought it was a

separate thing.

Yeah, -but he comes around and you know, pokes his

nose in there anyway.,

The other two you got cooperation from?

Oh yeah'.

What about the teachers?

Ah...

Not only when we're talkino about El Centro but

when you were filming else where.

Yeah. The teachers that I worked with, let's see,

did I have any problems? No. We had the one

teacher at Purley, he didn't like us. He didn't

want us in his class. So we stayed away from his

class. And we stayed away from Purley cause it

was older people in their 70's,and they said they

couldn't study because we came with our equip-

ment and turned on lights and all this stuff.

But otherwise all the other teachers have been

very cooperative. Or the ones that I worked with

anyway.

Are they doing a good job do you think, the teachers?

Some of them, yes I think so. Some of them I
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don't know. They, well I guess it dependson

the class. Like they run their class each

individual studies whatever they went to study

in some classes. The teacher's there ... he's

almost not there because they don't even need

him. They just studying on their own you know.

I think they need more help from the teacher be-

cause some of the adults have said that they

need a little more help. But yet they don't ask

the teacher for the help. They just sit there

and beer with it.

Interviewer: But on the whole?

Miss Roses: On the whole, yeah I think they're good.

Interviewer: What about Project Reach? Has it been run the

way you'd run a school?

Miss Poses: Not

Interviewer: Whet would you change? That was an emphatic no.

Miss Poses: What wollid I change? What would I chance?

Interviewer: Well what was wrong with it, 'let's go from that.

Miss Roses: I think should have been here a little bit

more.

Interviewer: Now are you talking about this year, last year,

or ell together?

Miss Poses: This year. I think and were away a

little too much. And when you're in your office,

is in his little hole over there,

over hereland a lot of time people aren't doing

anything, just sitting there,

Interviewer: Then its lack of control that you ser.

Miss Roses: Yemh, right. A lack of control cause sometimes

people will set there and watch films that they

watched once before and watched them three or

four times in the same day. And that's, there's

no sense in that. I think there's just, you

know, they don't dare.

Interviewer: The ides is that there was...
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Mies Roses: We needed a little more, a you know...

Interviewer: Structure. Well the idea then I'm sure you've

heard is that you know everybody should work on

their own and want to work. But apparently that...

Miss Roses: Yeah, but what if they don't want to work, I think

somebody should push them. They need this little

push. Cause if I don't want to get anything done

I will just sit down and do nothing.

Interviewer: Is that the first year?

Miss Roses: Oh no we didn't have time to just sit around and

do nothing last year. We were always on the go.

If one group didn't go out the other group went

out you know. There was six of us but we were

divided up sometimes and one group went one

night and the other another night.

Interviewer: Is that hecausa the people ur front were more

interested, more involved or is that because the

paraprofessionals were more serious?

Miss Roses: A little bit of both. I think that it wee a

little bit of both. Plus last year we knew

we were going to be going to the clacees. We knew

this beforp we even started. And the boys say

they didn't know this. Because I know I've gone

into a class with two and what happened to the

rest of ... they didn't show up. They don't

want to go.

Interviewer: Well they figure we got two months to 0, whet the

hell do we do in two months? Then it was two,

now it is one month, and now its three days or

two days or whatever, so why do anything now? Some

say they just let it go. Well they,the people up

front, don't dare to come back here once in

awhile. And look at what's going on beck here.

Interviewer: Then they don't 'Telly care back there either?

Miss Roses: No.

Interviewer: Any general, we've already covered the lest
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muestion, is there anything denerml you'd like

to say on tape?

Miss Rosas: No.
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Interviewer: So whet did you think about the first one there?

Mr. Salcido: Well I still, I think improved.

Interviewer: It's improved? What do you plan to do?

Mr. Salcido: This work?

Interviewer: Yeah.

Mr. Salcido: Well I kinds think it is a important for me be-

cause in this job I can find better opportunities

for work. Because when I come on this project I

didn't know nothin, about film you know, and now

in these two years I have learned many things

about film.

Interviewer: That's good. What about a..?

Mr. Salcido: The second?

Interviewer: Yeah, does that a let's say tie in together?

Mr. Salcido: Yeah, has the years at Project Reach been useful?

Yes. Everythino is useful becaUse most of the

time when the person doesn't know anything he

can't have a have a better future you know.

Interviewer: Uh huh.

Mr. Salcido: And this form I think I can find better pay for

meland I think in this form I can live better

not only me, not only I but my family too, you

know. And the third is what is the most important

aspect of the project you'll take with you to

your next job? Well this is ah this is I you

are asking the same thing you know, the same

question because ehif I understand the many

things about film, cameraman, sound men, and all

the jobs about it, well I think I know parts. When

I go in for an application for a job I can say

or can write what I know.

Interviewer: Uh huh.

Mr. Salcido: And I think in this form I can find a

batter job.
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Interviewer: Uh.

Mr. Salcido: Do you think .1.7

Interviewer: The ouys are talking about your opiniun now.

Mr. Salcido: OK. I think my contribution in the community,

I don't have nothing about it. Because the

community is there, oh well the indicator for

say if I, I had contributed it or not.

Interviewer: I see.

Mr. Salcido: Right, because...

Interviewer: In other words you're not the judne?

Mr. Selcido: Yeah, I don't know, I don't have a position about...

Interviewer: But do you think you were a positive

Mr. Salcido: Yeah. Yeah, its possible in that,but the community's

say ISO

Interviewer: What did they say, do you know?

Mr. Selcido: Yeah. Most of all the teachers have a cooperation

not only with me but all the community because I

have a stood in there at El Centroland El Centro

the people there are very nice. And the other

schools when I go in to film somethin about ABE

classes we have all opportunity for filming.

With the teachers and the students too.

Interviewer: So did you have any problems?

Mr. Salcido: No. Never we have problems, all the time, is

very good. Everything. Yeah the Project Reach

is something very important in the ABE classes

because Project Reach has bean cooperative end

with the community in South Bend. In other words

this is very important there, the pert that the

Project Reach plays in this, in this film. (Mr.

Selcido reading the nuestion to himself) No

about because the racial prejudices. I don't

have belief, for me the importance is the person

not the color. Not your religion, not nothing.

Because according to my point of view the

important thing is the person. The other,
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doesn't have importance for me.

Interviewer: Do you think that everybody,all the nara-pro-

fessinnals, think the same?

Mr. Salcido: Yeah, I don't have anything to say against the

people who were working , as to whether

Interviewer: OK. Very good. Anything else?

Mr. Salcido: That's it.

Interviewer: Thank you.

11.6
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Problems

THOMAS SHINE

The problems facing Project Reach this past year have been:

too little structured organization and direction on the pert of

the Professional Staff; and a significant gap in age, life style,

and nersooal goals between the more experienced, older para-

professionals and the newer, younger trainees.

These two problems are interconnected. During the first

year of the Project, the Paraprofessionals were a group of

excited, highly motivated individuals. For some it was a genuine

and nerhaps final opportunity to develop skills in a field that

would open up a new and drastically different career. Thri ages

of these Paraprofessionals ranged from 23-59 with four of the

six Paraprofessionals over 45 years old, three of these with

large families. During the first year the Professional Staff

did noz have to develop a heavily structured system in order to

help motivate the Paraprofessionals. In addition, they valued

greatly the Adult Education classes, a reauirementof t"e Project.

During the second year of Project Reach, the situation was

quite' different. The new Parsorofessionals ranged in age from

18-26 with four of the six Paraprofessionals 20 years old or

younger. Not only was there a difference in age between the

new and the experienced Paraprofessionals, the life style and

personal goals were different as well. Far these new Pare-

professionals Project Reach was most likely not a final

opportunity for a stimulating life career. Their interest in

Adult Education classes was minimal, and their attendance

proved that point. They needed considerably more organization,

structure and direction from the Professional staff in order to

motivate them sufficiently to achieve the goals of Project Reach.

Unlike the more experienced Paraprofessionals, they were entering

a two year demonstration project during its second year, already

faced with the task of catching up.

This catching up problem was further complicated by the
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sudden denarture of a Chirano cinematogranher hired primarily to

instruct the yolinner Para- professionals. Initially this shifted

the instructive responsibility for both the experienced and new

Paraprofessionals to the Associate Project Director. This

prevented the much closer individualized instruction necessary

to net the new Paraprofessionals off to a good start. By the

time the twelve Pbraprofessionals were divided up into three

smeller groups with three instructors, much of the year had

already passed. The working relationships between the two groups

of Paranrofessionals and the Professional staff were not ideal,

as they are in few places, due mainly tc the problems outlined

in this section.

Another problem not directly related to the other two was

the effect on the Project of the bed publicity of a local tele-

vision, radio and newspaper group. Though it was impossible to

see at the time, and easy to see now, too much time and emphasis

was placed on their unfair coverage of Project Reach and the

multi-media enrollment campaign. Valuable time and energy was

spent discussing the situation, and planning precautions against

any future attacks by the media. All of this created an atmos-

phere of fear and aprehension for the Paraprofessionals and Pro-

fessional staff. However at the time of the unfair publicity it

would have been impossible to put the whole incident into per-

spective.

Progress,

The highlight of the Project wee the multi-media enrollment

campaign aimed at increasing the number of adults participating

in the Adult Basic Education Program in St. Joseph County. This

had been nne of the goals of the Project and the great success

of the multi-media camnsion was a credit to the Paranrofessionals

and a definite sinn of progress for the Project. The entire

campaign wan directed by two of the Paraprofessionals, and the

"community-messages" aired on television and radio were produced

by the entire group. Twelve Paraprofessionals who had probably
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never imsnined they would someday produce films,had now demon-

strated their skills in n campaign designed to halo their own
people.

However, it is nrobably in the actual production of the

documentary films where the greatest progress can be seen. The

Paraprofessionals who just two short years ago were unable to

operate even a still camera, now used professional equipment

to produce twelve, half hour, color, 16mm documentaries in addi-
tion to the thirty, one minute, and three, twenty second "community-
messages". It was in the production of these longer films that
the Parerrofessionals demonstrated skills in editing, and ability
to use the moviola and magnasync equipment. This type of work is
long and tedious, but the paraprofessionals stuck to it with

professional results. The quality of their first work compared
to their most recent productions showed much improvement. The

Paraprofessionals had now prooreased to where they could

effectively express themselves over a media which for a long

time had completely excluded their views. In addition, their
self - confidence seemed bolstered, a significant sign of the

value of Project Reach.

*During the second year of Project Reach a newsletter was
begun to help spread the word on the work of the project. This

monthly newsletter WAS impOrtah. because it informed not only

others working on Adult education Projects, but also the news
media and film rid television industry in general, giving

valuable exmosure of the Paraprofessionals interested in pursuing
careers in this area. The newsletter provided a chance for

the Paraprofeseionele to have some of their best photographs
printed, and distributed nationwide.

III. Conclusions

In snits of the difficulties faced by the project, it is

fair to conclude that the Project Reach Program was a success
and a valuable contribution to Adult Basic Education in St.

Joseph County and possibly the whole country. The information
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gained through this demonstration project has shown some

possible solutions to the enrollment problems faced nationwide

in Adult Basic Education Programs. But the project has

accomplished more than merely helping Adult Education locally

And nationally; it has also proved the feasibility of training

minorities in the techninues of film and television. It has

demonstrated the worth of offering poor, undereducated adults

the opportunity for another chance for a new career. Project

Reach has helped restore the self-confidence and pride of twelve

minority members.

Perhaps the most important contribution that the Project has

made in my own case, io a much deeper and more bonest awareness

of the many different problems and complications in organizing

a Project to help minority members. The naive idealism of the

white wanting to help minority members awn disappears when

faced with the reality of that challenge. A person begins to

see in a oroject like Project Reach, not simply one individual,

the minority member, the black oithe chicano, but many

individuals who may share race, end a lack of higher education

and wealth, but have vastly different ideas, different ambitions,

different needs. A person sees competition between the black

and chicano for identity, end a need for each race to be con-

sidered as the one most mistreated, and most deserving of

attention. A white filled with what he honestly thinks is

brotherhood finds that social work is very hard work, demanding

much more understanding and tolerance than he is likely to

want to show. He leaves the project with a more realistic and

less idealistic view,

IV. Recommendations

It is easier to make recommendations based on the problems

and mistakes of the past, than to make recommendations trying

to foresee problems that might come up in the future.

If the nroject were to begin all ovar again, I would first

suggest that either all twelve Paraprofessionals be hired at the
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beninnino of the project or that if the budget would now allow

that only six be hired for the two year period. Hiring six

one year and six the next year makes it very difficult to give

both groups sufficient training. One group is always going to

be behind especially when it comes to practical experience using

the cameras and editing equipment. This hampers the potential

of the more experienced Para-professionals who have to take time

. out to help teach the new Pars-professionals. For a short term

project, like Project Reach, it is not reasonable to add new

Para-professionals durIng the second year of the program. The

Para-professionals who are hired by-the project should be either

approximately the same age or if their ages vary substantially,

and if the group is large enough, two cinematographers should

be hired, one cinematographer for the older Para-professionals,

one for the younger group. This suggestion is based on one of

the problems I mentioned earlier. The older Para-professionals

would most likely need a different approach in the film and

television instructional classes--less structure, less organiza-

tion, more freedom to work on their own. The younger Pere-profes-

sionals would most likely need more structure, and organization.

A short term projellt such as Project Reach definitely needs

more direction, and r more detailed plan of operation from the

out set. In a twr year demonstration project there are too

many ideas whirh have to be tested and proven either effective

or ineffective, in too short a period of time, to operate with-

out a tight plan. This does not mean that the Para-professionals

own personal ideas and initiative must be restricted in any way.

It mould be encouraged because to train twelve persons pre-

vusly untrained in film and television techniques, organize

and c3rry out a multi -media enrollment campaign, and produce

several longer documentaries, it is going to require a deep

Personal commitment, motivation, creativity, and initiative on

the part of the Para - professional and Professional staff. A well

thought out plan and intellioent direction would not hamper this.

I would recommend fewer Project Reach meetings and fewer
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mplor changes in the structure of the instruction nhese of the

project, once a plan has been agreed on. There is not sufficient
time to make major changes in work schedules and proceeduree

throughout the last year and expect overall efficiency and

nronrass to benefit by it.
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Problems

Project Reach raced the following serious prohlems from
two sources.

A. Outside the Project itself.

1. The apathy toward education which permeates the
South Rend/St. Joseph County Area.

2. The funding delay for year II which left the Project

in a production limbo and destroyed momentum from
year I.

3, The south Bend ABE director who supported Reach on

the surface while tryino behind the scenes to dis-
credit the "rival" projects

4, The South Bend Tribunes' biased and distorted

editorial attacks.

5. The use of Project Reach as a target for attacks
on the Federal Buresucreoy during laot Fall's Con.

oressional elections.

B. Inside the Project itself.

1. Year IT's new pare - professionals lacked previous'

work experience that would have made their training

easier.

2. The new pare- professionals were younger than the

first year group ceusina a generation gap between
the groups.

3. The departure of our cinematographer after one month

leaving us with a skill shortage, especially in

editing. This cut heavily into the year II training

pronram and hat morale.

4. Black vs. grown rivalry which led to Black/Chicano

racism and temporary production halt.
5. Difficulties with discipline because ne racial

issues being crested by groups affected.
6. Hostility from some elements of Notre Dame Adminis-

tration,
114
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prOgie,99

A. Outside.

Outside problems were beyond direct control and fostered

a hostile environment in which Reach had to operate. Some

mellowing occurred wnen the Tribune no longer bothered

their readers with our purported waste and after,Reach's

recruitment campaign which made Reach highly visible.

A. Inside.

Considerable nrogress was made toward solution of a

number of internal problems:

The early resignation of our cinematographer forced

Reach to stretch instructional responsibility among

project director, associate director, and the producer

director. All three very ably handled the added re-

sponsibility and worked herd to learn the skills that

they weren't experienced in yet but would have to teach.

This was a stop -qmp measure that worked out tolerably.

The problems between younger and older pars -pro-

fessionals were never fully resolved although with the

personnel shift and crew changes the gap narrowed to

a working compromise.

The slack vs. grown problem was also never fully

resolved. This was, in my estimation, a result of lack

of maturity on the part of the younger pare-professionals.

This problem was alleviated somewhat by personnel shifts

which bridged Reach's generation gap.

Discipline was probably the biggest problem facing

Reach. Any attempt to correct the younger pars- profes-

sionals'; non-productive or counter productive habits

(even the most mild repuests) were blown tnto

accusatiols of racism. The young blacks were more

cohesive in this respect. The Chicano's would raise the

sane specter, but were not as group conscious as the

blacks. No effective method of discipline nor of

motivation far the younger group was found. Some pro-

duction was nonethiless possible.
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Conclusions:

Despite all the handicaps faced, Reach was generally

succepsful. The pars-professionals were trained, and where they

were mature enough to consistently try, they became competent

film technicians. As could be expected, not all are equally

good at every filmmaking function. Each specialized in several

of the many skills needed in filming.

The films produced were of good nunlity technically and

conveyed the nevi-professional viewpoint. The younger year II

oare-nrofessionals are not fully proficient cinematoorephers nor

probably will they ever be. It is my belief that the particular

oroup of six, with two nossible exceptionstwere not motivated

to learn, nor did they have the maturity to make that necessary

effort. They seem to have been chosen without regard to

motivation or maturity,.
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CONCLUSIONS
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The followinn conclusions, some of which embody

recommendations for the future, are based on my

personal observations as Project Director. They

do not always relate directly to the observations

made on the preceeding panes. Valid conclusions

can also be found in the other sections cr this

renort.



ONE

Generally Project Reach was administered democratically.

All major issues and rolicies were discussed with the pare-

nrofessionole and with the staff. A decision was then made

on the basis of these recommendations. This proceedure in-

volved everyone in the administration of the project and this

contributed a oreet deal to morale.

On the other hand the democratic process left those whose

ideas were rejected by their peers a bit bitter. The proceedure

further fostered debilitating competition between oars- profes-

sional leaders. This was esnecielly problematic because it con-

tributed to the racial polarization of the project. Although the

cnmplete absence of such open proceedures would probably have

been worse in this reciard,I recommend the avoidance of overt

vote-taking wherever possible--especially on sensitive issues.

Instead, work quietly (behind the scenes if necessary) to achieve

c oncensus.

Certain contractual obligations of the project moreover

were not subject to democratic change. For example, the Associate

Director together with the experienced para-professionals insisted

on the destruction of all our meeting records because they were

in retrosnect emberassing to the participants. Perhaps they were

correct to insist.on thislyet invaluable research data was there-

by lost. One should be perfectly clear from the outset as to

which matters are subject to democratic change.

TWO

Radio, TV, and Film are glamorous fields that attract

artists with Dirge egos. Keeping these creative people satisfied

while holding them to a specific production technique in a well

defined subject area is difficult. It was important therefore

to continually emphasize the practical objective of Project

Reach - -to increase Adult Basic Education enrollment. Had we
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not done this Reach could easily have become a media project
with an adult basic education component. We were an adult
basic education program with a media component.

THREE

The production work of the pare- professionals described in
the oreceeding section was satisfactory. The shorter community
messages were much more satisfying from every perspective than
the longer and more difficult

It is my belief that a media program concentrating on such
shorter messages could be completed on a local level for far
less money. A local program could easily pare production costs
by filming single 1, stead of double system or by avoiding

synchronous sound completely. A second-hand Bolex and real
people are the only real essentials of direct media filming. Thus,
a local program could conduct a mineature "reach" of its own for
a few hundred dollars if borrowed or rented equipment was used,
and theme costs could be amortized over several years.

Although such a bargain campaign would clearly have

limitations, it would be a vast improvement for most ABE programs.

FOUR

A media bank for adult basic education promotional materials
should be established. This concept was described in REACH 7.

Effective recruiting for adult basic education is a
problem nationwide. Project Reach's demonstration effort
in South Bend has shown that significant increases in
enrollment can be made through the use of direct media
materials. Expanding this local success on a national
level will reouire the development of a program incorpora-
ting the best features of our locally focused promotional
campaign.

It was essential that all Reach's materials be
tailored to the needs of the people in this particular
area. Our South Bend commercials would surely not work in
Appalachia, or in highly urbanized areas, or in the rural
South. Beyond this, our television commercials, although
extremely powerful, were not the only reason for our
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successes. Rather, the results of our campaign must be
attributed to the effective combination of locally
oriented nrint materials, radio spots, television com-
munity messages, and door-to-door canvassing.

How can we develop a national program which would
have all the advantages of a locally oriented effort?
One solution would be to develop a national bank of
Promotional media materiels. In this beak would be
numerous television commercials, radio commercials, camera-
ready nosters, end other media materials from which local
adult education personnel (with the advice of media
snecialists) could select materials with their specific
market in mind. A media kit containing this selection
of suitable materials together with utilization instruc-
tions would be mailed to the local adult basic education
nrograme. The local ABE director could then organize and
run his own recruitment, enrollment, and retention drive.

Clearly the materials for this media bank would have
to be produced in several centers around the country.
Materiels for Appalachia, for example, should be produced
in Appalachia. Spots designed for large urban areas
should be produced in large urban areas. Spots designed
to appeal to Mexican-Americans should be produced in areas
where Mexican-Americans actually live. Indeed all materiels
should use the direct media approach. Simply stated,
that means that the materials should be produced by
individuals actually involved in and familiar with the
problems of the target audience. An insistence on the
exclusive use of direct media materials would insure the
stylistic compatibility of the verious.elements of each
kit.

Although such mee'a kits might be expensive to produce
on a limited scale, the costs would be minimized in a
nationwide program. One might, for example, have six or
seven basic kits designed for specific parts of the country.'
These basic kits could be further modified by the addition
or deletion of special commercials.

The idea of s media kit is not new. Howevar, the tail-
oring of such kits to specific local audiences would make
them more relevant and effective.

Such a localized national program could be implemented
in gradual stages. Next year, materials for urban target
audiences could he prepared. After that, perhaps, materials
for Appalachian programs. Spots for the Deep South, the
West Coast, rural areas, etc., could be produced as time
and budget permitted. Gradually, the bank will grow; and if
the direct media approach is used, the materials should be
relatively compatible. Further, if the materials were
systematically tested, the tailoring of the promotional
packages for specific markets would become vere effective.
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A short, step-by-sten publication detailing the implemen-

tation of local adult basic education promotional campaigns needs
to be prepared and distributed to adult basic education directors.
Ideally this pamphlet should cover the inexpensive techniques
of local promotion (briefly discussed in item three above) and

explain the use of the media bank prnposed it item four above.

SIX

Adult basic education programs clearly should employ only

full time teachers of adults. That has been said before, and

it is easier said than done, but it is essential. The adult

students we interviewed complained again and again that they

were treated as grade school children. A teacher's shift from

five year olds in the day to fifty year olds at night is

infrenuently successful. Learning laboratories are en economi-

cal and effective alternative.

Ems,

Wherever possible promotion should be handled by the same

agency that teaches the classes. Otherwise overselling and dis-
tortion are guaranteed. Such problems of course are always to

be expected regardless of the producing agency.

EIGHT

Extensive, controlled research comparing the. effectiveness

of the direct media method with other promotional techniques

should be undertaken despite the complex methodological problems.

NINE

Project Reach conclusively demonstrated that direct media

materials produced by pare-professionals can be a highly

effective promotional tool. It provides a viable alternative

to slick, expensive commercial production.

- Samuel D. McClelland
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APPENDIX I

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN EVALUATION



The following report documents the research eval-
uation of Project Reach's promotional campaign for
the adult basic education classes in South Rend.
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ITS ROLE IN THE PROMOTION OF ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
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Part I. The Problem OW VI 'Oasts

The theoretical (i.e., whet is the problem?) foci of this

report is the Assessment of Project Reach's effort to demon-

strate new and economicsl means of increasing the enrollment

in the Adult Basic Education (118 -ARE) classes of The South

Rend Thmmunity richool CornorAtion while training a carps of

former ARE students (viz., the pars- professionals) in film,

television, and still photography.

We have been charged here with assessing the impact of

the Prolect's enrollment campaign. Some of the theoretical

and practical nuestinns are:

A. Explore the reasons for the successes and ?enures of

the Project Rtschtpeer-to-peer broadcast enrollment

campaign. Specifically: Did those who enrolled see

the Reach T.V. "soots", or hear the radio "spots"? The

posters? The matchbooks?

3. What was the impact of these various methods on the

people who enrolled for ABE classes, i.e., were they

significant factors influencing the "decision to enroll?"

C. What has been the trend in class attendance? Of those

who have attended ARE classes, whet do they think of the

classes? Do they consider the teaching good? Is the

curriculum valued ss being relevant to the ARE students'

future needs end aspirations?

Part II. The Methogoloa

A. The Semolina Procedure

Obviously, the first task in any such exercise is to

select a representative sample of the population involved. We

obtained enrollment and attendance records for tha (RE classes

from the south And Community School Corporation. From those

records we selected a sample of persons from whom we would
1
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(lather the needed data. The following describes the method

uned in selecting the sample.

The foundation of the sample selection was hased on the

enrollment end attendance records. It became clear at the

outstart that the record keening was erratic. bince the files

were not uniform, the renresentiveness of the sample may be
affected.

The first procedure was to assign the respondents by school
of proposed enrollment, (See Appendix A, Project Reach Registra-
tion form). The total number of registration sheets was 569.
Persons attending classes (at the time of the study) were

separated from those who (merely) reoistered. At the start of
this study, some le centers were listed as Adult Basic Educa-
tion Centers, :gee Appendix 9). When persons were separated, a

discrenancy became evident. There were a number (164) who were
listed on the Attendance records, but had no registration sheets.
Either they did not reoister during Project Reach's enrollment

campaign, or the registration sheets were misplaced. When the

registretinn sheets are combined with the attendance records,

the total copulation becomes: 596 + 164 = 733*.

A brevkdown of the centers and the categories of "registrants

and attendants" appears as Table I:

*In addition 74 redistrents were enrolled by the Reach campaign
but turned in their registretinn sheets at their respective
centers.
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A. Column "A" describes the number of persons who registered

according to their school (ABE Center) of proposed enrollment.

Column "8" indicates the number of those registering who

actually attended class for at least one session. (Blank spaces

indicate where data was not available).

Column "C" shown the number of persons who registered, but

who never actually attended any classes.

Column "D" notes that some persona (164) either did not reg-

ister durino the enrollment drive, or their registration sheets

have been misplaced. 6ut their names appear on the attendance

sheet. The range of actual attendance for this group is variable:

some have names only, others completed the course.

The reader may add column "A" to column "D" to Find the size

of each center's enrollment - whether attended or not. "B" and

"C" added to column "A" shows the total number of registrants.

For the sampling, the three groups were considered separately,

since they constitute important differences. Initially, it was

decided that 2n0 interviews were feasible for the study. With the

total columns of "A" and "D", the number of persons in any way

involved in the ACIE program was 733.

C. Column "A" - This group is the most important for this

evaluation since they actually attended classes and were duly

registered. The decision was to include the total group (95)

as the sample.

Column "C" - Asks the question why the registrants did not

attend the class. Here a 15 per cent sampling of the total 410

was considered necessary. Throe Centers - Adams, Northwest, and

Pilgrim - not having attendance information were sampled by number

of registration sheets. (Cf. parentheses with sample numbers.)

Column "D" - Is an unclear, almost residual category, since

we are not sure of their reason for missing the Project Reach
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registration campaign, Therefore, we felt it necessary to include
this grour. Overall, a 15 per cent sampling of column "D" was
selected as shown in Table 1.

Thus, the initial total N. (sample size) adds to 193 persons.

A Methodological note:

The sample was selected by the process of simple random
sampling, For example, in column "C" (Oliver School), 39 persons
registered but did not attend classes. Fifteen per cent of the
39 registrants t 6 Tevsons.for the sample. So we must select 6
persons from the group of 39. Each of the 39 persons received a
number 01 -39; then from a table of random numbers* a start is made,
and each two digit numbers between 01 and 39 is selected.

All sublecte were classified according to the school where
they wished admission. Obviously, there exists a large dis-

crepancy between the number e sign-un sheets and the number of

neonle who actually enrolled for classes. This may indicate that
some students did not pre- register for courses or that sign-up

sheets have heen misplaced. We also know that some students pre-
registered for one center yet attended another. With all the

intervening variables considered, it appeared most feasible to

sample all those who attended classes according to the sign...up

sheets, (N=95) and taking a 15 per cent sample of those who signed

up but did not enroll, the number is 63. The three remaining ARE

Centers, Adams, Northwest Fleza, and Pilgrim will add 10 to the

sample when 15 per cent is taken from their population. Thus, the
sample breakdown appears:

95 - attending classes

63 - not attending, but also signed up

1(1 - unclassifiable (but administered instrument)

The last thing to keep in mind is the possibility of sampling

*Gee, for example: Paul G. Hoel, Elementary Statistics, 2nd ed.,
New York, Wiley and Sons, 1966, p. 326.
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thnse persons who do rot have sign-un sheets on file. The number

overages approximately 50 per cent per each ARE Center. It would

he advisnhle then to check these - especially if the person did

not nre-reniter beneuse of the assumed significance of the media

in the registratinn and enrollment campaign. This added approxi-

metely /5 to the sample. Thus, 11E 75 = (193) = N.

All names were rRndomly selected by assigning a number to

Ranh Rnd nnnlyinn the principle of scientific selection by random

numhers. (n11 of the oroun who attended classes Rnd had registra-

tion sheets were seletted to the samele.)

Characteristics Of The Sample

Adult Basic Education in Snuth Bend is in its fourth year.

Cl? an estimated 95,non citizens who "need" adult basic education,

some 1,000 persons enrolled for classes offered by the South Oend

Community School Cornorstinn in the three years preceeding the

Reach enrollment campaign. Some 700 signed dp as a result of

Project Reach's involvement since Sentember, 1970. We have

selected a sample which reflects the general characteristics of the

733 who have registered for classes in the past year.

Age Composition:

The sampled registrants ranged in eqe from 17 through 88

years; with 43 veers as the median age. The mode (i.e., most

fremiently occurrinn age) was 18 years - although that group

constituted only 6 per cent of the total sample.

Marital Status:

Fifty-four ner cent (54%) of the sample were married persons,

with dependent children in the majority of the respondents'

another 17 per cent weresingle people . never married.

The remainder, 74 and 75 per cent respectively, were either

divorced or senareted; or they were widows and widowers.
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TABLE II

Prdlect Reach Evaluation: Sample

CENTER
No. Selected Total On Roll

Harrison
72 of 49

Myer 9 of 17

Meadowview 15 of 32

El Centro 19 of 49

parley 11 of 29

Salvation Army 17 of 19

Colfax 13 of 17

Linden 18 of 32

Northeast 70 of 70

Southeast 5 of 10

Residuals:

Admas, Northwest, Filprim
.-.Mohammed Church - no sign-up sheets

(10 on record)

In another, more encompassing illustretinn, the sample
appears in Table III.
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TABLE III

The Semple Capsule

SAMPLENOT
CENTER No. ATTENDED ATTENDED SIZE * 15%

Oliver 47 8 59 6

Northeast 8 0 8 1

Masdowview 26 8 18 3

Harrison 96 19 77 12

Linden 58 7 51 8

Adana 11* -- laMM. (2)

North West 15* -- -- (2)

Colfax 39 4 35 5

Parley 80 13 67 10

Silvation Army 8 7 6 1

South East 75 6 69 10

Pilgrim 38* -- IN. MI (6)

El Centro 61 24 37 6

Cley 7 .4 3 1

11011.01 mollow

569 95 410 63

*64 respondents unclassifiable - 10

7

8
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Education:

The majority of the sample had either completed "through
8 veers" of formal schooling ( ?4%), or had gone up "through

the eleventh grade" in high school (40%). Four per cent (4%)
had finished high school, fifteen per cent (15A) had "5 to 6"
years of schoolino. Finally, fifteen per cent (15%) had less
than 3 years of schooling or "no formsl education" at all.

Employment Status:

VSlightly less than forty per cent, (3C%) of the sampl d

renistrnnts were unemployed at the time of the study. Twen
Per cent of them were retired, disabled, or not in the labor
market. Of those painfully employed, nine per cent (9%) were
full-time workers.

Those employed (whether full or part-time) were asked:
"In what kind of business do you work?", and "What is your job
title'?" The majority of full-time employees held positions in

anriculture, construction, manufacturing, personal services,

industry or businesses. The occupational groupings clustered
mainly as operatives. The younger respondents were part-time

secretaries, sales-workers; and the older ones, particularly

the Black fethales, were employed is domestics, (e.g., stewards,
housekeepers, and janitors.)*

Sex Composition Of The Sample:

Fifty-nine per cent (59%) of the respondents were female
and forty-one (41%) per cent were males.

If the reader wills, a detailed discussion on types of
industry and business, and occupational groups may be seen in
Hollingshead's "Two-Factor Index of Social Class", and in the
1960 Report of the United States Bureau of Census.
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Race/Ethnicity:

The sample we drew was sixty-nine per cent (69%) Black.
Eighteen per cent were white and the remaining thirteen per
cent (13%) were Mexican Americans (Chicanos).

Fart III. The Findings

Havinn now fully explained how we selected those who re-
sponded to the research instrument, let us present and dissect
what we have found. As noted in the section on theoretical
problems, our primary objective was to evaluate the effective-
ness of the Prolect Reach enrollment campaign. Theoretically,
we assume that people had.to be "motivated" to enroll in the
classes available to them. The typical problem of motivation
research is to find out something about needs, allurements, and
persuasions that are evoked by certain "products". Project
Reach's "product" was to induce people to sign up for the avail-
able classes. The following are the various ways through which
one could have learned about the ABE classes: (A) Posters,
(B) Matchbooks, (C) Radio spots, (D) Television spots, (E) News-
paper Advertisements, (F) Social Service Agencies, (e.g., Hansel
Center, A.C.T.I.O.N., or Public Welfare Offices), and (G) the
Project Reach Door-to-door Canvasser.

An interview schedule (See Appendix C) was designed to tap
the respondents' impressions of the techniques employed. The
interviews, which lasted approximately twenty to twenty-five
minutes, were conducted during the month of March, 1971. The
interviews were cnnducted by a specially trained and competent

group of students from Notre Dame and St. Mary's College. The
interviewers were Black, Chicano, and White students selected
end assigned to represent the sample of respondents. From the

initial sample drawing of 164, we were able to complete 119
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LP9' then ln ner cent (9.74, or 11 respondents) reported

misters as being the "first" way they learned about the fiBE pro-

nrnm. There were annroximetely 51)0 such posters distributed

stratencslly over the city of South Rend, The posters, a silk-

screen nortrnit on silver mylar depicted a neck woman working

beside a car-tint-1: "Rend, Urite, and Figure." It was simple, to

the point, end a nrime exemplar of Reach's "direct communication"

objective.

Forty nRr cent (40%) reported the posters as n secondary

source of information. Those queried did say they "sew" the

rosters, vet we mpdp no effort to find out how many peonle simply

"saw" it. As steted, we were interested in the posters' relative

value es an influencer. In that renard, ten per cent (10%) of

the sampla considered the rosters to be the "most imnortant" factor

influencing them to find out more about the ARE program.

9. matchbonks

Prnlect Reach's second promotional item was the distribution

of a hlue-on-white matchbook. Ten per cent (10%)

of the sample reported these matchbooks as a "secondary" source

of information shout r1RE offerinos, Four per cent (4%) of the

respondents listed this source as the prime factor which influenced

them to register or enroll for the classes.

C. Radio Community Messages

Project Reach nara-professionals t' re charged with the nro-

duction of audio interviews which were broadcast over local radio

stations, (9ep (Innandlx E). The stations were 'MU, (1490) !MT,

(gEn) '11TRC, (134n) and ONA, (15b0). Twelve per cent (1?76) of

sire was affected by various unalterable cir-
cumstances. The attrition rate itself, and the fact that many of
those selected had moved out of the state. This was esnecially so
in the CHSR of the Chiranos in the sample. A number of respondents
refused to speak with our interviewers; and, of course, we encountered
the oorennial problem of call-hacks and non-resnonss.
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the reoistrants did hpnr the radio snots produced by Project

'mach. Pf thp remaining eighty-eight per cent (3R %), thirty-

nine per cent (3T') could not remember the exact station on wh'ch

they heard the broadcast. Twenty-five per cent (25) of those

who could recall, rernrtnd hnnrinr shout AfIE classes over station

'AM. 0511T W7'.9 the nrxt k.inhest, with thirteen per cent (13%) of

the listeners. J111!). and WrIC, in that order, were the lnast

listened to stations as far as the "snots" were concerned.

Five per cent of the sample indicated thst the radio broad-

cast was the first source through which they learned about the

IRE oronrnm. Another (inclusive) thirty per cent listed these

broadcasts as a secondary source of information. Finally, six

per rent (6%) of the sample considered the radio broadcasts as

the "most important" factor in helping them decide to register and,

subsequently, to enroll in the classes.

lue asked of those who heard and could recall to "rate" the

radio stint. The overwhelming majority of the sample (91%) were

impressed favorably with the radio spot; and specifically, 70

oar cent considered it "excellent", 17 per cent - "good ", and 3

per cent thought it was "fair". To paraphrase the general im-

pression with renard to the radio spot, let us present a typical

response to: "Hhy do you feel that way about the radio broadcast?"

"... It was simple and I could get the message. It

sounded like one of us ... a person who needs more
schooling."

-Black machine operator
Parley School, 47 years old.

D. Television Community Messages

Perhaps the highlight of Project Reach's promotional campaign

for ABE enrollment was their production and distribution of "spot"

announcements used on the local television stations. These com-

mercials, often telecast in prime time, portrayed various adults

in the "learninn" situation of an actual ARE classroom, (see

Grouped Anpendix F, No. 3, Page 5). Like the radio snots, the
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television rommerciels for '.RE promotion were telecast over the
local channels; YNDU (l6-N3C affililite), 1115 9T (22-C9E3 affiliate),

and !+1S11 (M-ARC affiliate st7Itinn).

Seventeen per cent of the sample did not see the television
"spots" et all. Pr the remaining eighty-three per cent, the dis-
tribution is as rnllowa: fifty-four per cent (54A) saw it on
WNDU, thirty-one per cent (31%) saw the documentaries on WS9T, and
the remainder (15%) saw the television spots over the station WSN.

Seventeen ner cent of the sample did not see the television
documentaries as their "first" source of informatinn about ABE
offerinns. Annther sixty per cent (inclusive) reported the T.V.
snots as a "secondary" source through which they found out about
the ARE proprem. Moveover, thirty per cent (30%) of the group
sampled considered these television spots as the prime factor
influencing them to renister and/or enroll in the south Rend Adult
Rosie Education program.

'de also Asked the respondents who saw the television spots
to critically evaluate these films in respect to taste, the effect
of the film on the viewer, the films' persuasiveness; and a con-
sideration of whether or not the spots were honest portrayals. On
a rating -scale continuum from Excellent-to-Poor, eighty-none per
cent (3915) of the sample renorted that they thought the films to
be "Excellent". Two per cent (2%) of the group sampled considered
the television spots "moor and in bad taste," i.e., the films re-
produced and reinforced the negative stereotype of Black people
as "innornmuses."

ns renorted above, the majority of those who verbalized

opinions about the television spots felt as did the respondent
uotPd

... It was to the point. No hlame or fault was
riven to folk who don't have educations. I liked
it very much."

-Black housewife
143 years old

152
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E. Newspaper Advertisements

Ilery few of the respondents, (3%) paid any "conscious"

attention to the newspaper aspect of the 5B AHE enrollment drive.

Only fnurteen ner cent (1, or 17 respondents) listed the news-

paper ads (placed independently by the Snuth Hend Community School

Corporation) as a "secondary" source of information shout AnE

offerinoa.

F. Social qervice Agencies

many of the respondents to this survey receive nublic welfare

of enme form; e.n., rood stamps, medical assistance, etc. It

follows thnt the agencies of social service in South dend would be

effective centers thrnuoh which information about the ABE program

could he disseminated. aesides serving as outlets for matchbooks

and poster stations, these social service centers were referral

points for potential AGE students.

Eight per cent (8%) of the samnle renorted such agencies as

their first source of information about A8E offerings. Eighteen

per cent (18%) aeve these same such centers as a "secondary"

source of information shout the program of Adult Basic Education.

In summary, ten per cent (10%) of the sample indicated that social

service agencies (especially Hansel Center and A.C.T.I.O.N. offices)

were the main factor influencinn them to register for end subse-

quently attend (in some cases) the AGE classes.

G. Project Reach Door-to-Door Canvasser

As indicated in an earlier section of this report, the 1970

Se O1E registration drive used two tactics. We hove already ore-

sntad the findings on one aspect - the promotitnsl tsvitas of

Posters, matchbonks, and the radio and television spots.

The second tactic wns to contact as many potential students

as cossihle thrnunh a peer -to -peer, door-to-door registration

drive, (See Appendix Group F, No. 2, page?). The "foot work"

for this asnect of the campaign was coordinated and accomplished

153
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by the para-profeesinnels of Project Reach. Five hundred and
sixty-nine (969) pRnnle sinned up for ABE classes as a result
of that drive.

For many renistrents (33%), this was the first time they had
heard of the ISE offerings. For another (inclusive) seventy per
cent (70Y), this "neer-to-peer drive" was a secondary source of
information about the classes.. Over-all, thirty-five per cent
(35%) of the sample considered this peer-to-peer encounter as
the prime factor motivating them to register and attend ABE
classes.

Resnonrients gave other reasons for having found out and
signed up for the ABE classes. "Friends and relatives" (those
already enrolled or not enrolled) motivated people to sign un for
the classes. Thn remaining resoondents could "not remember" or
they specified some "other" factor as having influenced them to
nursue further the offerinos of SB ABE.

This data is summarized in tabular form below (Table IV).

TABLE IV

"MOST" Important Factor In Your

Decision To Register For ABE

(Percentages)
Posters 10

Matchbooks 4

Radio Spots 6

Television Snots 30

Newspaper Ads
1

Social Service Agencies 10

Project Retch Canvasser 35

Other 4

N = 119
111111111111M

inn%

As Table Ii clearly shows, the "peer-to-peer" enrollment
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drive was the most effective source in motivating people to take
the rx1E courses. The ultra- direct techniques of television came
next. The rosters, as a minor device were anqarently important
and the referral enencies proved quite efficacious in getting the
information to the People.

SECTION II. 58 ABE CLASSES

At the beginning of this research, it was reported by Project
Reach officials that 569 persons signed up for ABE classes re-

sultant to the nromotionel campaign and the peer-to-peer enrollment
drive. asked our respondents in this and their responses fell
into three distinct categnries, the query: "I understand that

you rnqistered (enrolled) in the Adult Basic Education program.
nt the present time, do you qn to classes?" Our sample dis-
trihuted the following way to that initial inquiry:

Yes, (I am presently attending classes) ... 56 (47%)

I did go (at one time) but not anymore ... 24 (20%)

No (I signed uo) but never went to classes 39 (33%)

Tote]. No ...119

The sample, in this regard, is not representative of the pop-
ulation of those students who enrolled. We attribute this

anomaly to two causes: (1) People enrolled just to get rid of

(i.e., satisfy) the door-to-door canvasser, or (2) low "maintenance

of interest" in and for ARE classes caused the high attrition rate,

(see Appendix Rrnup 0 -- Attendance records). In point of fact,

more than half of the people who signed up never attended classes.

(If the remaining who attended at least one session--a full one

third of the greun--"dropped out.", Why?)

We present the following data and analysis to answer that

question.

Class Attendance

Sixteen per cent of those who discontinued with ABE classes
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did 90 because "chases cos lictRd with work." (A question of

the reliahilitv of that response crops up Immediately when it is

considered that most classes meet in the evenings). Ten per
cent of these who withdrew (or never went at 911) reported that

they "lust decided against going, for no particular reason." Six

Per cent of this arnun indicated that their 'only' reason for not
attending was due to "tranonnrtation problems." "Health problems"
forced eight ner cent (8%) to quit. Another eight per cent, two
ner cent, three rer cent, (in that order) nave other reasons
for dronnino out. These were: Lack of interest, difficulty with
the English Lennuane (esnecially Chicanos), end a feeling that
nnth inn w:,is liming accomplished by going to WIE classes.

Thouoh the record keening was erratic, attendance by those

(who no often enough to remain cn the rolls) still active was
noteworthy. Forty -''our per cent (44%) of the students say they

attended "all or mnei." or the classes. Twenty-one per cent (21%)

"say" they have attended "annrnximately half" of the classes.

The remainino students on the active roll report that they have

gone to "much fewer than half the classes."

The reasons for absences are various: highest as the

reason for absence is the conflict between work and class hours,

(17% gave this response). Transportation problems inhibited another
fourteen per cent (14%). Health problems is the third most

important factor in respect to class attendance; and "lack of

interest," "difficulty with English language", and "baby-sitting

problems" come to bear as factors operating against attendance

for the ARE classes.

Prospects For Future Enrollment

Respondents were nuestinned about their intents "If they

had it to do over eosin." Ninety-three per cent (93%) indicated

that they'd definitely or probably would enroll for ABE classes

if they had it to do again, When we control for attendance, the

matter sheds new light. Fifty-five per cent (55%) of those who
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stoned un (hut never attended classes) report that they "definitely"
would da it annin. (Asumino positively, the second time around,
this proun would to to classes.

Sixty ner cent (60%) of those who attend classes at present
(March, 1971) state that they'd "definitely" do it again. The
remaininn rnrtv ner cent (40%) are evenly !split between "probably
not" and "definitely not" coming heck once this sessiin is cm-
nlnted. In cnrsular fnrm, let us nresent the reasons why peonle
are not attRndinn classes:"

"If you are not nresently attending classes, why

REASONS

...?"

PERCENTAGES

0. Just decided against going for no par-

ticuler reason.
25%

1. Transportation problem, 4%
2. Classes conflict with work, 29%
3. Saby-sitting problem (children-et-home) 4%
4. Courses in ASE too difficult. 6%
5. Just didn't like it (no particular

reason)
OM WO

6. Hasn't getting anything out of it. 4%
7. Health prohiem. 13%
A. Accomplished my purpose.

9. Other, B%
Y. Not applicable

(R is nresently attending.) 3%

Class /Teacher Evaluation

It cannot be gainsaid that there is some definite relation-

ship between class attendance and the students' perception of

their teachers and instructional situation. Lt,t us first con-
sider the math course °Mend.

1.57
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In our sample, 24 persons attended the math class long

enough to pass an oninion. Of these, 50 ner cent report that the
class "helped them very much." Eight ner cent (8%) indicated

that the math class "did not help them very much." Of those lel]

still attend classes, fifty-one ner cent (51%) say the class "helps
them very much." Of other matters related to the class, let us
present the followinn: (a) 40% feel that math class moves "tog
fast," (b) 7876 feel thet there are too few students in the class,
(c) 78% who rate the Math class (itself) as "Excellent", and (d)
85% of the students in math who feel that the teacher is "Excellent."

English

Forty per cent (40%) of those presently attending report
that the English class "helps them very much." Of those who

withdrew, 38% were finding the English class "very difficult".

(Noteworthy here is the fact teat a significant number of the

Chicano respondents comprised this lot of respondents.) The

majority, on all the following counts, fnunH the English class
worthy of time and study: e.g., most felt that the homework load

is "abnut right." Students again felt that there were too few
students, and eighty-seven per cent (87%) of the steady students

considered it an "Excellent" course. The English teachers were

rated highest among the teachers in the ABE classes.

Social Studies

We have learned that "social studies" within the ABE program
is a rather all - encompassing cnurse. Perhaps for just that reason,
students 11.1,1d it most. Apparently, it involved everything from
current events to consumer education, to politics and civics.

Einhty-fur (84%) of the current enrollees said it helped them

"very much" in renard to its 'everyday' relevance and applica-
tion. Students were satisfied with such matters as the homework

load, a significant number (41%) felt that there were too many

students in the class; and most of them (92%) rated the teachers
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of such studies as "Excellent", or at least "Good".

Part U: Highlights

- In regard to evoking and motivating the "felt need" in

potential students to partake of ABE offerings, the television
media proved most efficacious. WNDU (Channel 1F,) was the most

efractive medium. The radio MRSPROPS and the masters worked vary
well; and the neneral imnact of the door-to-door canvassers can

never he overstatedthey were the beet.

- The television snots were well-received by the respondents
who remembered them. rhicano respondents indicated a desire to
see more of "their own (Brown) people on the subsequent television

commercials."

- The media efforts (the promotional cemnaign) did indeed

interface with the peer-to-peer cenvassino effort. The two

efforte appeared well timed and coordinated- -i.e., they complemented

each other..

The high level disparity (discrepancy) between registration

and enrollment/attendance is caused mainly by two factors: (1)

many of the people who registered for classes did not ever come
to classes. Of these in our sample, most indicated that they

signed-up "just to he signing." On the other henri, some who

renistered did go to a few classes--but they do not go any longer.

Of these in our sample, the majority of these "just did not like

aBE classes"- -for no particular reason which they could articulate.

The few that remain,(less then one-fourth (1/4) of the original

564 registrants) like their classes, their teachers; and attribute

their (admitted) frenuent absences to "health problems, transpor-

tation problems, and lack of interest on a given night."

- Some students maintain that the "product" which they

saw advertised (by Project Reach advertisements), i.s;, ABE

classes, proved not to be that which they anticipated.
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Overview And Recommendations:

In linht of the date shove, and in the context of Project

Reach's objectives, there should be little nuRation of the fact

that Project Reach "h d done its lob," If their work was to

increase thn enrollment for 5R-ABE then that wee reached more than

three times over. The Promotional campaign And advertisement

aspect of SR ABE (Project Readh) was its most important and

effective aspect. The students were "motivated" to come to the

classes; and, (we can only deduce) Project Reach's campaign was

the factor mnst important in bringing them to the classes.
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Name:

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN

EVALUATION FORM

Hello, I am
, an interviewer

with Project Reach at Notre Dame. Because your name
is included among the many on our enrollment records,
we want to ask you a few questions. This will take
about twenty-five (25) minutes; and you can be assured
that your responses will remain confidential.

Address:

I.D. (1-4)

(5) 1. I understand that you enrolled in the Adult Basic
Education Program. At the present time, do you
go to classes?

Yes..
1

I did go, but don't anymore 2
No, I never went to classes. 3

(6) 2. (A) There were various ways people could have
learned about the Adult Basic Education Program.
As you recall, in what way did you first 140Pn
there was such a Program?

(7-18) (B) After that, in what other ways did you learn
about the Program? (Circle VES if indicated;
circle NO if not indicated).

(6) (A) Yes Ni

Friend or relative (not enrolled) 0 (7) 1 2
Friend or relative (enrolled)--.. 1 (8) 1 2Posters

2 (9)' 1 2Matchbooks
3 (10) 1 2

Radio Commercial 4 (11) 1 2
Commercial 5 (12) 1 . 2

NewapspeT-AdveTtisements 6 (13) 1 2
Social Service Agencies, (e.g., Hansel, 7 (14) 1 2

Action)
Project Reach door-to-door canvasser 8 (15) 1 2
Can't Remember 9 (16) 1 2
Other (circle end specify) X (17) 1 2
Other (circle and specify (18) 1 2
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(Q. 3A, B, C mre to be asked onki of those who responded
Radio to fl. 2A and /or R. If Radio was not mentioned, circle
M.A., -Y, for not applicable)

3. (A) On which RADIO station(s) did you hear the commercial
about the Basic Education Program?

Yes No Can't Remember
(19) WNDU Radio (1490) 1 2 0
(70) WSBT Radio ( 960) 1 2 0
(21) WTRC Radio (1340) 1 2 0
(7?) WJVA Radio (1580) 1 2 0

N.A.

(23) (B) Some people we've talked with thought that the
commercial was a good one and others thought it
was not. In your opinion, was the commercial:

Excellent

Good

Fair

1

2

3

Poor 4

Can't remember 0 Circle
andN.A.
skin to
Q. 4

(C) Please explain why you felt that way about the
commercial? (PROBE)

(Q. 4A, B, C are to he asked mil/ of those who responded T.V.
to Q. 2A and /c" 8. If T.V. was not mentioned, circle N.A.-Y
for not applicable)

4. (A) On which T.V. channels) did
Yes

ynu see the commercial?
No Can't Remember

(74) WNDU- Channel 16 1 2 0

(75) WSBT- Channel 22 1 2 0

(26) WSJV- Channel 28 1 2 0

N.A.
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.3.

SOMR people we've talked with thought the commercial
was a good one and others thought it was not. In

your opinion, was the commercial:

Excellent 1 Poor 4

Good 2 Can't remember 0
Circle
and

Fair 3 N.A. Y skip to
Q. 5

(C) Please explain why you felt that way about the
commercial? (PROBE)

(If no source was identified in 9. 2, circle N.A.-YY
and do not ask O. 5)

5. You mentioned that you learned about the Adult Basic
Education Program in these ways (refer to Q. 2). As
you recall, which one of these ways was most important
in helping you decide to enroll in the Program?

(26-29) 07 08 09* 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 YY

(Q. 6 is to be asked only if those who are not presently
attending classes. Refer to Q. 1 if presently attending,
circle N.A.-Y)

(30) 6. You told me that you are not attending classes in the
Adult Education Program. What is your MAIN reason for
not attending classes?

lust decided against going (for no particular 0
reason)

Transportation problem 1

Classes conflicted with work 2

Rabyaitting problem (children at home) 3

Courses too difficult (or too much work) 4

Just didn't like it (no specific reason) 5

Wasn't getting anything out of it 6

Health problem 7

Accomplished my purpose (e.g., got the GED) 8

Other (Specify) 9

N.A.

(If the respondent is not presently attending classes,
skip to fl. 11 and ask the remaining questions to complete
the interview).
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(31) Let's talk about the classes now.

7. In TT:nerd to class Attendance, would you say
you qn to:

All or most of the classes 1 (Skip
to

Approximately half of the classes 2
Q.9)

Much fewer than half of the classes 3

(37) 8. Generally speaking, whet is your MAIN reason for
missing classes?

Just decided against going (no particular
reason

0

Transportation problem 1

Classes conflicted with work 2

8abysitting problem (children at home) 3

Courses too difficult (or too much work) 4

Just didn't like it (no specific reason) 5

Wasn't getting anything out of it 6

Health problem 7

Accomplished my purpose (e.g., got the GED)8

Other (Specify) 9

N.A.

(51) 9. Now that you have attended classes for some time,
you probably have en opinion about the Adult Basic.
Education Program. If you had it to do over again,
would you enroll in the Program?

Yes, definitely 1 Nei, probably not 4

Yes, probably 2 Nu, definitely not 5

Uncertain 3

10. Now then, let us talk about the classes you are
attending. (INTERVIEWER, ASK EACH QUESTION FOR
EACH CLASS. IF THE RESPONDENT IS mca ENROLLED
IN CLASSES, CIRCLE V FOR N.A.)
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(A). Generally speaking, in respect to what you are
learning in (1. MATH, 2. ENGLISH, AND 3. SOCIAL
STUDIES) do ynu feel that this class is helping
you (1) VERY MUCH, (2) SOMEWHAT, (3) NOT VERY
MUCH, or (4) NOT AT.ALL, (5) D.K., do not offer?

(B). Now, about the number of students in your classes,
would you say that there are (1) TOO MANY, (2)
ABOUT RIGHT, or (3) TOO FEW?

(C). In relation to your keeping up with the class,
would you say that it moves (1) TOO FAST, (2)
ABOUT RIGHT, or (3) TOO SLOWLY?

(D). How about homework, would you say there is
(1) TOO MUCH, (2) ABOUT RIGHT, or (3) NOT
ENOUGH?

(E). In general, would you say this course is (1)
EXCELLENT, (2) GOOD, (3) FAIR, or (4) POOR?

(F). Now, about your teachers; would you say your
(MATH, ENGLISH, SOCIAL STUDIES) teacher is (1)
EXCELLENT, (2) GOOD, (3) FAIR, or (4) POOR?

F t IGS
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We are about finished now, let us just do these last few
questions.

How old were you at your last birthday?

What is your marital status?

Married 1

Single(neyer married) 2

Divorced /Separated 3

Widow(er) 4

What is the HIGHEST school grade you completed?

No formal education 0 Through 8 3

(54-55) 11.

(56) 12.

(57) 13.

(58) 14.

1 through 3 1 9 through 11 4

4 through 6 2 Completed High School 5

What is your employment statue?

Employed full-time 1

Employed nert-time 2

Unemployed 3

Retired 4

Disabled 5

Not in labor market 6

(59) 15. In what kind of a business do you work? (E.g.
city goy't, construction, retail store, manu-
facturing, etc.)

(60) 16. What is your job title? (E.G., drill-press operator,
sales clerk, domestic, typist, etc.)

17. Exactly what do you do on your job? (PROBE FOR
DETAILS)
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OBSERVE AND RECORD

(61) 18. Sex: Male 1
Female 2

(62) 19. RaceriEthnicity

Black 1
White 2

Mexican-
American 3

Indian-American 4
Other 5

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATION

1

F. 16s
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PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION DATA
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The attached sheets are tabulations from the Project Reach
Participant observation forms which were completed by the staff
members and the paraprofessionals.

The datR includes the T through Tm observations for each
grnup. The statements apnea' as they did on the original forms.
Numbers appearing beneath the range of responses denote the dis-
tribution of the groups on the statements.

We have abbreviated the original range of response cate-
gories. (e.g., Ag.St. stands for Agree Strongly, D.K. stands
for. Don't Know, end so forth).

Where figures are not consistent (in respect to the total
numbers in the groups), it should be noted that some members
of the staff end the paraprofessionals have not always turned
in completed forms.

The lest few pages of this report contain selected state-
ments made by staff members and paraprofessionals in regard to
their own opinions about vorious aspects of the Reach operation.
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THE STAFF: T

1

The staff participants were instructed to check in the
anpropriate space (the response category) the extent
to which they agreed or disagreed with each of the
following statements. The cellular distribution is
based on responses from ten (10) staff persons.

THE STATEMENTS:

In regard to my own under-
standing of Reach's objectives,
I think we are indeed meeting
those objectives.

Most members of the staff
don't really understand many
of the reel problems facing
the pars-professionals.

As far as I'm concerned, the
staff's job ends with train-
ing the pare- professionals.

There is not much anyone can
do to help the people here
who have problems.

Generally, I get along well
with the pare- professionals.

Too many special problem
trainees are "let go" for
matters which are directly
related to their lack of
personal responsibility.

The decision-making policies
and administrators of Project
Reach are too lenient.

Staff members of Reach spend
too much of their time in
meetings which don't really
accomplish anything.

Generally, I get along well
with the other members of
the staff.

AG.ST.

2

AG.SO.

3

DK

1

DI.SO. DI.ST.

4

2 2 4 2.

1 5 4

1 2 4 3

3 6 1

1 3 4 1 1

1 6 2 1

2 3 3 2 1

5 5

1
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THE STAFF: Ti

(continued)

THE STATEMENTS: AG.ST. AG.SO. DK DI.SO. DI.ST.

The Chicanos are treated
the same as the Blacks

Cur policies for dealing
with the pars- professionals
are too harsh.

The administrators, not staff
persons should handle problems
which arisn from the trainees.

For the most part, we do not
spend enough time in actual
learning situations.

The classes we hold are really
not that effective--hence, I
think that they should be
eliminated.

Our effectiveness as teachers
and professionals is inhibited
by our lack of authority.

We should make equipment more
accessible to our trainees.

The second-year pars- proles-
eionels are quite effective
in training the first-year people.

For the moat part, I understand
the prohlems and grievances of
the Kara- professionals in train-
ing here.

To be successful with problems
with staff-trainee relation-
ships; one must be tolerant,
even if it means to be lenient
for tardiness, "beck talk" and
the like.

Our policies are ambivalent
and too unstructured to be
successfully enforced.

4 2 3 1

2 4 4

4 1 2 1 2

1 4 4 1

3 6 1

3 3 2 2

2 3 4 1

4 1 4 1

2 6 2.

1 3 3 2 1

1 6 2 1
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THE STAFF:
(continueu)

1

THE STATEMENTS: AG.ST. AG.SOI DK DI.SO. DI.ST.

There is too much unstructured
spare time.

Things are generally going very
well.

The administrators are fair in
treatment to all of us as staff
members.

Personal friendships, not
performance, are the most
important factors here.

Our hiring, promotion, end
dismissal policies should be
more rigid.

I agree with the impression of
our Project in the community
media.

For the most part, I like the
way things are run around here.

I feel that I am in the "Middle"
of what goas.on here.

The classes we hold are one of
the most vital aspects of this
training program.

We (the staff) should meet
more often than we now do in
order to have an ongoing aware-
ness of what everyone is doing.

3 5 2

1 4 3 1

4 3 1 2

3 4 2 1

3 2 3 2

1 2 2 5

1 3 1 1 4

2 3 5

3 5 T 1

4 3 1 2
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THE STAFF: T
2

The staff participants were instructed to check in
the appropriate space (the response category) the
extent to which they aoreed or disagreed with each
of the following statements. The cellular distri-
bution is based on responses from ten (1n) staff
persons.

THE STATEMENTS: AG.ST. AG.S0 DK DI.SO. DI.ST.

Since the last time I filled
out this 'evaluation', I have
noted an improvement in our
operation here.

We, the staff members have
made a more conscious effort
to "get along" better withthe
trainees since that "heated"
meeting of October 21, 1971.

The new time schedule is fine.

Overall, there is not much
that anyone can do to help
the people in training here
who have problems.

Generally, I get along well
with the pare- professionals.

Too many special problem
trainees are "let go" for
matters which are directly re-
lated to their lack of personal
responsibility.

The staff members do not have
enough meetings among ourselves.

At this point, I see "less"
friction between the trainees.

The decision-making policies
end administrators ere too
lenient.

3 2 2 2

4 1 5

2 5 1 2

1 3 3 3

4 6

2 4 2 1 1

3 1 4 2

1 1 4 3 1

4 2 3 1

1.'74



THE STAFF:
(continued)

2

THE STATEMENTS:

The Chicnnos are wrong in
believing that Blacks ere
trneted any better then
themselves.

In reonrd to my own under-
standing, I think we (the
staff) are indeed meeting
the objectives of Reach.

Our policies for dealing
with the Para- professionals
are too harsh.

The workinq conditions here
could stand some improvements
in regard to promotions and
raises.

Problems with the trainees
should be handled by the
administrators, and not by
the staff personnel.

We are still not spending
enough time in actual learn-
ing situntions with the
trainees.

We have yet to clear up the
issue of access to the equin-
mant and its availability to
the trainees.

The second-year trainees are
not doing an "effective" job
in training first-year people.

To be successful with problems
of staff-trainee relationships,
one must be strict.

There is too much unstructured
time around here.

AG.ST. AG.SO, DP 01.50. DI.ST.

5 2 2 1

2 1 1 4 2

4 6

5 1 1 2 1

2 1 4 3

5 3 2

2 1 4 3

1 5 3 1

1 5 1 3

1 2 1 6
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THE STAFF: T
2

(continued)

THE STATEMENTS: AMT. AG,5°. DK DI.SO. DI.ST.

Generally sneaking, things
are going very well.

We should, for the protection
of our image, make an effort to
rectify the "negative image"
given us by tht: local media.

Authority around here is amor-
phous, and therefore; is less
respectful in terms of "whom
one should go to for action."

The classes are our most vital
and important training devices
--they are good!

I feel "ill-at-ease" when I
want to critize snmething that
I don't like.

We should make a greeter effort
to meet our deadlines.

3 4 1 2

1 4 1 2 2

5 1 1 1 2

5 3 2

4 2 4

8 2
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THE STAFF: T
3

The staff' participants were instructed to check in
the appropriate space (the response category) the
extent to which they agreed or disagreed with each
of the following statements. The cellular distri-
bution is based on responses from seen (7) staff
persons.

THE STATEMENTS: AG.ST. AG.SO. DK DI.so. DI.ST.

The objective of Reach in
respect to the pare-profes-
sionals was to impart the skills
of the media arts. To that
extent, I feel that we have met
our objective.

I would recommend all of the
pars-professionals to any
industry seeking their skills;
i.e., I em proud of all our
trainees.

I would recommend most (i.e.
2/3) of the pare -professionals
to industry and business. I

am nroud of most of the group.

For those trainees that I

would not recommend, it is
because of their own lack of
initiative and motivation and
not the fault of the professional
staff.

For the most part, we have
indeed gone through the major
skills involved in film, tele-
vision, and still photography.

I think that moat of the group
(the pare-professionals) will
be gainfully employed se a
direct result of this training.

The major reasons if any, for
our not meetino the stated
objective of Reach has been the
matter of personnel turnover
within the professional staff.

1 4 1

1 2 2 2

3 1 2 1

3 3 1

1 4 2

1 2 3 1

2 2 2 1

1.77
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THE STAFF.. T

(continued)

THE STATEMENTS: VLSI. AG.SO. DID DI.SO. DI.ST..

Frankly, our trainees will
not he any better equipped
in the job market because
this trnininn has not been
as effective as we'd like
to think.

The effectiveness of the
training has been hampered
more by the trainees' lack
of discipline and initiative
than it has been by any
shortcomings on the part of
the professional staff.

The performance of the group
themselves (the pare-profes-
sionals) will be the major
factor if they find the job
market hesistant to accept
them as competent people.

The classes which we have
instituted for them are the
strong points of their train-
ing exercise.

Frankly, I feel that there has
been little (if any) comple-
mentary between the "field" work
and the classroom.

If our performance is evaluated
objectively (in-and-of-it:Jelf),
we should have no trouble being
funded for the comino year.

Most of the films and documen-
taries produced by the trainees
have been of highest ouality
and are commendable.

2 2 2

3 1 3

1 2 1 3

3 3 1

3 1 3

1 2 1 3

3 1 2 1
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MT COPY AVAILABLE

THE STAFF: T
4

The staff respondents were instructed to check in
the appropriate space (the restionse.category) the
extent to which they agreed or disagreed with each
of the following statements. The cellular distri-
bution is based on resnonses from ten (10) staff
persons.

THE STATEMENTS: AG.ST. AG.SO. DK DI.SO. DI.ST.

The documentaries produced
by the pars- professionals
have emphasized "message"
more than technical expertise.

I feel that the csgra-clrafes-
sionals have wasted (that is,
not utilized economicaliy)
motion picture film.

I feel that the rare-profes-
sionala have wasted (that is,
not utilized economically)
photographic supplies.

More consideration should be
given to script writing than
mere output of films.

Our trainees do not know
enough about "writing"
scripts or planning films.

Perhaps (at this point) we
should begin to hold meetings
with the pare-professionals
to "pull togeth.t,:" the things
they should know by now.

Some of the films produced are
of high nuality, while othE.rs
are rather shoddy. That is,
the ouelity of the films
Produced has not been either
consist,Aly good or bed.

As a demonstration project,
the experiences of Peach will
prove invaluable for future
exercises of this sort.

6 4

2 3 4

3 2 3 1 1

4 3 3

4 3 3

3 3 2, 1 1

5 2 2 1

4 4 1 1
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THE STAFF. T4
(continued)

THE STnTEMENT5: An.ST AG.sn. DK DI.SO. DI.ST.

The effects and problems of
Reach should have been
anticipated even though it is a
demonstration project: Nothing
that has haopened surprises me
withif! the context of what we
had to do.

In a demonstration nroject
Pike this, much is played
"by ear": perhaps we have
svussibly played too much
by ear.

One of our recommendations
to subseouent projects of
this sort should deal with
the issue of more rigid dis-
ciplinary (and administrative)
guidelines that everybody
should be obliged to follow.

Since we began this Project
with a media "kickoff" ... we
ought to end it by showing the
South Bend community what we've
done (through the media like the
Tribune)

All-in-all, the trainees were
allowed to do too much filming
on their own--without staff
supervision.

A11-in-all, the nuality of the
films and photographs produced
by the paraprofessionals were
of superior (excellent) taste.

All-in-all, the staff and
teachers conducted themselves
(ourselves) in a professirnul
manner.

1 3 2 2 2

3 4 1 1 1

4 4 2

3 2 2 1 2

3 2 3 1 1

1 4 3 1 1

3 1 2 4
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THE STAFF: T
5

The staff participants were instructed to check in
the anpropriate space (the response category) the
extent to which they agreed cr disagreed with each
of the following statements. The cellular dietri-
butinn is based on six (6) respondents,

THE ST,1TEMENT5: AG.ST.

The staff shares the re- 1

soonsibility for waste by
not stressinn economy or
proper preparation.

In the case of still pho- 1

tography, steaTT trititism
seems to have centered on
pring sharpness and compo-
sition, rather than "photo-
worthy" images.

While the pare- professionals 2

have produced many excellent
photos, there has been a little
too much indiscriminate shoot-
ing.

I don't feel that any of this 3

pare-professional group will
he placed as a scriptwriter.

I don't feel that any of this
para-professional group will be
placed as a film editor.

Though our objectives were
stated, we have lacked in
"consistent direction" to
realize our objectives,

Pettiness and personal selfish- 3

ness has been more of a prblem,
than "racism" or anything like
that.

Generally speaking, "fault" for 4

our problems cannot be placed
on any one personae shoulders.

11

AG.SO. Dic DI.SO. DI.ST.

2 1 1 1

4 1

3 I

1 2

2 3 1

1 2 2 1

1 2

1 1
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THE STAFF. T. 5
(continued)

THE ST1TEMENTS: AG.ST. AG.SO. DK DI.SO. DI,ST.

I feel that few of us staff 1

did little except whin it
wPs to our own advantage.

Leadership, in a project like 2 1

this, is a matter of adminis-
trative expertise, and not one
of personality.

(9ased on five (5), respondents)

Overall, I believe that
the following nary -pro-
fessionals have made a
valuable contribution to
Project Reach:

A. 1 3 1
A 2 1 2
C 4 1
D 3
E 1
F 4 1

G 1 1 2
H 4 1

I 3
J

ii 1 2 2
L 3 1 1
M 4 1

2 2

2 1

I 1

1 3

1

1 1

1 4
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THE PARA- PROFESSIONALS; TI

The participants were instructed to check in the appro-
priate space (response category) the extent to which
they agreed or disagreed with each of the following state-
ments. The cellular distribution is based on responses
from 12 tiara- professionals.

THE STIITEMENTS;

Training as a pare -pro-
fessinnal hae been a challenge,
as well, it has been enjoyable.

I feel that under the present
circumstances, I will be able
to get a bettor job as a result
of this training.

Friendships around here count
more then performance.

Usually, I am in the middle of
thinns that go on around here.

One never knows what the
administrators wants; one ,

time they say one thing, the
next time they went something
else.

Everytime I turn around, it
seems that one 0' the super-
visors is watching me.

Too much is expected of me for
this to be my first experience
in work of this type.

Sometimes around here, if ypu
want to make it, you have to
go against what you believe.

The Blacks get all the breaks

The pare-professionals (as a

group) do not stick together
far their rights.

As far as I'm concerned,
things are done fairly
around here.

13

AG.ST.

8

AG.SO.

3

Dh DI.SO.

1

5 4 1 1

1 4 7

2 4 3 3

4 2 4 1

1 2 1 8

2 3. 9

3 2 1 3 3

1 1 3

2 3 2 2 3

5 2 2 1 2
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THE FARA-PROFE9SInNALS: T

(continued)

THE STnTEMFNT(.1:

Rarely, if ever, do I see
acts of favoratism on the
part of the supervisors.

It's hard for first-year
people to keep un with all the
things expected of them.

Most of the time, I would say
that administrators know
where I am and whet I am doing.

In neneral, around here I
believe that people do not
trust one another.

We are renuired to "hang
arounr i.e office too much.

I find it easy to get along ..

with the other para-profes-
sion4.

Usuelly, I no along with what
thp group does.

Most of the time, the training
is too rigorous.

There are too many peonle
here who oo.along with what
the groan does, and do not
think for themselves.

We spend too little time in
learning sessions like classes
--which is really where I have
learned most.

The Rlacks and Chicanos need
to learn how to get along
better.

Getting enuinment to work with
is a Job in itself.

1

AG.5T. AG.sn, DK DI. 1J. DI.EiT.

1 3 2 2 3

1 1 1 4 5

6 4 1 1

1 1 1 1 8

8 3 1

7 4 1

1 2 1 8

4 1 2 1 4

5 1 2 1 3

2 2 2 1 5

2 4 3 3

2 5 3 1 1

184
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PARA.FROFESSIONALS: T
1

(continued)

PAL 9TIITEMINT3: AG.ST. AR.50. OK DI.50, DI.ST.

Rnme of the nere-profes- 1 4 1 6
sionals abuse the rights
which are enjoyed by the
rest of us.

This training isn't really
what I thought it would
be like.

2 3 1 1

TIME SPENT 3Y PARR-PROFESSIONALS IN VARIOUS ACTIVITIES

noing out on filming
and field trips.

Reading to become more
familiar with this line
of work.

Attending classes.

Attending meetinns.

Talking with other P-P'e.

Talking with supervisors.

Nothinn in particular,
just hanging around the
office.

(0 Hrs.) (1-2) (4-6) (7-9) (10-15) (16+)

2 6

5 3 ? 2

3 5 3 2

14 2 4
..

2

5 5 1 1

2 4 6

7 2 '1 1
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THE riARa-PROFES5IONALS: T
2

The narticinents were instructed to check in the appro-
priate space (response category) the extent to which
they agreed or disagreed with each of the following
ntetuments. The cellular dietribution is based on the
respnnse of twelve (12) perm-professionals.

THE 5TATEWAT9:

By now, the training has
become more of a challenge
and it is more enjoyable then
it hers been at points in the
past.

I've learned more, and I feel
that my chances for netting a
better job have been increased
because of this training.

I feel assured that my work
end my progress have improved.

I feel too thnt the staff and
administrators R.71 tekino note
of my progress and I pm being
fairly awarded.

I have a "free hand" to do
thinns and move at my own
oece; end, I am not being
watched and "pushed" too
fast.?

Minns are improving.

We are not (wino as fast a7'
would like to.

Sometimes around here, if you
went to make it, you have to
no against what you believe.

Although I get along OK, I
feel sometimes that I'm treated
like a "kid" and not as en
adult,

16

AG,ST.

8

A3, S0.

2

DK DI.SO,

1

DI.ST.

1

9 2 1

2

5 2 3 2

P 2 2

5 3 1

3 4 4 1

4 2 2 4

9 1 1 . 3 5
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE 17

PARR-Pq0FESSIUNALS: T

(continued) 2

THE qTATEMENTS: AG.ST. ACLU). DK DI.SO. DI.ST.

As far as I'm personally
concerned, things are done
fairly around here; however,
that may not he the case for
other trainees.

If there wars ever any
"friction" between Chicanos
and Blacks, it is less of a
problem at this time.

People seem to trust one
another more now than at
some earlier points.

I still hold my views in
the best interest of Project
Reach; even if that means a
disagreement with the other
pare-professionals.

The problem of getting equip-
ment is now less a problem
than it was before.

The staff, for the most pert,
are doing their best to make
this training a comfortable
exercise for all of us.

Most of the time, I don't
blame the staff for the prob-
lems that we have.

Same of the pare- professionals
abuse tMe'priv'lledoes and
rights of the rest of us.

I find it easy to net along
with the staff.

The class which we must attend
is a waste of time; and we
ought to find some other way to
spend that time.

The new time schedule is fine.

-3 5 1 2 1

5 2 4

5 4 3

8 1 3

8 2 1 1

9 1 1 1

9 2 1

4 2 1 5

2 4 4 2

1 4 7

10 2

+7r
, -fht8



THE PARA-PROFESSIONALS: T
3

COP1 t..":ULABLE

THE STATEMEN1T): AG.ST. AG.80. DK DI.80. DI.ST.

One of the objectives of
Reach was to teach .us the
skills of the media arts (that
is, film, t.v., and still
photography). I feel, to that
end,, that Reach has reached one
of its objectives.

In terms of my performance as
an individual, the teachers and
staff here will recommend me to
.busliertrtti..1,i.:.tki(m, y el( r

In fact, I think that the staff
will give good (positive)
recommendations to most of us
pare-professionals.

In terms of my knowledne of the
field, I feel that we have (At
least) been exposed to most of
the important things that one
should know about the media arts.

Overall, I feel confident thAt
most of us pare-professionals
will net a better job as a result
of this training.

We have had access to the most
modern enuinment during this
training period.

'de have had the best teachers
available in this area during
this training period.

If we don't make it as photo-
graphers and film - makers, it
certainly cannot be blamed on
the staff.

My fielC work has given me
the freedom and opportunity
to do exactly whet I thought
lams valuable during this
training, C

10 2

1 7 3 1

i'A.

4 3 3 2

7
3 1

3 2 3 2 2

8 1 1 2

3 4 3 2

5 3 2 2

3 3 1 5
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PARAPROFESSIONALS: T

(continued)

THE STATEMENTS

Participants were instructed
to check in thn appropriate
space thr extent to which
they agreed or disagreed with
the following statement es
it applied to each of the
staff personnel:

(pnsition of that
erson on the staff) has been
a good asset to Reach an0 to
my own development as an in-

3

01 oft sirott

dividual in this training,

AG,ST. AG.S,O.

A 9 2

B 5 2

C 7 3

D 6 1

E 4 3

19

DK DIOSO. 01,ST.

1

1 3

2

5

6 6

Some respondents did not complete all items on this section of

the form,

189
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Off 111013t.e.

THE PARA-PROFESSIONALS. T4 and T
5

.

(Rased on ten (10) respondents)

20

THE STATEMENTS: AG.ST. AG.SO. DIA 0I.SO. DI.ST.

Now that thinos are winding
up, I feel that I have be-
come a skilled person.

The training here has given
me a better sense of confidence
in looking for a lob.

I do feel that I can find
employment in the field of
media arts.

Overall, this training will
mean little in increasing my
income and status.

While this has not been a
total waste-of-time, it has
been leas than I expected.

The faults of Reach and its
problems cannot be placed on
the shoulders of any one
individual.

The staff has done little around
here except when it was to their
own advantage.

We have had what I consider the
best leadership and edminis-
trative direction.

There has not been enough "give-
and take" between the staff and
the para-orofessional group.

I think that I (as en individual)
have done my best; any short-
coming is the fault of the staff,

I feel that I am adequately
trained to perform any task
in rifle typical 16 MM operation,

5 5

6 2 2

2 6 1 1

4 3 1 2

1 3 1 2 3

5 2 1 2

5 2 1 1

4 1 1 2 2

2 4 3 1

1 1 3 1 4

4 5 1
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THE PA1A-PROFESSIONALS: T
4

and T
5

THE PARA-PROFESSIONALS'
FELT CPENTENCIES IN JOB CLASSIFICATIONS

IN DESCENDING ORDER

Videotape operator (6)

Film Editor (5)

Audio Specialist (4)

Cameraman (3)

Lightening Specialist (2)

Still Phntuyvapher (1).

h. 191
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

TN: PARA-PROFESSIONALS' EVALUATION
OF TEACHERS AND CLASSES

The participants were instructed to nits their teachers
end classes in respect to the following points of eval-
ustion, Rating follows the 1-thru'4 format; 1 meaning
Excellent, 4 meaning Poor.

FOINTS OF EVALUATION: THE TEACHERS:

Teacher 1
EGFP

For the most part, this
class is 2 4 6

In terms of his knowledge
of the subject matter, the
instructor is 263

In terms of this instructor's
respect for students' questions
and differences of opinion,
he is rated 4 3 4

His supervision and help in
filming techninues is 2 4 4

His interest in the para-
professionals as individuals
is '3 2 4

His ability to 'make us think
for ourselves' is 2 4 5

As far as availability and
consultation for assistance,
this instructor is 1 2 6

The general quality of his
instruction and production
supervision is 2 3 6

His abilityto motivate the
pars-professionals is 2 4 5

The relevance of his class-
room instruction to our field
work is 1 5 3

Compared to other instructors
this instructor is 1 5 4

t9

Teacher 2
EGFP

22

Teacher 3
EGFP

5 6 1 3 4 3 2

1 4 8 1 6 4 1

1 2 5 4 1 2 5 4 1

2 5 4 3 2 5 4 1

3 5 5 2 4 4 3 1

1 5 6 1 2 7 3

3 6 3 3 3 4 4 1

1 6 5 1 2 6 4

1 5 6 1 1 8 1 2

3 10 11 2 5 4 1

2 8 4 1 8 2 1


